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TRENDS IN CHURCH SOUND 
The organist co-exists with the videographer in some 
churches. The sound designer is facing a wider range 
of demands than ever before — in both traditional 
and electronic churches. How does one support the 

speech intelligibility at the same time? 
, new designs, new equipment lead to 
Barry McKinnon surveys the market. 
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CHRIST CHURCH 
This 244-year old Philadelphia land-
mark building is a national shrine. 
George Washington and Benjamin 
Franklin worshiped here. Seven 
signers of the Declaration of Indepen-
dence are buried here. In 1990, 
100,000 tourists visited here. Now, it's 
the proud owner of an evenly 
distributed and practically invisible 
system. 28 

IN THIS ISSUE 
• In-Wall 
Nothing metaphysical happens 
when the speaker shifts a foot 
or so down from the ceiling to 
the wall. But there are big 
changes going on in in-wall 
speakers. 41 

• Bulletin Boards 
Computer Bulletin Boards for 
audio specialists come in a 
wide array. For minimal or no 
cost you can have constant 
communication. 60 

• Software Review 
How easy is EASE? Mike 
Klasco continues his hands-on 
review of the EASE program. 

62 

SUBWAY SOUND 
Sound & Communications 
digs into a $220 million 
upgrade in the New York 
subway's telecommunica-
tions system that includes 
the installation of 490 
miles of fiberoptic cable 
and an effort to challenge 
the harsh reality of subway 
station acoustics. 44 



ADAPTING TO 
FLAWLESS SUMMATION 

Model MTA-22 Manifold Technology® High-Frequency Summation Device 
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The Electro-Voice MTA-22 is a Manifold Technology' high-frequency device for 
combining the outputs o4 two large-format drivers into a single two-inch-throat horn. 
This adapter, used in conjunction with either the N/DYfir' lmt or DH1Amt, provides a 
system that sounds virtually identical to a single driver with twice the power handling, 
twice the output capacity and the built-in redundancy factor of multiple drivers. 

When faced with the prospect of using multiple horn-driver combinations, the 
MTA-22 provides an alternative to cumbersome arrays, while eliminating the destructive 
interference that occurs when two or more horns are positioned to cover the same area. 
The MTA-22 adapter utilizes the patented principles of Manifold Technology, removing 
high-frequency interference by directing the output of the two drivers into a 90° reflection 
upon entering the adapter providing a smooth, phase-coherent summation. 

The Manifold Technology concept was first introduced by Electro-Voice in the MT-4 
four-way concert sound system where manifolding was applied in each of the four 
frequency ranges. The MT-4 has garnered considerable success in touring applications, 
worldwide. The recently introduced MT-2 compact concert system and the MIS-1 high-
performance stage system feature Manifold Technology throughout. Now, with the 
driver packages featuring the MTA-22 Manifold Technology adapter, you can apply the 
same perfo-mance and physical size advantages of Manifold Technology to any of the 
our HP series constant-directivity horns. 

For additional information, contact an BectroVoice 
Electro-Voice sound contractor or John Murray, 
Electro-Voice market development manager for 
professional sound reinforcement at 616/695-6831. 

Ey MARK IV company 

Electro-Voice, Inc 600 Cecil St. Buchanan, MI 49107 616/695-6831 Mark IV Audio Carada, Inc. Box 520 Gananoque, ON K7G2V1 613/382-2141 
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You're about to play Wembley Stadium in England. It's 
sold out! Everything must be perfect. To prepare, you 
gather 5 of the world's best wireless microphones for a 
head-to-head test. Only one microphone will win. 

First, the technical tests. All five perform just fine 
when it comes to drop-outs and range (after all, these 
are the top models on the market). So, the choice boils 
down to the true essentials of microphone performance. 
Sound... and how you — as a performer — interact with 
each of the microphones. 
You listen. The sound engineers of Maryland Sound 

also listen intently. And when the tests are over, you agree 
on a clear-cut winner: One microphone sounds like you. 
And it feels right. It has excellent balance and it's easy to 
hold, even for a long, strenuous concert. The winner? 
The Audio-Technica ATW-1032 system. 
The concert? A resounding success for Gloria Estefan 

and Miami Sound Machine! 

The new Audio-Technica wireless microphone system. 
It can make a difference. 

Write or call today for more information and the name of 
your nearest Aud D-Technica sound specialist. 

aucho-techruca 
1221 Commerce Dr., Stow, Ohio 44224 
(216) 686-2600 • FAX (216) 688-3752 
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TRENDS IN CHURCH SOUND 
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Designers and consultants discuss the two basic 
types of church designs, traditional and electronic. 

AN INVISIBLE SOUND SYSTEM 
By L. Richard Feld 
Philadelphia's Christ Church was the sight where 
our forefathers prayed, and of a new system that 
includes thirty hidden transducers. 

MANHATTAN SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
By Malcolm Howard 
Recording studio veterans, John Storyk and Jim 
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tion recording studio/recital hall. 

FASHION IN A FLUSH MOUNT 
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A tribute to the adage "less is more," wall 
speakers are no longer an expensive aesthetic 
alternative to sound system design. 

LIGHT AT THE END OF THE TUNNEL 
By Malcolm Howard 
The 3.4 million commuters who ride the subways 
each day will be treated to a new fiberoptic in-
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Can you find the choir mies in this picture? 
Neither can the audience. 

Introducing the new, affordable 
Crown CM-30 microphone. Destined to 
be heard—but not seen—in churches, 
auditoriums and schools everywhere. 

Extremely compact, the CM-30 is 
nearly invisible when positioned over 
choirs or other large ensembles. But don't 
let its small profile fool you: the CM-30 
is a giant when it comes to features. 

This supercardioid electret condenser 
microphone delivers a smooth, wide-
range response for natural reproductions 
of the singing voice, the organ or other 
musical instruments. 

The CM-30 microphone filters out 
very low frequencies to reduce distract-

ing "room rumble." And its tight direc-
tional pickup pattern rejects unwanted 
background noise and room reverb. 

With impressive gain-before-feed-
back and higher output than many mics, 

you'll find the 
CM-30 an 
exceptional 
choice for 
church choirs, 
schools or 
stage produc-
tions. 

Suspended from the ceiling by its 
own slim cable, the CM-30 installs 
quickly. The microphone connects 
easily to the power module with input/ 

output terminal blocks which eliminate 
connectors. The module fits neatly into 
a standard electrical box for a clean, un-
cluttered appearance. 

Like all Crown microphones, the 
CM-30 carries a full three-year uncondi-
tional warranty against malfunction with a 
lifetime warranty on the acoustic system: 

For more information on our complete 
line of microphones see your Crown 
dealer or call toll-free: 1-800-535-6289. 

'See your local Crown dealer for full warranty details. 

crown 
Guaranteed Excellence 

P. O. Box 1000 • Elkhart IN 46515-1000 
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AUDIO INTER VISUAL DESIGN 
Exclusive U.S. Distributor (213) 469-4773 

isankeni 
Japan's most original microphone maker 

See it and hear it at NSCA '91 Sanken — Booth #633 
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GEFEN SYSTEMS INTRODUCES 

THE NSM CD2101-AC CD CHANGER 

"THE MOST AMAZING CD CHANGER IN THE WORLD" 
( Only 4 Seconds Inbetween Discs - Holds 100 Compact Discs ) 

together with 

"111E MOST ADVANCED BACKGROUND MUSIC SOFTWARE' 
( Ideal for Hotels, Restaurants, Night Clubs, (able Systems, Automated Radio Stations & Homes ) 

• DIGITAL AUDIO output.(SPDIF) 

• 4-5 seconds access time between discs 

• RS-232 Interface 

• 16 CD Changers on a single COM port 

• 100 CDs ONLINE 

NSM CD2100 

The NSM 02101-AC works with: 

• CD.J. CLASSICS MUSIC SYSTEM 

• CD.J. MacJukeBox MUSIC SYSTEM 

• CD-SOUND MUSIC SYSTEM 

• SOUNDTOUCH MUSIC SYSTEM 
For more information contact: 

GEFEN SYSTEMS 

6261 VARIEL AVE. SUITE C 
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91367 

PHONE: 818-884-6294 or 1-800-545-6900 
FAX: 818-884-3108 
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LETTER FROM THE EDITOR 

Church Sound Today; 
Cincinnati in May 
What is a church? That question has oc-

cupied sages throughout the years, and 
has been the subject of schisms and 
philosophies, and even fullfledged wars 
between nations. For our purposes, the 
question is more simple, and yet more 
complicated. A church may take on the 
guise of a spare and traditional house of 
God, and in other forms becomes a full 
multimedia center. For the purposes of 
sound design, these distinctions are im-
portant. And the fashion of the moment 
in architectural design cannot be ignored. 
The sound and visual design and the 
equipment necessary to fulfill the con-
gregation's mission are part and parcel of 
the architectural design and the full func-
tion of the church. 
Churches make up a large proportion of 

the work of sound contractors and con-
sultants. And for this issue of Sound & 
Communications we focused on several 
aspects of church design. Since churches 
are often the first buildings to go up in new 
towns and settlements, many of these 
buildings are attaining landmark status in 
our twentieth century drive to preserve 
our heritage. This was true of Christ 
Church in Philadelphia where this coun-
try's founders worshiped and where the 
government now strictly supervises and 
constrains new additions. Renovating the 
church and the sound system was there-
fore hardly a lark and necessitated extra 
care and respect for the environment while 
designing and installing a new and accurate 
sound system. You can read about the im-
pressive process and the results in this 
issue. 
The architectural design of any building 

follows the fashion and aesthetic thinking 
of the times. We asked Barry McKinnon 
to survey the consultant community for us 
and ask them how they're faring and what 
they think of trends in church building 
design and how those trends are affecting 
the actual sound design. That article is 
also presented in this issue. Additionally, 

Alex Rosner writes of the business aspect 
of dealing with churches. And we present 
a tongue in cheek view of the churches' 
attitudes toward sound systems. 
Next month, we'll see you all in Cincin-

nati, the venue of course of the National 
Sound and Communications Association 
convention May 20 through 22. From what 
we can tell of the preparations so far, this 
year's Expo promises to be more replete 
with exhibitors, seminars, networking and 
learning experiences than ever before. 
West Penn Wire will again be hosting its 
annual Appreciation Party (Tuesday night). 
And along with the Contractors Caper and 
other events, Cincinnati may just turn in-
to fun city for the weekend. 
For the serious side, a large selection 

of educational sessions is being planned. 
Among the sessions that we think will be 
most valuable is one being presented 
Tuesday at 10 AM by our own techni-
cal editor, Michael Klasco. Mike will be 
dealing with computer aided methods of 
predicting and evaluating sound system 
performance, in theory and — most im-
portant — in practice. Once you've deter-
mined what the perfect system will be, 
how do you deal with the client, the con-
sultant, the venue in the real world? Some 
of the topics Mike will address are the 
prediction and evaluation of reverberation 
time, flutter echo, intelligibility measure-
ment and ambient noise; designing the 
sound system to accommodate the room; 
acoustical treatments; and the role of 
the acoustical consultant. We hope you'll 
attend. 

We'll see you in Cincinnati. 
Best Regards, 

Judith Morrison 
Editor in Chief 

Tactical. 

SR- 6 Sub.:Jeer with SR-3 

Today's most successful sound contractors and 
.I. pro audio specialists will tell you, the three 
most important aspects of any audio installation is 
planning, planning and planning. In today's 
market, intelligent installation means knowing 
what's available. The good news is, you can plan 
smart and without compromise. 

Introducing the SR-6 subwoofer by 
Celestion. Shown here with the innovative SR-3 
Single Source Radiator, this extremely small and 
unobtrusive system is capable of ground shaking 
sound pressure levels. Yet, when used for softer 
background and fill applications, this compact SR 
system is remarkably responsive and high fidelity. 

Be smart. Hear what Celestion's SR 
Systems can do for you and your clients at your 
local dealer, or contact Celestion for technical 
information and the name of your nearest 
Celestion representative. 

rELESTMIT 
CELEST1ON INDUSTRIES, INC. 
89 DOUG BROWN WAY • HOLLISTON, MA 01746 
VOICE (508) 429-6706 • FAX (508) 429-2426 

Celestion International Ltd. • Foxhall Rd. • Ipswich. I nglond 
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You askedefor baffles triatwauld 
• be as unobtrusive as possible on • 
the ceiling. Quam listened . . . and 
responded with a complete new 
baffle concept, with: 

•  A third less surface area than 
• conventional 8" speaker baffles 

. , 
••• No visible hárdwee. . • 

• Made from stée textured to. 
match popular contemporary 
ceiling ttjes • 

• 'Quick and easy installation • 
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Call Iodai' for your free copy of the 
,Quam Commercial Sound Catalog. . 
and Tech Spec 33 on the new 
BRa-iows unobtrusive baffles. . • 

• 

Quam has earned its position as • 
preferred supplier to commercial 

:sound contractors through respore 
%iveness in product design and in ' 
service. A broad line to meet your. - 
-needs. Inventory on our shelves,. 
so you don't need it on yours. ... . 
incoming WATS for quick efficient 

t order-processing. 
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NEWSLETTER 
NSCA EXPO 

The National Sound and Communications Association's NSCA '91 Contractor's Conference & Expo takes 

place May 20 through 22 in the Cincinnati Convention Center. Over 300 exhibitors and over 5000 

attendees are expected. 

In keeping with the general concept of the Expo, over 50 hours of classes are planned, with an expansion 

of pre-expo classes to include an MATV design course with a certificate of completion. The pre-expo 

courses are more structured, this year, being broken into basic and advanced sessions. Courses during 

the show are part of four basic tracks: audio, sales, management and specialty. 

Among the speakers in sessions held during expo are Don Davis, speaking on Audio and Acoustics; David 

Marsh on the Behavior of Sound Indoors and Outdoors; Barry McKinnon on the Application of Coaxial 

Loudspeakers; and Frank Abrem on CCTV Design (with course certification). Michael Klasco, Technical 

Editor of Sound & Communications, will present a session on the use of software to predict room 

acoustics and intelligibility (and what to do with what you find). 

West Penn Wire, for the fourth year in a row, will hold its "Appreciation Party," typically drawing over 
3,000 people. This year's party is on Tuesday, May 21 from 6 PM to 8 PM at the Hyatt Regency ballroom. 

According to Lou Valente of West Penn, "NSCA is not just a show; it's the show. Our business is com-

mitted to the electronic systems contractor. We're thanking our customers." 

NEW SPEAKERS 

Tannoy will have its first showing at the NSCA Expo of the previously rumored "newest technology in 30 

years in ceiling speakers." The ICT, or Inductively Coupled Transducers, have no windings, no voice coil, 

no crossover, and a bandwidth of over 20 kHz. 

YAMAHA DIVISIONAL CHANGES  

Yamaha's Pro Audio and Synthesizer, Guitar and Drum divisions have been consolidated into one divi-

sion, the Audio, Guitar and Synthesizer Division with John Gatts as General Manager. Gatts was 

previously the general manager of the Pro Audio Division. Similarly, the company has merged its elec-

tronic keyboard sales group and piano sales group into the Keyboard Division with Terry Lewis division 

general manager. Sales and marketing responsibilities for drum sets have been transferred to the Band 

and Orchestral Division in Grand Rapids, Michigan. 

John Gatts stated that the most significant change in his new division will be in its sales structure. 

"Great emphasis will be placed on getting closer to the market with people empowered to make decisions 

to respond faster to changing market conditions." The new sales structure has four regional managers 

(but no national sales manager) all reporting directly to Gatts. Jim Coffin handles the western region; 

Tom Weeber the midwest; Paul Gazarian the northeast; and Bob Shomaker the northeast. The regional 

managers operate from Buena Park headquarters. 

In making the announcement of the changes, Ron Raup, senior vice president of Yamaha Corporation of 

America, said, "Our business is dependent on a healthy and growing distribution channel . . . It is im-

perative that we focus our attention on offering additional meaningful services to our dealers." 

OPTODIGITAL MOVES  

The Optodigital Designs Division of Monster Cable Products Inc. is moving its center of operations from 
South San Francisco, California to the University of Texas at Austin in June, 1991. Optodigital's opera-

tions will be housed within the university community to allow the company to use it as a "technology 

incubator," according to Rodney A. Herman, Optodigital Designs Division Managing Director, and will 

help the division in its proposed "expansion into broadbased multimedia." Optodigital presently manufac-

tures the LightSpeed 12 system, an audio signal distribution system for stage, studio and broadcast 

applications. 

April 1991 9 



NEWSLETTER 
NSCA-TV NEWS TO AIR 

NSCA-TV NEWS will again air during the NSCA Expo. The on- the-spot news show will be transmitted to 

hotel room televisions in Cincinnati and to monitors on the exhibit floor. The program is produced and 
written by Testa Communications, publisher of Sound & Communications magazine. 

ODETICS SPACE RECORDERS 

Odetics Space Division has negotiated an $18 million agreement to provide Nippon Electric Company with 

nine space tape recorders to be used on the Advanced Earth Observation Satellite (ADEOS). ADEOS is 
funded by the Japanese Space Agency. Odetics has supplied recorders for two previous Japanese Earth 

Resources Programs — the Marine Observation Satellite where the recorders were used for telemetry data, 

and the Japanese Earth Resources Satellite with the recorders storing the actual sensor data. 

SONY TRAINING SESSIONS FOR YEAR 

The Sony Professional Audio Training Group is running training sessions throughout 1991 for service 

technicians and sales engineers. Courses are held in Fort Lauderdale, Florida and San Jose, California. 

The Sony Professional Audio Training Group is at 1400 W. Commercial Blvd., Fort Lauderdale, Florida 
33309. 

NO NAMM SUMMER EXPO 

The National Association of Music Merchants will not proceed with plans for the 1991 NAMM Interna-

tional Music and Sound Expo which had been scheduled to be held in New York in August. The board of 

directors of NAMM voted overwhelmingly in favor of taking this action after surveying the Trade Show 

Advisory Committee and other senior retail and commercial members in the industry. NAMM still plans 

to hold a 1991 mid-year annual meeting of members. Jack Coffey, NAMM president, said, "We will con-

tinue to evaluate industry input and plan to review all options for 1992." The NAMM 1991 Winter 

Market, held in January, hosted more than 690 exhibitors and occupied 340,000 square feet of space in 

Anaheim. The winter show has eclipsed that of recent summer Expos. 

APT-X ENHANCED 

New enhancements have been added to the APT-X 100 Music Coding System by Audio Processing 

Technology. The digital audio data compression system now has Auto-Sync Mode, locking encoder and 

decoder units in a satellite or transmission link, automatic decoder detection of auxiliary data within the 
digital information, an eight-channel de-multiplexer mode, allowing up to eight coded channels to be 

multiplexed together. 

HOME THEATER PRICE DROP 

Shure HTS, The division of Shure Brothers specializing in the home theater, has announced a major price 

reduction of its Theater Reference System components bringing the original configuration to a price of 

under $6,000. Two new configurations have also been introduced, the LRS System, priced at $5,391, and 

the Super System priced at $9,485. According to Bob Schulein, General Manger of Shure HT, "Market 

penetration has reached the point where large numbers of people are beginning to appreciate more 

sophisticated surround sound audio." Schulein also applauded the entry of the THX Division of Lucasfilm 
into the home theater market. 

NEW STANDARD AVAILABLE  

The standard for data displays prepared by the American National Standards Institute is available in 

draft form. A copy of the standard is being provided through the ICIA (International Communications In-

dustries Association). The title is IT7.215 — Data Projection Equipment and Large Screen Data Displays — 
Test Methods and Performance Characteristics." 

10 Sound & Communications 



TCDUCH THE FUTURE AT NISCA '91 

ACHIEVING 

EXCELLE 

IS 
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SIMPLE 
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ARCHITECTURAL 
ACCiUSTICS 

Demonstration Room: 
Town Suite, Clarion Hotel 

t Peavey Architectural Acoustics the search for excellence 

is a satisfying, yet ongoing, quest. For over two decades we've 

developed innovative products that have literally changed the 

face of permanent sound installation. We've also championed 

research into the refinement and reliability of every product 

associated with the sound contracting market. That's why we 

can say with confidence that the desire for excellence is, and 

always has been, the main ingredient in the story of our success. 

Visit us at booths 
#120 and 121 A 

Jekr -AVM!, )- 
APICI-41 -TIECTILORAIL ACCIUMTIC11100 

PEAVEY ELECTRONICS CORPORATION. 711 A Street. Meridian, Ms 39302. ( 6011483-5365 1991 
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Toa's New Family of Wireless Microphones 
Created to Reinforce the Spoken Word 

With the introduction of our new vhf hi-band wireless microphones, 
Toa has redefined the concept of outstanding wireless 
performance at an affordable price 

You asked for wireless microphone technology that delivers 
substantially longer battery life loa responsed by incorporating the 
latest advancements ;n miniaturized surface mount components 
into our new wireless microphones. Battery life has been extended 
to over thirty hours during continuous use, utilizing one AA 
battery. 

You needed extended dynamic range and super'or signal-to-noise 
ratios. Toa responded by designing a unique new compander 
circuit that achieves wide dynamic range against a background of 
vanishing low noise. 

You wanted a wireless system completely free from external [DA 

interference. Toa responded by introducing our fabulous new 
tone-key circuit design. This technological breakthrough virtually 
dispenses with the possibility of external interference. 

Toa's new modular wireless systems are available in diversity ana 
non diversity configurations. 

Wireless Microphones from Toa 
Created to Reinforce the Spoken Word 

Toa Electronics, Inc. 
Commercial Products Group 
601 Gateviia Blvd, South San Francisco, CA. 94080 
Tel: (415) 588-2538 Telex: 331332 Fax: 588-3349 

Toa Canaria: (403) 489-5511 Edmonton. 
(416) 624-2317 Toronto or (514) 931-5888 Montreal— 
Toa UK (0277) 233882 Essex— Toa Europe: 
(040) 2506091 Hamburg — Toa Japan: (0797) 71-2222 
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GUEST COLUMN 

WHY IS CHURCH 
SOUND SO CONFUSING? 

By Joseph DeBuglio 

In the beginning was 
the Word and the words 
were not amplified and 
God saw that it was 
Good. 

On the second day the people gathered 
to hear the Words and so they assembled 
in natural spaces that amplified the words. 
On the third day man built large rooms 

so that people could hear the Words where 
they wanted and it protected them from 
the weather. As man started to sing 
praises to God, he changed the design of 
the gathering places and called them 
"Churches." 
On the fourth day, God allowed man to 

use Sound Equipment in the churches that 
were so large that they needed all the help 
that they could get. Churches had some 
of the best sound systems in the world and 
God was pleased. 
On the fifth day the children of God saw 

how other people were doing sound as 
suggested by Satan. They claimed that it 
was cheaper and would do as good a job. 
(Instead they were less effective and 
discouraged people from coming to 
church). 

It was this that caused the "dead spot" 
the "feedback" and the complaining from 
people of all ages. For a whole generation, 
churches were confused about sound and 
acoustics and they were afraid to invest in 
fear of getting more of the same. And God 
saw that it was not well in his churches. 
On the sixth day, God showed a number 

of people how church sound should be 
done according to His will. Some people 
gave it a name and others were just 
grateful to be able to hear once again. And 
God was pleased because people began 
coming back to God's many Houses of 

Worship in which people could hear. But 
Satan did not take things lying down. Satan 
suggested other products to try and con-
fuse people even more, but the Children 
of God who tasted good sound became 
wise and demanded the better sound 
system. Then God was pleased. 
On the Seventh Day the Children of God 

rested and listened while God preached 
His word in all of the many different 
churches and it was well. 

(Reprinted with permission from the 
HIS Systems Newsletter, Winter 1991). 
WELL! Did this get your attention? It 

is hoped that this fun parody of the Crea-
tion story open our eyes to the many 
truths in it. Churches in the 1940s and 50s 
had some of the best and well thought out 
systems available and some of them are 
still working to their original design. 
There is little information on the subject 

and many people have been brainwashed 
into believing that it only takes a couple 
of speakers, some wire and a mixer/ampli-
fier; hook it all up and you will hear prop-
erly. What can be further from the truth? 
Yet, did you know that the church com-
munity led the way in the sound reinforce-
ment standards of the late 1940s and early 
'50s? These standards were very high 
then and the successful church sound rein-
forcement contractor still follows them us-
ing the latest technology. 
So what happened? Why don't most 

churches have good sound? Do these poor 
quality sound systems affect church atten-
dance? Why is it that in some churches you 
feel like singing and in others you're afraid? 
When do we need a hearing aid system in 
the church? 

IN THE BEGINNING — 1940$ 
Historically, before the 1940s, churches 

were constructed in remote places and de-

signed so that the human voice could be 
projected without amplification. Many of 
our older churches still standing today did 
not need sound reinforcement because 
they were designed "properly" but, 
because of our Sunday shoppers, vaca-
tioners and tourists (train, cars and air-
planes), the human voice could no longer 
compete with the outside noises. These 
churches were not soundproofed. It is for 
this reason that many older churches have 
to invest in sound systems today. 
When the age of sound reinforcement hit 

in the late 40's, builders of new churches 
suggested that they could save large sums 
of money by building a church without tra-
ditional acoustical engineering and use the 
PA System to make up the difference. 
At first the idea worked. Building costs 

dropped considerably and very high quality 
sound systems were installed. (often as 
high as 7 percent of the total cost of 
building the sanctuary). 

THE DECADE OF CHAOS 

In the mid to late 1950s, two events hap-
pened at the same time. Rock and Roll and 
Cheaper Electronics. The rock and roll era 
needed portable sound for one night 
stands. Through TV, concerts and shows, 
everyone was exposed to the "portable PA 
System." We often did and still do place 
speakers to the left and right side of the 
stage. This was a major compromise and 
people have learned to put up with it. The 
mistake churches made was using this 
very poor layout. 
Cheaper electronics was also another 

major miscue for the church community. 
This new and cheaper equipment was 
never meant to be used in churches in 
spite of the advertisements. Most of it was 
meant for hotels, airports and clubs where 
people are on the move and they only have 
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to listen to sounds for brief periods or one 
night shows. A lot of this equipment was 

(and still is) often called "Architectural 
Sound Equipment" and architects were 
given this information for planning offices, 
malls and warehouses. When a church 
would ask an architect, " How much do we 

need to spend on PA equipment?," the 
architect would get the PA book he was 

sent and budget S2,000 on sound equip-
ment for a new million dollar 500 seat 

church. Now remember, previous to this, 
churches were spending up to 7 percent 
of the building cost in the early ' 50s. 

HOW TO CONTROL REFLECTIONS WITHOUT SACRIFICING 
THE REVERBERANCE NECESSARY FOR THE MUSIC PROGRAM 

fflfflffl 
I !Fug ¡hie 

Balcony front before treatment 

Clear Lake United Methodist Church, 
Houston, TX was faced with this problem 
in their recent renovation. Late reflections 
from the rear balcony front were 
corrupting speech intelligibility and 
degrading sound quality. 

Acoustical consultant Dave Klepper of 
KMK associates indicated — "We specified 
the QRD® DIFFUSOR, instead of 
absorption, in order to disperse the 
balcony reflections uniformly throughout 
the sanctuary and maintain the 
reverberance necessary for music 
performance, congregational responses 
and singing." 

Mr. Raymond Campbell, Clear Lake's 
minister of music, reported— "We honestly 
feel that the acoustics in our renovated 
sanctuary have now become a valuable 
asset to our worship service." 

Good acoustics are an important part of all 
worship space sound system designs. Write 
for our color technical brochure and afree 
copy of "The Acoustical Design of Worship 
Spaces" by Dr. Peter D'Antonio. 

Balcony front after QRD® application 

If your worship space has: 
• poor intelligibility 
• rear wall slap echo from sound system 
• lack of support for congregational singing 
• poor ensemble in the choir or band 
• lack of communication between the 
choir, organist and podium 

we invite you to try the RPG Diffusor 
System" because RPG helps solve 
problems like this every day for clients 
such as: 

Assembly of God, Camp Springs, MD 
Bellevue Baptist Church, Cordova, TN 
Christ Church Pentecostal, Nashville, TN 
Crenshaw Christian Church, IA, CA 
Custer Road Methodist, Plano, TX 
Eastside Christian Church, Orange, CA 
First Presbyterian Church, Midland, TX 
First Baptist Church, Orlando, FL 
Slavic Gospel Assoc., Wheaton, IL 
Watchtower, Brooklyn, NY 
Word of Faith Ministries, Dallas, TX 

Diffusor Systems to Enhance the Acoustics of Critical Listening and Performance Environments 
RPG Diffusor Systems, Inc. 12003 Wimbleton St., Largo, MD 20772 Phone 301-249-5647 Fax 301-249-3912 
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By the early '60s, new churches missed 
the lively congregational singing. Gone 

were the choral extravaganzas that made 
the hair on the back of the neck tingle with 

excitement and the thunder of the great 
swell 32 foot pipe organ. Churches wanted 
these things, but by now they'd become 
accustomed to spending little and wanting 
a lot. 

THE AGE OF CONFUSION 
During the ' 70s some churches did try 

to build the old style church, with dismal 

results. Architects as a community had not 
been building churches with good 
acoustics for over 30 years and they had 
already forgotten the knowledge they once 

knew well. There was and is no more 
proper acoustical guidance except for a few 

people who are very busy fixing architec-
tural mistakes. 

In the ' 80s a new wave of churches 

sprung up. Packaged churches have be-
come very popular. For a modest cost, a 

high quality, inexpensive church was built. 
This meant that almost any congregation 

could afford to have a church or expand at 
will. 
These churches are designed strictly as 

a meeting place. Some ministers have 
described them as warehouses or funeral 

parlours. Most of these churches do not 

have " Good Sounding Congregational 
Singing." Hearing speech loud enough 
near the front without a PA is often im-
possible, and investing in an expensive 

organ is pointless. Acoustical guidance is 
nonexistent, although the builder will 

always say, 'The acoustics will be very 
good.' In some instances, the building 
design is so poor that any sound system 
at any price will not make the church 
suitable for comfortable listening. 

The packaged church is often rushed, 
built on price and not meeting a congrega-

tion's (spiritual) needs. Some builders 

build as many as 10 "churches" in a year. 
The good news is that a packaged church, 
with a few alterations, could be the house 

of worship many of us want and remember. 
Often a higher ceiling, a sloped wall or dif-
ferent carpet could make a world of dif-



ference. Acoustical guidance is available, 
but you can not get it from an architect any 
more. In fact, if you asked an architect to 
hire an "acoustical expert," chances are 
the architects will hire a company that does 
90 percent of its work for government pro-
jects or industrial noise control. Today, the 
average architect will do one to four 
churches in his or her lifetime. How can 
they possibly design a new church without 
proper acoustical guidance? 

Acoustical and audio experts who do 
mainly churches spend a great deal of their 
time fixing other peoples mistakes. As a 
result, they become very sensitive to the 
design, materials and performance of the 
sanctuary in terms of sound quality. They 
plan in and expect high results in the per-
formance of the choir and organ. Any 
engineering graduate can quickly learn 
how to keep the sound of the compressor 
from disturbing the office next door. It 
takes years to learn, know and recognize 
a 125 Hz RT60 of over 2.4 seconds that 
is muffling sound, while interfering with 
both speech and music at the same time. 
House painters don't paint family portraits 
very well, but they do often use the same 
equipment and tools that artists use. 
Church acoustics require the aid of artists 
(acoustical experts who specialize in 
churches), not painters (architects and 
noise control acoustical experts). The 
same applies equally to the sound system 
designs too. 
This chain of events over the past 50 

years has caused havoc in the church com-
munity in many ways. Most of these poor 
buildings and bad sound systems (esti-
mated to be around 80 to 90 percent) have 
a physiological effect on people. Many 
older people who have some hearing loss 
but can have normal conversation with 
anyone three feet away often can not hear 
well in churches 50 years old or newer. As 
a result, these people do one of three 
things. Some will come to church even if 
they are deaf. Some will come if you pro-
vide a hearing impaired system for them. 
Others who don't really need hearing 
assistance will stay home because the 
sound on the TV is clearer. This age group 

starts at 40 years of age and up. In some 
communities, this group of people can be 
up to 20 percent. Hearing of speech, the 
organ, the choir, the piano and the con-
gregation singing affects us all. 

If you have a good sanctuary and you 
have a high quality sound system, the only 
people who are left to complain about the 
sound are people you have to yell at while 
talking to them. Good acoustics and good 

YOU ASKED 
FOR IT! 

• 60° x 30° horn for farfield coverage 
• L-Pad for nearfield horn 
• Fully adjustable 90° x 40 horn for 
nearfield coverage 
• Trapezoid shape for easy arraying 

, I 

C-1 

• Integral hardware for easy rigging 
• Choice of side panels to match decor 
• Choice of grill colors to match decor 
• Can be used in single or multiple 
configuration 
$ I. 

Audio Inc. 

(4) 

OAP Audio, Inc. 
310 Peachtree 

Industrial Boulevard 

Buford, GA 30518 
Phone: 404/945-1028 
FAX: 404/945-1843 
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sound mean that people with hearing aids 
will have little or no problem hearing in 
such a church. 
Young people who have good hearing 

want better sound for a different reason. 
Every day they are exposed to hi-fi, high 
quality car radios and so on. Young peo-
ple spend all kinds of money on good 
sound, and they get it too. When it come 
to churches, we should make the same 
allowance for them. The facts are, if your 
church has a sound system that meets the 
needs of older people properly, it will also 
meet the needs of young people too and 
vice versa. 
Churches need to reexamine the pur-

pose of the Sanctuary and think long term. 
How often do we hear of a church that is 
paid for in less than 15 years and the 
average age of the members is 30. Where 
are the older people in a fast growing 

church? Young people can hear no matter 
what, but once you pass 40, you need a 
better listening environment. If churches 
thought long term, they would invest more 
money into their buildings and would most 
likely have a better return on their 
investment. 

THE 90's — THE AGE OF HOPE 
As far as information goes, there are 

several good books on Audio. The best 
book on sound reinforcement is called 
"The Complete Hand Book of Public 
Address Sound Systems." Although it was 
written in 1978, it will not be out of date 
for a long time. Unfortunately, there are 
currently no books on church sound, so 
much of the information from this book will 
require some interpretation. 
Good church sound and acoustics can be 

had all of the time and it comes for a price. 

Card frame systems are rapidly becom-
ing the equipment choice of the 90's. 
And the INTEGRA III SYSTEM from 
PROTECH AUDIO is rapidly becoming 
the choice in card frame systems. 

Why? Because we offer our 
dealers more products, more design 
support, and more market protection. 
We work to help our dealers develop 
the competitive edge. 

Our dealers find they can offer 

RO TECH® 

their customers a dependable product 
line, with extensive factory support. 
From initial system layout, to after sale 
support, we strive to give our dealers a 
reliable source for professional audio 
equipment. 

Get the competitive edge! 
Become one of a limited number of 
authorized INTEGRA III SYSTEM 
dealers. For the winning story, call or 
write today! SEE US AT NSCA BOOTH #4 

Protech Audio Corporation 
Flowerfield Building 1 
St. James, New York 11780 
516-584-5855 

The HIS System, and other companies 
that install systems like the HIS System, 
give the church value and high return on 
investment. 
Young people often seek high quality 

sound and are always ready to pay for it. 
Elderly people often bequeath large sums 
of money for good sound and acoustics. 
Regrettably, this is how funding is arranged 
for many of the high quality sound systems 
installed today. It's too bad that some peo-
ple can be heard better when they are no 
longer with us. The price doesn't have to 
be this high. 

(c) Copyright 1990 by JdB Sound 
Acoustics Written by: Joseph De Bug,lio 
An International Sound Reinforcement 
and Acoustical Consultant and System 
Installer from Toronto and a member 
of Long Branch Baptist Church, 
Toronto. 
The information presented was col-

lected by JdB, as well as from other pro-
fessional sound companies that 
specialize in church systems and from 
over 60 articles from various church 
magazines. Since there is no known ac-
curate historical record available or 
maintained of such events, the facts 
presented are based on actual experi-
ences from over 500 churches in 
Ontario. All of the statements were 
based on what churches tell audio and 
acoustical contractors/consultants. This 
information is made available for your 
awareness and education and does not 
reflect any personal attitudes of a par-
ticular church, builder, contractor, audio 
company, music store or architect. 
Hopeful these facts are accurate ac-
cording to the limited research 
available. 

If you would like to contribute to this 
article, comments, or you wish other 
articles sent to you please contact: 
Joseph De Buglio 63 Lockerbie Ave. 
Weston, Ontario M9N 3A3 or call 
1-416-241-4240 
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When it comes to microphones, more 
congregations depend on Shure than any other bran 

There's a good reason why Shure micro-
phones are the first choice of congregations 
around the world. Quite simply, no one has 
ever matched Shure's 
record for delivering 
good sound and 
dependability at an 

ordable price. It's 
a tradition that goes 
back over half a cen-
tury and is stronger 
today than ever. 

Whether you need 
a microphone for the 
pulpit, the choir, vocal 
soloists, the activity hall, or anything else, 
Shure has a model perfectly designed and suit-
ed for the purpose. And our economical new 
L Series wireless microphone systems offer the 

sound industry's best combination of reliability 
and value. 

You don't have to become a microphone 
expert to make a wise 
buying decision. Just 
send for our free catalog 
and microphone selec-
tion guide. Then do 
what thousands of con-
gregations have done 
for decades. Depend 
on microphones with 
the name that means 
quality: Shure. 

For your free copy 
of our catalog and guide, call 1-800-257-4873 
(in Illinois, 1-800-624-8522). Or write Shure 
Brothers Incorporated, Department 1563-CP, 
222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, IL 60202-3696. 

SHURE 
THE SOUND OF THE PROFESSIONALS®.. WORLDWIDE 
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SALES fit MARKETING 

IT'S NOT ALL HEAVEN: A REPORT 
FROM A WORKER IN THE FIELD 

By Alex Rosner 

Equipment manufac-
turers and feature 
editors have written ex-
cellent articles about 
the church market, and 
it is true that churches 
offer a wide opportunity 
for contractors, based on 
the need for good sound 
systems. 

But filling the need turns out to be not 
as easy as it might at first appear. 
The biggest reason the church you walk 

into doesn't already have a good sound 
system is that churches have different 
priorities. You may feel that since they 
obviously have money for other more ex-
pensive things, their priorities are not 
right. But that's not their opinion and 
there's the rub. 
A reasonable person would think that 

since the purpose of a church is to spread 

SYSTEM 41' 
modular signal processing 

Two Rooms, 
Three Rooms, 
Five Rooms - 
One Sound System 
System 41's Matrix Mixer Modules make room 
combining effortless. The remote capabilities allow 
for 256 pre-set program combinations for each 
module. Programming is simple and fail-proof. So, 
if you're making room for 25 or 2500, System 41 is 
always accommodating. For more information 
and technical specifications, call or write. 

WE MAKE GREAT SOUND EASY 

IRP 'professional sound 
products 
A cbv,s,on ot Electrones Inc 

321 Bond Street, Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 
Phone: 708-640-9553 or 1-800-255-6993 
FAX: 708-640-9607 TELEX: 701845 

the word of God, a good sound system 
should be at least as important as carpet-
ing, carpentry or painting. But here, as in 
other places, the primary function of the 
place is not clearly seen by many of those 
who are involved on the inside, and those 
who do see correctly are often discredited 
by stronger-talking types. It's politics, and 
it's non-denominational. 
The priorities set by many churches ef-

fectively relegate the sound system to a 
minor role in their overall scheme of 
things. It may be that few of the decision 
makers have actually heard a good sound 
system in a church or they may have heard 
a really good one, not realizing that it was 
operating. 
Compounding this is the difficulty that 

church officers have in agreeing on 
proposed solutions to acknowledged prob-
lems. We once demonstrated a perfect 
solution to a terrible reverberation prob-
lem by bringing in a complete system for 
a demonstration. All agreed that this was 
just what was needed. But before we got 
the order, one of the members persuaded 
the others that he could do it himself for 
half the price. With half the money wasted, 
it was years before the church considered 
the correct solution again. That our demo 
was paid for served only as a small 
consolation. 

SELLING THE JOB HAS 
NOT BEEN MADE ANY 

EASIER. 

The good news is that as more young 
people are exposed to audio and video 
technology in their everyday experience, 
their awareness of the need for good 
sound systems also rises. As they grow 
older, and step into positions of authority 
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in their churches, we'll be dealing with 
more technically educated individuals. 
Their priorities will, most likely, be differ-
ent. The bad news is that there will also 
be more technically knowledgeable ama-
teurs to gum up the works. Churches will 
be subsidizing the technical education of 
these amateurs as they go about putting 
in more and more sound systems. But 
then, the resultant errors and confusion 
will lead to more business for us in cor-
recting their mistakes. 

There are churches right on the border-
line of needing a sound reinforcement 
system. In the past, their pastors accli-
mated their voices to the room's acoustics 
and made sure they were heard by most 
of the congregation without any sound 
system. As the parishoners have aged and 
as their hearing has become weaker, as 
the attention span of young people has 
deteriorated and as the speaking ability of 
pastors has declined, not to mention the 
heavy foreign accents which are currently 
heard in some pastors' voices, these 
borderline places now have gone over the 
border and definitely need a few dBs of 
acoustic gain from the pulpit. This 
accounts for some new church sound 
systems. 
The kinds of systems churches seem to 

be most happy with are unobtrusive an 
very simple to use, or completely un-
attended. Equipment manufacturers have 
responded with various new microphones, 
automatic mic mixers, time delays, fan-less 

THE BAD NEWS IS THAT 
THERE WILL ALSO BE 
MORE TECHNICALLY 
KNOWLEDGEABLE 

AMATEURS. 

amplifiers, great-sounding speakers and 
computer design programs, all perfect to 
the task. But simplified high performance 
systems are not cheap, so selling the job 
has not been made any easier. Further-
more, the same manufacturers who have 
brought us these goodies to use are sell-
ing them now almost everywhere, making 

them more easily available to just about 
anyone who wants one. This provides 
more pitfalls for the well-meaning 
amateurs. 
The problem is that a working know-

ledge of acoustics and plenty of experience 
is essential in order to make good use of 
these devices. Many churches have long 
reverberation times and, despite ads to the 
contrary, there are no simple hard and fast 
rules on solutions. The only quick fix I 

WHEN IT CAME TO THE 
MIC LINES, IT WAS 

IMPOSSIBLE, JUST TOO 
MUCH MARBLE 
EVERYWHERE! 

know of, which sometimes works, is to 
shut off the sound system and tell the 
pastor to speak slowly. 
Another reason high performance sys-

tems in churches are not cheap is because 

of the height at which loudspeakers often 
need to be installed. Overcoming gravity 
in getting speakers to reliably stay put at 
odd angles in all three dimensions, and at 
around 40 feet up in the air, is not quick 
and easy. And running cables to the 
speakers takes lots of time and skill 
because of the need to either penetrate 
very solid walls or artfully camouflage the 
cable along various surfaces. It's easy to 
underestimate. In one case we got the 
speakers up all right, but when it came to 
the mic lines, it was impossible. Just too 
much marble everywhere! So we put in six 
inexpensive wireless microphones in fixed 
locations, where needed. I call this a non-
solution because it'll work for a while, 
only. Eventually the wireless units will 
have to be replaced with better ones, not 
to mention the constant battery replace-
ment problem which will persist. 

Some churches wisely hire consultants 
to write specifications which the church 
then puts out to bid. This reduces the risk 
of wasting their money, though it costs a 
little more up front. It's a good investment. 
While I've come across a few over-

designed systems, most are right-on-the-
money and I wish more church sound 
systems were designed by consultants. 
But don't think consultants have a picnic. 
We recently did a job which was originally 
designed three years ago by a consultant 
who estimated a $20,000 cost. His solu-
tion was fine. The church got bids which 

ranged between $20,000 and $25,000. 
They decided against spending the money 
and took someone else's advice in hiring 
a friend for $10,000. It took two years of 
suffering to realize that the solution was 
unacceptable. Did they then go back to the 
original consultant's recommendation? No; 
they hired another consultant, who they 
hoped would come up with a less expen-
sive solution. When his solution cost 
$30,000, he was directed to cut it down, 
which he did, to $20,000. It was finally 
done for under $25,000. 

THESE BORDERLINE 
PLACES NOW HAVE GONE 
OVER THE BORDER AND 
DEFINITELY NEED A FEW 
DB'S OF ACOUSTIC GAIN 
FROM THE PULPIT. 

Working in churches is great. It's quiet, 
not much interference from others, gener-
ally clean and a nice smelling environment, 
with people on their best behavior. 
Churches rarely go out of business, so an 
account will likely prove to be a long lasting 
association. Bills are generally paid on time 
and communications are excellent. It is 
possible to do one's best work there. It's 
no coincidence that some of man's great-
est engineering, architectural and artistic 
expressions have been achieved in 
churches. So we have real precedent to 
follow. Unfortunately, standards have drop-
ped and churches are not so special or im-
portant in our lives as they were. The con-
cept of master and apprentice is insuffi-
ciently democratic today. So just about 
anyone can now get to do work in 
churches. The results speak for 
themselves. 
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Trends 
in 

Church Sound 
Consultants Find New Ways to Deal 

with New Design 

BY BARRY McKINNON 

Identifying trends in church design is a bit like trying to describe trends in 
music. The variety of religious serv-

ices that are available provide a wide range 
of church construction styles, all adapted 
to the needs of the religious denomination. 
With that caveat in mind, church designs 
are tending to fall into two categories: the 
traditional churches and the electronic 
church. That is not to say that the neigh-
borhood church, which would not fit either 
category, does not exist anymore. Rather, 
it would be better to say that, of the type 
of churches seeking the services of acous-
tical consultants and sound system de-
signers, they fall into the two general 
categories. 

The two categories were well summar-
ized by David Klepper of Klepper Marshall 
King Associates. Ltd. in White Plains, NY. 
Klepper said, "There are basically two 
kinds of churches, the traditional liturgical 
and the electronic." Klepper described the 
traditional church as often wanting fine 
pipe organs and a live and reverberant 
space so the congregation's voices can be 
heard. The purpose of the sound system 
is speech reinforcement. The electronic 
churches are getting more and more so-
phisticated sound systems; often the en-
tire church is becoming a TV studio. 
"There are multiple mixes, one for TV, 
one for live sound and one for monitor and 
sound systems costing a million dollars," 
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said Klepper. In describing their work in 
traditional churches, Jerry Marshall of 
KMK said, " Our philosophy is to design 
a totally hard space for the sake of musical 
acoustics and achieve speech intelligibili-
ty through sound system design." The ap-
proach on electronic churches is different, 

"Our philosophy is to 
design a totally hard 
space for the sake of 
musical acoustics 
and achieve speech 
intelligibility through 
sound system design." 

"Modern music churches have more of a 
Las Vegas acoustics," said Marshall. 

Kurt Graffy of Paoletti Associates in San 
Francisco also identified the divergent de-
mands of traditional churches. "Organ 
support and speech reinforcement are at 
the two opposite ends of the spectrum. 
Pick up any text from years ago and you'll 
find that discussed. In a traditional church 
it's important to have natural acoustics for 
the choir and the organ and they have a 
need for intelligible speech reinforce-
ment." The long reverb times that the 
musical directors or minister of music find 
desirable for choir and organ is always at 



odds with the design of small sound rein-
forcement systems with high intelligibili-
ty. Jim Carey of Jim Carey Associates in 
Nashville, Tennessee said, "Most of the 
churches we're dealing with have a shorter 
reverb time than a traditional church. It 
depends on how much say the organist 
gets. Obviously the organ people would 
like to see three to four seconds. Sound 
people have a hard time getting intelligi-
bility in a two thousand seat room like 
that." High Q devices are never small, and 
the problem of where to locate these sys-
tems becomes a primary concern. David 
Eplee of Kirkegaard and Associates in 
Downers Grove, Illinois said, "The liturgy 
of the church and economics have an ef-
fect on reverb time. There's more atten-
tion being paid to sound system placement 

"Most of the 
churches we're 
dealing with have a 
shorter reverb 
time than a tradi-
tional church." 

so you can have the best of both worlds, 
the best development of musical acoustics 
plus speech intelligibility." Gary White of 
the Joiner-Rose Group in Dallas, Texas has 
found similar attitudes. "Churches are 
more accepting in where sound systems 
have to be located. More are saying, 'We 
hired you, if you say we have to put XYZ 
horn there, then we'll put it there.' " 

There is no solid trend away from tradi-
tional design, even though other shapes 
are being built. Graffy said, "The last 
three churches I've worked on have been 
traditional cruciforms. The ones that are 
more performance oriented tend to be fan 
shaped. There is a tendency in new 
churches to do a thrust stage and one hun-
dred and eighty degree seating which 
makes coverage a hard thing to achieve." 
The traditional church design perseveres, 
especially in parts of the country where 
the concern for historical buildings is high. 
In Boston, there is little new construction 
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compared to the renovation and restoration 
of old churches. Thomas Bouliane of 
Thomas G. Bouliane Audio and Acoustics 
in Boston, said, "We seem to be doing 
quite a bit of restoration work. Old church 
refits are often after improving musical 
acoustics by removing bad acoustical treat-
ments of the past that were attempted to 
improve speech intelligibility." The speech 
intelligibility problems are being addressed 
through the sound systems, although in 
historical buildings there are few places to 
hide sound systems. Bouliane described 
the new construction market in the Boston 
area, "We do about twenty to twenty-five 
percent new church work. New churches 
are contemporary architecture, whether 
the denomination is two thousand years 
old or not. We recently did a Catholic 
church that looked almost evangelical." 

The move to new shapes causes its own 
problems. Eplee said, "They are looking 
at geometric shapes to bring everyone in 
a bit closer, more of a story telling mode. 
This creates circles and fans and focusing 
surfaces. It's common across all denom-
inations. It started with the Vatican II, that 

"The liturgy of the 
church and econ-
omics have an effect 
on reverb time." 

design opened the doors for Catholic 
churches to change from traditional de-
signs." White sees the same develop-
ments. "What I've seen is even smaller 
ones going to some sort of fan shape to 
get more of an intimate feeling, bring peo-

ple closer to the pulpit. The spread of side 
walls means you don't get any reinforce-
ment from them." The move to shorter 
rooms have also led to an increase in the 
use of balconies. The balconies are often 
the cause of bad reflections back to the 
pulpit from the minister's voice or the 
sound system. Shadowing is a common 
problem, requiring the use of under-
balcony systems. But the decision not to 
add balconies causes problems too. Eplee 
said, "There is a false impression that 
balconies cause a separation and disjoint-
ing of the space. They have tried to keep 
single level floors; this results in football 
field sized floors. You can't have changes 
like that without it affecting choir, organ 
and sound system placement." As the ar-
chitects try to get large numbers of seats 
into a space that allows unaided viewing 
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of the pulpit, the move to fans and bal-
conies is inevitable, as pointed out by 
Carey, "A church with 9100 seats means 
being fan shaped and having balconies." 
The sound systems for large churches 

are undergoing some changes. Instead of 
the ubiquitous central cluster, a split 
cluster system with delays is becoming 
popular. Graffy said, "Split clusters mini-
mize the power to any one and keep the 
reverb excitation down without having to 
go to really Hi Q devices." Carey shares 
that belief. "We've adopted the philosophy 
of trying to keep people as close as possi-
ble to a speaker. A ten thousand seat 
space with a central cluster won't work." 

"We recently did a 
Catholic church 
that looked 
almost evangelical." 

The electronic churches are becoming 
more and more elaborate in their technical 
requirements, which of course impacts the 
room design and the resulting sound sys-
tem and A/V design. Chris Janssen of the 
Joiner-Rose Group specializes in big 
charismatic churches, and he's seen the 
growth of the technology in these build-
ings. Janssen said, "There's a big trend 
towards theatrical production being used 
in services and Easter and Christmas con-
certs. Architecturally speaking, there's 
more focus on the stage, and we call it a 
stage deliberately." Janssen indicated that 
the priority of lighting demands and even 
the inclusion of full flyspaces over the 
stage, with motorized rigging in some 
cases, has affected the design of the 
space. "In effect we're looking at medium 
to low level theater," said Janssen. Graffy 
has seen the same trend develop, "Some 
churches are essentially performing arts 
centres, although those are still probably 
the exception rather than the rule." 

The acoustic design of the church with 
a stage entails a different view. Janssen 
said, "We treat them as two spaces, the 
stage and the room. The stage is very 
dead; we use the flyspace to absorb 

sound." Absorbent gobos are used on the 
stage, soft materials installed in the fly-
space. Hard surfaces are used near the 
choir, string sections and piano to direct 
the sound to microphones, not to the au-
dience. The dead space does mean the 
choir will never sing unaided by ampli-
fication. This is one of the principle dif-
ferences between traditional and elec-
tronic churches. The room is left moder-
ately live to allow the congregation to be 
reinforced. Janssen said, "The roof of 
these buildings is generally pretty absorb-
ent, and most are carpeted and have 
padded pews. We're increasingly trying to 
provide reflections from the ceiling to rein-
force the congregation." 
The need to provide the feeling of in-

volvement for the congregation and pro-
vide speech intelligibility are again at odds 
with one another. Graffy said, " Electronic 

churches don't usually have a dead space; 
they're usually of medium reverb time, not 
as dry as you think you'd like them to be." 
Graffy has been using Hi Q speech sys-
tems with lower Q satellite clusters for 
choir and playback to try to achieve the 
balance. "Hi Q systems can sound un-
natural for playback and music," said Graf-
fy. The vocal intelligibility is critical, as 
Janssen explains. " It's a high priority to 
mix the vocal in the PA pretty strong." 
The lead singer and the backup singers 
need to come across to allow the con-
gregation to keep in sync in charismatic 
services. "Charismatic people are very 
aware of the importance of sound to quality 
of worship," said Janssen. 
The bandwidth of church sound systems 

for electronic churches has grown. The ad-
vent of MIDI based instrumentation has 
extended the required low frequency re-
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sponse considerably. Carey said, "I don't 
think we've done a design in three years 
that hasn't had subwoofers." The sub-
woofer has become standard equipment 
for Graffy as well. "We're using three- and 
four-way systems, often with dedicated 
subs. It often used to be that a sub would 
be on a send to use as an effect. Now they 
have enough of a signal that they can use 
it all the time." 

Recording and broadcast facilities are 
showing up in electronic churches regular-
ly and even occasionally in traditional 
churches. Bouliane said, "There are not 
many broadcast ministries in the 
Northeast. The recording here allows the 
minister to monitor his own sermons and 
produce tapes for shut-ins." The charis-
matic churches are using more recording 
and broadcast equipment. White said, 
"More and more people are getting into 

broadcast. The Pentecostal and Baptist 
churches, if not doing video, are doing 
radio and tape ministries." This appears 
to be a definite trend. Carey said, "We 
haven't done a church in a long while that 
didn't have a broadcast production room, 
if for no other reason than to get a decent 
cassette. A good portion are doing live 
broadcast or cable broadcast." These 
churches are often using sophisticated 
video projection and production equipment 
for the services, Janssen said. "Most of 
these churches have full time production 
staff." 
The churches are still generally reluc-

tant to deal with acoustical problems at the 
design stage, and even less so at the con-
struction stage, when the cost is deter-
mined. Carey said, "Selling acoustical 
treatment is still a battle. It's the nature 
of the way churches are being built. Every 

town has two or three church design and 
build companies. There's no place to plug 
in an acoustician or sound system de-
signer. If the acoustics turn out good, it's 
an accident." The problem is one of 
customer's awareness of the importance 
of the integrated design of room acoustics 
and the sound system design. Carey said, 
"I don't know how to educate the 
churches to the need for acoustical design 
with the current design/build trends. Some 
design/builders are actually telling the 
churches not to waste their money on 
acoustical design." This is hardly a new 
trend. Churches have been ignoring 
acoustical problems as long as they have 
put sound systems in them. White said, 
"We get involved with some design/build 
people that have realized the need for 
acoustical design. The architect often says 
we cost them a lot of money, but it's really 
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money well spent, the materials and the 
treatment will make the room better." The 
early design input can be cost effective, 
as Carey pointed out, "You can make com-
promises and changes that will actually pay 
for the acoustician." 
The acoustical problems created by bad 

room geometry need to be dealt with very 
early. Carey said, " If the problem is with 
room geometry, it will be there till they 
build a new building. Building corrections 
during construction cost a bunch, change 
orders are where the contractors make 
their money." Just how much influence the 
consultant may have at the design stage 
can be limited. Graffy said, "A lot depends 
on the architect; they're the ones that 
come back and say you will not have it. It's 
always dangerous to be generalist about 
that; some people are very good about 
that." The architects can learn to an-

ticipate the acoustical requirements and 
actually provide some latitude in their 
designs. Some designs are more con-
ducive to changes. Eplee said, " In a 
church of unusual geometry, angled walls 
are more acceptable to an architect than 
in a traditional design." 

Specific types of treatment are becom-
ing more commonplace. The use of diffu-
sion is more accepted now, even demand-
ed in some applications. Eplee said, " Dif-
fusion is definitely something we're doing. 

With fan shaped churches, diffusion is an 
absolute given, it has to be there." In large 
rooms, the use of diffusion has its draw-
backs too. By using diffusion at the sound 
source you get less acoustic reinforcement 
in the seats further back. As Graffy said, 
"Once you've diffused it, you've lost it," 
referring to the sound energy packet as 
something that can be controlled and 

'pointed' to other areas. Absorption is 
being applied to specific problem areas, 

rather than to reduce the room's liveness 
overall. Janssen said, "The reverb time 
doesn't concern us as much as specular 
reflections, all surfaces the sound system 
points at are dead." 

While some trends are hard to pin down, 

most everyone agreed on the trend to 
more easily embrace the need for technol-
ogy. Graffy said, "The trend is not so 

much in architecture or hardware but in 
the expectations of the end users. There's 
more awareness and more critical ap-
preciation for good sound." That thought 
was echoed by Carey, "I think the trend, 
in a nutshell, is to more sophisticated 

systems because the audience is more 
sophisticated." And the sophistication is 

extending to the people running the equip-
ment, according to Janssen, "There's a 

trend towards more sophisticated 
operators." 
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An 
Invisible 

Sound System 
Intelligibility in a National Shrine 

BY L. RICHARD FELD 

George Washington and Benjamin 
Franklin worshiped at Christ 
Church of Philadelphia. Seven 

signers of the Declaration of Independence 
worshiped here and are buried here. In 
1990 alone, 100,000 tourists visited this 
monument to the events of the American 
Revolution. 
The church was founded in 1695. The 

present building, completed in 1747, has 
been designated a national shrine by an act 
of Congress, and it would take literally 
another act of Congress to change the in-
terior. The only lighting fixture in the nave 
is a 216-year-old chandelier that holds 24 
candles. There is no air conditioning. You 
walk in and blink your eyes, and you are 
back in the Eighteenth Century. 
The intelligibility of the rector's voice is 

considerably better than it was in George 
Washington's day. Since July 1990, Christ 
Church has had a most unique system of 
sound reinforcement. It is an evenly dis-
tributed system, invisible save for the slim-
line microphones. Low-power transducers 
have been attached to the insides of var-
ious structures. The sound is excellent 
from the gilded pulpit to the last pew, still 
reserved for President Washington, and no 
loudspeakers can be seen. Anywhere! 
Thirty hidden transducers cause certain 

surfaces to radiate sound. Fourteen are at-
tached to 2-foot x 2-foot panels 3/4-inch 

L. Richard Feld is president of Tekcom Cotpora-
lion in Philadelphia. 

In the pulpit, the microphone is unobtrusive. 

birch plywood which we set into the ceil-
ing beneath the balcony, then plastered, 
canvased over and painted. Two are attach-
ed to the 243-year-old wood inside the 
caps of each of our columns. Four are at-
tached to the inner surfaces of the 243-
year-old fascia panels on each of the two 
sided balconies. There are no surface 
holes. There is no apparent source of 
sound, other than the actual talker. 

But the spoken word can clearly be 

heard and understood. Every seated 
listener is within critical distance of a 
transducer. Each transducer covering the 
main section of the sanctuary causes 150 
sq. in. (or more) of balcony fascia surface 
material to radiate. The under balcony 
devices radiate over five hundred square 
inches. Very little displacement is need-
ed; the distortion is low and the sound is 
natural. The Shure microphones selected 
(from many candidates) produce a most 
natural sound; and the IRP signal-process-
ing system allows so little coloration that 
the listener is unaware that a sound system 
even exists. 

The room is acoustically live. It carries 
music beautifully. The sound system car-
ries only speech, and is designed accord-
ingly. To overcome the noise of downtown 
Philadelphia (especially in summer, when 
the windows and doors are open), we have 
included a Symetrix SPC571 ambient-
noise sensing controller. It automatically 
raises or lowers the volume in response 
to the noise-level changes. 
With its automatic mixing, automatic 

gain control and automatic ambient-noise 
level control, the sound system has no 
manual user control except for a small, 
wall-mounted box with the words "sound 
system" and a pushbutton. Pushing it ac-
tuates an FSR automatic ac switcher, 
which sequentially powers the system up 
or down. The equipment rack is kept 
locked. At the church's request, Tekcom 
has taken sole custody of the keys. 
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Tekcom assured the church that the 
system's cost would not exceed $40,000. 
It did not. That included the cost of in-
shop testing and research to determine the 
ideal combination of transducer, material 
and adhesive. The system was installed in 
June and July 1990, when tourist groups 
were coming through every 30 minutes or 
so, and power tools were silenced during 
the tour guides' lectures. 
This whole project became a labor of 

love as well as a technical challenge. No 
one, to our knowledge, had done a distri-
buted sound system using this type of 
transducer, anywhere. At least two con-
sultants insisted that it could not be done. 
One consultant said it could be done: a 
regular associate, Jesse Klapholz, per-
formed the electro-acoustic design and 
final system tuning. 

In 1990 alone, 
100,000 tourists 
visited this monu-
ment to the events of 
American Revolution. 

In operation, transducer-and-wood 
speakers are basically no different than 
conventional direct-radiating devices. What 
is important here is that every listener 
must be within critical distance. At Christ 
Church of Philadelphia, this goal has been 
accomplished. 

AN OPEN INTERIOR 
In the 56 x 72 foot interior area, the 

balcony extends 12 feet outward from the 
two sides and the rear, leaving a 32 x 60 
foot open area that includes the aisle. Ceil-
ing height rises from 28 feet at the sides 
to 46 feet at the center. Reverberation 

time is slightly under 2 seconds. A point 
of interest: The columns are built around 
tree trunks, which still have their bark. It 
was an intimidating experience, pulling 
wire and cable through construction ma-
terials over two centuries old, with almost 
a half day spent getting one cable run down 

Christ Church of Philadelphia. 

the inside of one of the " tree-columns.-

The church's historian and business 
manager, Bruce Gill, reports that intelligi-
bility has always been a problem. Num-
erous sound systems have been attempted 
there, over the last 40 years. The latest 
before Tekcom (using an off-the-shelf 
powered mixer and a pair of full-range 
speakers) may have exacerbated the re-
verberation problem. This clearly was the 
time for a unique approach; albeit a gutsy 
one. 
When a member of the Tekcom design 

team suggested radiating sound from exist-
ing structures, there was a profound 
silence. We were intrigued, and elected to 
give it a try. He then explained that many 
years earlier, he had worked for a hi-fi 
electronics manufacturer where some ex-
periments were performed with certain 
transducers, the name of which he could 
not recall. Some checking around pro-

duced the vendor, Rolen Star. It seems 
that these devices have been around for 

You walk in and blink 
your eyes, and you 
are back in the 
Eighteenth Century. 

years and employed in obscure applica-
tions, one of which is for masking speech 
in American embassy office windows 
around the world. 
We ordered several makes and types of 

transducers, several species and thick-
nesses of plywood, and spent many days 

of experimentation. We considered solid 
lumber and hardboard as well, considered 
various means of fastening the wood to the 
transducers, invented mounting devices 
that went into the wastebasket. scrapped 
$800 worth of wood because it didn't 
sound right; and made baffle structures in 
an attempt to determine how the trans-
ducers would sound in place. At the 

You can see where we set four panels into the 
under-balcony ceiling. Then we patched them 
with plaster, canvas and paint. If you visit the 
church soon and look closely, you may be able 
to see the panels' outlines, which will dtsappear 
with age and repainting. 

church, we listened to the sound of trans-
ducers on the column caps and fascia 
panels. 
The client's hands-on help was invalu-

able. Bruce Gill was familiar with every 
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nook and cranny in the building. He over-
saw the lifting and replacement of the 
balcony floorboards, where the wiring was 
run to every transducer. This information 
and support dramatically lessened the time 
necessary for the installation. 

There is no apparent 
source of sound, 
other than the actual 
talker. 

SIGNAL PATH 

Shure SM99 microphones are at the 
cupola, lectern, the two readers' desks, 
and at the rear of the chancel. Their out-
put goes through two Industrial Research 
Products (IRP) DJ-4114 Voice-Matic 
microphone-mixers, which feed their 
summed signal into a DJ-4115 Voice-Matic 
master. These are reliable, well behaved 
mixers, seamlessly shutting off the inac-
tive mics and turning on the active rnic, 
thereby minimizing ambient noise and 
maximizing gain without feedback. The 
closed gates have high thresholds, pre-
venting the input of music from the organ 
and choir, which are at the end of the 
church opposite the chancel. The mixers 
and six other components here are units 
of System 41, IRP's compact, modular 
signal-processing system. System 41 has 
been used in four of our installations and 
our expectations are to use it in many 
more. It is cost-effective, real-estate-
effective, clean and elegant. 

The listener is 
unaware that a sound 
system even exists. 

The lavalier microphones' output (wired 
at the baptismal font, wireless elsewhere) 
is routed through a DJ-4106 notch filter, 
which is tuned for best gain before feed-
back. The DJ-4109 Level-Matic gain con-
trol automatically lifts for a soft voice and 
lowers for a strong voice; two or three 
people lead a typical service. Equalization 
is accomplished by a DJ-4117 29-band 

In the chancel, the microphones are barely visible. 

transversal equalizer, whose output goes 
to a Symetrix 571 ambient-noise-sensing 
unit. Its microphone is at the back of the 
church, near the ceiling. 
For delay, the signal re-enters System 

41 and uses the four taps of the DJ-4132 
basic delay unit and its DJ-4133 delay-
output expansion unit. Each tap feeds a 
channel of a Crown CT-400 power ampli-
fier, and each amplifier output channel 

The columns are built 
around tree trunks, 
which still have their 
bark. 

feeds seven or eight transducers. Most are 
tapped at 16 or 32 watts; the eight that are 
farthest from the chancel are tapped at 32 
watts (Sound°lier HT327 transformers). In 
addition to the 30 transducers, there is a 
4 inch speaker in the curio shop in the 
narthex (at the rear of the church) and a 
4 inch monitor speaker in the rack. 
The church's only user control (the red 

pushbutton mentioned earlier) actuates an 
FSR power-distribution system. In se-
quence, it powers up the System 41 main-
frame, the noise-sensing system and the 
amplifiers. In reverse sequence, it powers 
them down. 

When one sits in the middle of the nave, 
speech is heard from the resonation of the 

quarter-inch balcony fascia panels. Sitting 
beneath the balcony, speech is heard from 
the resonation of three-quarter-inch birch 
plywood panels. Speech information for 

The sound-system wiring is under the balcony 
floorboants. Each transducer makes a home run 
to a junction box near the balcony. 

the balconies originates from the resona-
tion of the poplar column-caps. The sound 
in each area is slightly different. We could 
have made it more consistent by dedicating 
an equalizer to each zone, but the addi-
tional expenditure would not have been 
worthwhile, as people do not tend to move 
around while in church. 
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Looking carefully in bright light under 
the balcony, only the installers may be able 
to see the vague outlines of the plywood 
panels above the painted canvas and 
plaster. We expect they will gradually 
disappear with time and grime, to become 
as invisible as the rest of the system. In-
visible but effective. 

Speech information 
for the balconies 
originates from the 
resonation of the 
poplar column-caps. 

When only a few of the transducers 
were in, the installation crew and some 
church people started speaking through 
the microphones. That was an exciting mo-
ment: We and the church people looked 
at each other and said, "This is it!" None 
of us anticipated its sounding that good, 
even before we touched the equalizer. 
The sound system's first users were the 

staff people who address the many visiting 

Only the installers 
may be able to see 
the vague outlines of 
the plywood panels 
above the painted 
canas and plaster. 

groups of tourists. One staff person claims 
the system has saved her from losing her 
voice, a real concern. Services are con-
ducted every Wednesday at noon, and 
twice on Sundays. Comments from con-
greg•ants and clergy have been consistently 
favorable. 
Many distinguished speakers, including 

Presidents and, recently, the Archbishop 
of Canterbury, have occupied the pulpit at 
Christ Church. Now, for the first time, 
they can be assured of even coverage and 
excellent intelligibility at this unique reli-
gious institution of America history. • 

Specify 
the Best... 

CAT 60 
Model F1690 
90° x 40° pattern 

the CAT' 60 & 66do the rest. 
.01 

et/0 

impre, 

CAT " 66 
Model F1660 

60° x 40° pattern 

• Controlled Directivity— Horn 
loaded down to 350 HZ 
• Source aligned—Coincident 
Aligned Transducers 
• 250 Watts (AES Std.) 
• Compact enclosures with lock 
miter joinery, reinforced for 
suspended array applications, 
25" x 25" x 17" D 
• Real oak and walnut hand-
finished options for church and 
auditorium installations 
• Isobar tabular data available for 
PHD/CAD Program' 

Fax or call Toll-free NOW for complete data on these state-of-the-art FRAZIER 
systems. 

FiRi=R 
Route 3, Box 319 • MornIton, AR 72110 

Toll Free 1-800-422-7757 
(501) 727-5543 or FAX (501) 727-5402 

MADE IN 
AMERICA 
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Aesthetics 
and 

Acoustics 
Construction at 

the Manhattan School of Music 

BY MALCOLM HOWARD 

W
hen two veterans of rock re-
cording studios shook hands on 
ans for a facility that would act 

as both a digital recording studio and recital 
hall for a respected music conservatory, 
they knew they would have to test the 
basic tenets of good design. 
The dual nature of Manhattan School of 

Music's Myers Recital Hall would test 
whether the sum of the parts — the re-
cording studio and the recital hall — could 
add up greater than the whole. This ap-
parently lopsided equation is a basic con-
cept of good architecture: synergy. The 

different parts of a room, or building, mesh 
to create more than is apparently visible. 
To accomplish synergy at Myers Recital 

Hall, it had to be acoustically flexible 
enough to project non-amplified per-
formances clearly and brightly to the back 
of the 20-by-40-foot room. It must also be 
"dead" enough to record six-piece jazz 
ensembles onto digital two-track tape 
machines. 
"The primary purpose of the room is 

as a recital hall," said designer John 
Storyk, of the Walters-Storyk Design 
Group, Inc. of New Paltz, New York. "So 
it had to be bright enough to be a recital 
hall, but there still had to be enough 
deadness for a recording studio." 
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"EXPERIENCED" SYNERGY 
Aside from acoustical synergy, there was 

a healthy sum of industry experience on 
the job. Storyk and partner Beth Walters' 
client in this case was Jim Marron, a long-
time associate who first synergized with 
Storyk in 1969 when Jimi Hendrix's Elec-
tric Lady Studios was built in Manhattan. 
The pair also worked together on corn-

The different parts of 
a room, or building, 
mesh to create more 
than is apparently 
visible. 

mercial post production facilities for 
Howard Schwartz Recording in 1987. 
Marron's career led him to Bearsville, 

where he was manager, and to The Record 
Plant, where he was vice president and 
general manager. But Marron is now the 
facilities director for Manahattan School of 
Music (MSM) who spearheaded the 

studio project. 
The Charles Myers installation also 

turned out to be an example of two part-
ners whose contributions tallied up greater 

than the whole: Storyk and Walters (a 
husband-and- wife team who merged their 
businesses last year) worked hand-in-hand 
on the recital hall aesthetics, as well as on 
a complete renovation and redesign of 
MSM's student center lounge, lobby, 
cafeteria and commons. Construction on 
the roughly $150,000 project started as 
soon as students left for summer and was 
completed before their return in 
September, said Walters. 

Walters' background as a textiles, dis-
play and gallery designer enhanced 
Storyk's acoustical and architectural ex-
pertise, the couple said. Aside from Elec-
tric Lady, his first studio design, Storyk 
designed the eclectic Margarita Mix in Los 
Angeles, Full Sail Recording Center For 

The Recording Arts, Commercial Post, 
Platinum Post in Orlando, Florida, and 
Whitney Houston's home studio, to name 
just of few of his more recent projects. 
Working as a team also gives them more 
control over the final product, because less 
work needs to be farmed out, the couple 

said. 
MSM brought in another Storyk asso-

ciate, Bob Spangler of Susquehanna Sound 
in North Umberland, Pennsylvania, as a 
general contractor and carpenter. Fleet 
Mechanical handled heating, ventilation, 



and air conditioning (HVAC) while elec-
trical installation was handled by Bob 
Wolsch. Marcy Ramos was the HVAC 
design engineer. 

Originally built by The Juilliard School 
— the former occupant — the studio was 
already wired for synergy: It can record 
live performances piped in from any of con-
servatory's four other recital halls. But an 
endowment from Blake Byrne, the cousin 
of deceased alumn Charles Myers, allowed 
the school to turn an unisolated, 40-foot-
by-20-foot room into a noise-free environ-
ment ideal for listening and recording. 
Now, MSM engineer Bill Seigmund can 
promise digital-quality acoustics for 
students using the recital hall to cut a 
demo, while recording up to two other 
recitals simultaneously. "We've done a tri-
ple," said Seigmund, who now uses two 
eight-channel Soundcraft boards to record 
the various student performances onto 
two-track digital Beta tapes or DAT. 

ACOUSTICAL SYNERGY 

To accomplish acoustical synergy, 
Walters-Storyk used zone diffusion, modi-
fying the walls and ceilings to reflect sound 
toward the audience in a diffused pattern 
before the listeners hear an echo from the 
back wall. 

Achieving this was not necessarily dif-
ficult, but it did require complete overhaul. 
"The igatone nodes were very good," 
Storyk said of the acoustics in the pre-
renovated room. "And the x-y-z ratios 
were good." 

Still, there were some conflicts he'd 
have to live with. 

"As a recording studio, I would have 
chosen not to have a stage," Storyk said. 
"But as a recital hall, you have to have 
one." 
Storyk's basic task, therefore, was to 

diffuse the reflected sound enough to "cut 
down early and secondary reflections to 
a minimum and make sure there are no 
built-up hot spots." 
But first there had to be isolation — both 

from outside noise and from a two-ton air 
conditioning unit installed on the left side 
of the stage. The architect built an inside 

Architect's rendering of performance hall. 

skin around all walls and housed the AC 
in its own sound-isolated, closet sized 
room. Across the stage is a similar struc-
ture, added for geometry, Storyk said. 
After the room was isolated, sound 
measurements on stage only a few feet 
from the operating AC were NC 25, Storyk 
said. 
Then came the challenge of creating the 

perfect acoustical environment for both the 
solitary soprano and the six-person jazz 
jam. The room would "remain pretty 
bright at the back of the room" during live 
performance. Storyk didn't want too much 
absorption, so he stategically added ar-
chitectural touches — angular indents in 
the ceiling and products from RPG Dif-
fusors — designed to evenly spray the 
sound through the hall. 

Fortunately for Walters-Storyk, the 
Myers Recital Hall already had polycylin-
dricals, wooden surfaces contoured like 
waves that eliminate much of the reflec-
tion of the otherwise reflective, parallel 
walls. This eliminated the problem of hav-
ing to diffuse sound from the side walls. 
The main challenge, therefore, was to 

diffuse the sound bouncing out from the 
stage. Storyk used two RPG Diffusors that 
tuned — opened and closed slightly like 
large doors — for various acoustical needs. 

"With the BBE® 
system, it sounded 
cleaner, crisper, 
brighter, & simply 
put ... BETTER!" 

DJ Times Magazine 

"BBE is the 
most inexpensive 
way to stand out from 
the competition. BBE is easy 
to use and will make your 
music so exciting, you'll be 
booked solid! " 
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The Diffusors have two sides: The back 
side is an RPG Abffusor, designed essen-

tially to absorb sound waves, and on the 
oppsosite side, facing out toward the au-
dience, is a Quadratic Residue Diffusor, 
also a trademark of RPG. 
By swaying the center of the Diffusors 

forward like opening a door, there's "a 
certain amount of absorption taking place," 

said Dr. Peter D'Antonio, president of 
RPG Diffusors. The ability to "tune" the 
stage — make it brighter or less bright — 
might come in handy if the engineer need-
ed more absorption or "deadness" on 
stage when recording, noted D 'Antonio. 
The basic concept behind the QRD Dif-

fussors is simple, he said. 
"If you shine a light at a flat mirror, the 

light is going to bounce to a single place," 
said D'Antonio. "Now, if you carry the light 
anology a little further, and the light hits 
a [mirror shaped like a] Quadratic Residue 
Diffuser, it spreads out across the au-
dience. ... QRD diffusors have a polar 
pattern that is essentially a semi-circle. 
Sound is distributed uniformly in all direc-
tions." 

By assembling wooden blocks of vary-
ing lengths into large surfaces — 
pockmarked with rectangular caverns bet-
ween the blocks — the Diffussors add the 
appropriate delay to specific frequencies. 
When the sound waves are sent back to 
the audience, therefore, all frequencies ar-
rive at once. The Diffussors essentially 
add delay to the fast-moving high frequen-
cies that can travel in to the caverns be-
tween the blocks. Slower moving low fre-
quencies do not travel into the wooden 
caves and are reflected back with less 
delay. 

"Sound striking from any direction is 

uniformly scattered in many, many direc-
tions, independent of the angle of in-
cidence and the frequency," D 'Antonio 
said. " From bass to treble, they all scat-

ter equally. ... Other surfaces, such as 
statues, scatter high frequencies well, but 
not low frequencies. A Diffusor handles all 
frequencies equally." 
Aside from their acoustical properties, 

the natural wood-toned Diffusors add a 
nice aesthetic touch, Storyk noted. 
Despite some of the negative acoustical 
properties of glass, Storyk decided not to 
cover two large windows on one side of the 
room. " It was just too nice a view," 
Storyk said, noting a grassy yard and col-
orful fall leaves outside. 
Because the sound was already diffused 

enough, Storyk felt that the flat back wall 
was also acceptable as is. During most 

performances, the back row listeners 
would still be a good five to ten feet from 
the wall, and they'd be hearing evenly dif-
fused sound coming from all sides, he 
noted. 
"The back wall is not that damaging," 

he added " If it's really crowded and peo-
ple are packed against the back, they 
might get some bright spots, but not 
much." 

THE CONTROL ROOM 
In the 18-by-20-foot control room — of-

ficially dubbed the Charles Myers Record-
ing Studio — the designer must create a 
reflection-free zone for the engineer and 
producer sitting behind the console, 
D'Antonio said. That means little or no 
reflection from the front and side, so the 
true image of the recording comes 
through, not the idiosyncrasies of the 
room. 
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Behind the engineer, there must be 
some reflection, but it's desirable if that 
sound is diffused so that the "sweet spot" 
behind the console is broadened, 
D'Antonio said. That way, the engineer 
and producer are hearing the same mix. 
Ultimately, two RPG Diffusors were 
placed behind the engineer's left and right 
shoulders. 
To make the front and sides absorptive, 

D'Antonio used gradual density fiberglass 
which reflects less sound than standard 
fiberglass, D'Antonio claimed. The top 
layer is softer and absorbs higher frequen-
cies while the deeper, harder layers soak 
up the low frequencies being projected by 
two Urei/JBL 813 C monitors. 
MSM engineer Bill Seigmund is using 

two Soundcraft 8-channel boards to adjust 
levels from the various performances, 
though Marron is seeking a larger console 
as a donation to the non-profit school. Stu-
dent recitals are generally being recorded 
onto Sony PCM-601 Beta recorders via a 
Nakannichi DMP-100 encoder. The control 
room also sports six cassette dubbing 
decks — extra copies of the student's per-
formaces for Mom and Dad — as well as 
a Panasonic SV-3700 DAT recorder. Myers 
Studio uses two Urei 6290 amps to power 
the speakers. 

AESTHETIC SYNERGY 

Ultimately, the studio/recital hall's visual 
appeal must mesh with its environment 
and the people working, performing and 
listening there. There is little room for 
visual distraction in the highly particular 
workplace of the recording studio and the 
highly concentrated atmosphere of a 
classical performance. 

Like their other recent installs (Admusic 
in Burbank, California; a new audio suite 
at Crawford Post Production, Inc.; an ex-
pansion at Full Sail Center for the Record-
ing Arts; and a new post-production suite 
for Howard Schwartz Recording), this job 
is drawing on the synergy of partnership. 
"Every project now has to do with both 

of us," said Walters. " It's an advantage 
because otherwise, the client has to go to 

The 18-foot by 20-foot Charles Myers Recording Studio. 

The Charles Myers Recital Hall/Studio at the Manhattan School of Music. 

another interior designer, or the contrac-
tor would have to go outside. This way, we 
have more control." 
The team worked together on "100 per-

cent" of the aesthetic desicions, though 
Walters was essentially in charge of visual 
aspects of all the surfaces. "She's a much 
better colorist than I am," Storyk said. 
Still, he downplayed the notion that there 
is a consistent visual trademark of a 
Walters-Storyk design. 

"Sure I have my own personal touches, 
but in general, I try to respond to each 
project and its needs," Storyk said. " In 

this case, we were looking at putting in a 
modern control room that looks out into 
recital hall atmosphere. All this is housed 
in a very traditional, old-style, and very 
famous building. That in itself moved our 
aesthetic decisions in a certain direction. 
. . . We were not going to put Florida col-
ors into this one. We picked up colors from 
the marble in the hallways." 
"There were the big pieces of glass 

there, too, but because the view was 
worth looking at, we kept them," 
he added. "We try to respond to the 
space." 
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your life 
easier... 
LargeT 
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Today more than ever, convenience and dependability are 
vital to success. Our "instant" lifestyle demands immedi-

ate satisfaction. We do things faster, and we expect more. 

This is increasingly true both at home and in business. We 

thrive on the ease of "one stop shopping" and the comfort 
of purchasing a "sure thing." 

With Atlas/Soundolier, you will enjoy these same qualities 

and more. We offer you the ease and convenience of broad 
product selection ... the means of ordering everything at 

once—from commercial and professional sound loud-

speakers to intercoms and emergency signalling 

devices... from sound masking equipment to 

microphone stands, cabinets and enclosure 
systems. 

We offer you that "comfortable feeling" 

that comes from dealing with people you 
trust and products you can depend on. 

DIVISION OF AMERICAN TRADING AND PRODUCTION CORPORATION 
1859 INTERTECH DRIVE / FENTON. MSSOURI 63026 U S.A. 
TEL: (314) 349-3110 / 800#: 1-800-876-7337 / FAX: (314) 349-1251 
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Fashion in 
a Flush Mount 

In-Wall Speakers 

BY PAMELA MICHAEL 

Architecture begins where engineering ends. 

—Walter Gropius 
Less is more. 
—Mies van der Rohe 

W hen it comes to architecture 
and interior design — in other 
words, to aesthetics — less is 

often more: A clean, uncluttered space 
usually improves the form and functionality 
of a room. Decorators and sound contrac-
tors have known this for years, and accord-
ingly, have devoted much money and in-
genuity to making speakers disappear— 
hiding them, making them smaller, and 
eventually, concealing them in ceilings and 
walls. Traditionally, due to differences in 
construction and materials, speakers used 
in commercial situations tended to be in-
stalled in the ceiling, and speakers used 
in residential jobs were generally recessed 
into the wall. The workings of wall speak-
ers and ceiling speakers are pretty much 
the same: nothing metaphysical happens 
when you shift over about a foot down 
from ceiling to wall. 
There are really no substantial dif-

ferences between the two types ... 
unless you consider price. Until recently, 
with few exceptions, ceiling speakers were 
cheap and wall speakers were pricey — 
and in the case of wall speakers, "less" 
cost more. So, for many years, recessed 
wall speakers were confined mostly to 
audiophile, custom residential installations. 
Since the client was willing to pay a pre-
mium for style and good sound, high grade 
components were the standard, indeed, 
the only option. Lack of lower cost options 
didn't matter much — clients were buy-
ing a couple of $400 speakers for their liv-
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ing room, not hundreds of them for their 
hotel. 
John McKinney, Sound Application 

Engineer for Bogen, believes that differ-
ences in dispersion patterns in wall 
speakers versus ceiling provide a disincen-
tive for sound contractors to use wall 
speakers. "The problem is," he said, 
"that a wall-mounted speaker tends to be 
not as dispersed as a ceiling speaker. If you 
mount it in or on a wall, it's just going to 
project across the room, whereas a ceil-
ing speaker projects down in a circle, 
covering a much larger area." McKinney 
cautioned that the dispersion patterns of 
ceiling speakers versus wall speakers often 
result in a need for more wall speakers to 
get the same coverage. Not everyone 
would agree with this assessment — it 
would seem to depend somewhat on which 
wall speaker as opposed to which ceiling 
speaker was used. 

PSB's HW-1 In-Wall speaker system. 

Another factor in choosing between wall 
or ceiling speakers is whether stereo or 
mono input is required — ceiling speakers 
are almost uniformly used monaurally, 
while wall speakers are more appropriately 
stereo. 
As with any expanding market for a 

"luxury" item, eventually someone says, 
"Hey, if I can make these for less, more 
people will be able to buy them and I'll sell 
a lot of them." Twenty-dollar versions of 
$200 wall speakers with 60 — 70 percent 
of the performance became a reality, 
thanks to off-shore firms that tooled plates 
for OEM sales to companies who then add 
their own standard or specialized 
components. 
Once wall speakers were an expensive 

hi-fi approach to sound system design. 
Now companies like Atlas/Soundolier, CSI, 
MG and International C are offering cost 
effective wall speakers for about the price 
of ceiling speakers. CSI (Speco) feels the 
market is becoming very competitive, ac-
cording to National Sales Manager Eric 
Forman. CSI manufactures easy to install, 
inexpensive products mainly for the resi-

dential market. For the commercial 
market, they are fielding a new in-wall 
speaker (the SP 502T) with 70v trans-
former, and are working on an 8-inch due 

out shortly, the SP 902. No back boxes 
yet, but they do have a whole line of asso-
ciated controls — attenuators and such. 

Portland Instrument also has 70 volt 
models available. Their Paramount Series 



SLIM STYLE, SUPERB SOUND. 
Model SH2020 is a two-way system featuring a 20cm woofer and a new 
high fidelity dome tweeter with wide dispersion characteristics. Model 
SH2510 is a super low reproducing woofer system with a new double 
voice coil design--space saving without any sonic compromise. 

The combination is a stunning example of modern transducer technology 
from Fostex--one of the world's leading manufacturers of primary 
speaker components and systems. 

The wide dispersion dome tweeter in the SH2020 gives you much more 

flexibility of placement than that offered by conventional wall-mount 
or ceiling-mount units. When used in tandem with Model SH2510 Sub-
woofer, true fidelity is reproduced across the entire sonic spectrum. 

In fact, the music reproduction is so good, these Fostex systems, unlike 
typical wall-mounts, can be installed in homes as the primary music 
system—so they're ideal for surround sound entertainment centers. 

Fostex In-Wall speaker systems are also perfect for offices, restaurants, 
hotel lobbies and other commercial applications for background music 
sources. Their outstanding clarity makes them ideal as public address 
speakers for halls and meeting rooms. Their thin profile, designed for 

recessed mounting in walls and ceilings, plus a unique "cam action" 
mounting method requiring no external screws, make them the easiest 
to install in standard 2 x 4 stud construction. 

Space is already provided for in-line transformers when multiple SH2020 
units are used in larger systems. When two SH2020s are wired to the 
SH2510 you have a full response stereo system which rivals that of many 
high end (and often visually unappealing) speaker systems.You can take 
advantage of the human ear's low directional sensitivity to bass response 

and position the SH2510 with a great degree of freedom--it does not need 
to be contiguous to the SH2020s. 

Call or write for more information on these remarkable speaker systems--
you'll want to specify them for your very next job. We'll include data 
on our Model US 300--an omnidirectional underwater speaker system. 
It can be used for temporary or permanent sound reinforcement. It's 
safe, won't corrode, and most important of all, it sounds great. 

Method of mounting Model SH2020 and SH2510 
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Model SH2020 x 2 and SH2510 

FOSTeX 
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give a choice of oak or paint-ready frame 
and fabric or metal grilles. The line also 
includes two in-wall subwoofers, the Tech 
6-1C and the Tech 6-2C, which have low 
Vas (tighter suspension), a help in stabiliz-
ing resonant frequencies in a wide range 
of enclosure sizes. 
MG Electronics produces two models of 

"architectural" in-wall speakers, the 
IWS-1 and the IWS-2, straightforward 
units with one-piece injected molded con-
struction. They include provision for 
70/25v transformer mount. International 
C and Fourjay are components manufac-
turers with good track records — Fourjay 
has been in business since 1956 and has 

The model 380 from Boston Acoustics' designer series. 

done a lot of the research and development 
on easy mounting techniques. Their 
SS-8W is square in shape. The CR-8W is 
round. Both are available with back boxes. 

The proliferation of affordable, easy to 
install wall speakers with lots of attendant 
options makes them an increasingly attrac-
tive choice for sound contractors and 

One System Fits All 
Suspended Accoustical Ceilings... 
'Plenum Connection" 

Lock! 

INDUSTRIES. INC.  

3400 STOP EIGHT ROAD • PO BOX 14617 • DAYTON. OF• 45413-0617 
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Fourjay Duality—American Made 

® USTED 

Engineered for easy installa-
tion and quality performance... 

Designed to get building 
inspector approval and maintain 
the integrity of air-return 
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clients alike. These days, if you have a job 
where the ceiling is concrete and the walls 
are gypsum, you stick in wall speakers. 
This is a choice more and more sound con-
tractors are making. 
Along with an increase in the commer-

cial use of wall speakers, many of th( 
manufacturers and dealers I talked to while 
researching this survey spoke of the rapid 
expansion of the residential market. Bud 
Frawley, Director of Sales for Fourjay, 
predicts that the most active area of the 
wall speaker market in the next decade 

will be residential and custom installations. 
Boston Acoustics president Andy Petit 
agrees, "The consumer end of the market 
is growing," he says. " Given the option 
of speakers disappearing in a room, many 
people will choose an in-wall speaker, 
especially if it sounds good." There are 
still some prejudices to be overcome — 
some clients still associate built-in 
speakers with performance standards of 

The client was willing 
to pay a premium for 
style and good 
sound. 

the past that have long since been improv-
ed; today we see improved brightness, 
reliability, styling. Speaker designer Paul 
Barton, President of PSB, agrees the 

custom residential speaker market is 
booming. PSB introduced a high perfor-
mance in-wall speaker last year, the HW-1, 
that is especially easy to install, and offers 
both new construction and retrofit 
mountings. 

Also noted for ease of installation is the 
Boston Acoustics Designer Series, which 
has five models, including one, the Model 
380, that company president Andy Petit 
describes as having the smallest " wall-
print" of any on the market. At 9 1/2 inches 
x 12 1/2 inches, the Model 380 is certainly 
small for an 8-inch two-way. The line in-
cludes other compact packages, some with 
square configurations, that fit the bill for 
small rooms or hallways, and other places 
where primary speakers are not practical. 

The Fostex SH 2020 two-way in-wall speaker. 

Fostex introduced two in-wall models at 
CES that are extremely easy to install in 
standard 2x4 stud construction, and 
feature a spring loaded mounting method 
that requires no screws. Model SH2020 
is a two-way with newly designed dome 
tweeter and coated woofer. The SH2510 
is a subwoofer system with double voice 
coil and built-in crossover for single or 
multiple SH2020 units. Mounting is pro-
vided for 70v systems when multiple 
SH2020 units are used in larger systems. 
Designed for use in a primary music 

system, as well as for use as ambient 
speakers in home entertainment centers, 
these new Fostex units are well suited for 

commercial applications in offices, hotels 
and restaurants for background music 
sources. They can be finished with paint, 
varnish or wallpaper to blend in smoothly 
with the surface environment. 
Both J.W. Davis' Jack Tucker and Mitch 

Simon of Sonance see home theater in-
stallations as one of the growth areas for 
the ' 90s. J.W. Davis has responded to the 
tremendous call out for product and will 
be adding in-wall speakers to their line in 
a matter of months. Jack Tucker says, 
"Where a few years ago, you saw back-
ground music, now you see foreground 

music. The coming decade will see an in-
creased demand for in-wall sound sources 
in hotels and in home entertainment 
centers." Similarly, Mitch Simon reported 

Multi-
Formula 
Sound 
System 
For 
Multi 
User 
Installations. 

MIL 

OWI incorporated 
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Compton, CA 90220 

213.638.4732 
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1. 800 . 638.1694 
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transformer and 
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Full range, 
weatherizedTM (Thindy 
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bracket system for 
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installation. 
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Wafer-thin 13/4 " depth. 
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unobtrusive design. 

Easy-to-paint surface 
with screw-concealing 

caps. 
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KSI 

Sonance will be introducing four to eight 
new products addressing the home theater 
market in June 1991. This will add to an 

enormous array of wall speaker products 
in the Sonance line, which currently offers 
nine different speakers and two sub-
woofers in several price ranges, from low 
to high end. Sonance was the first com-
pany to design a speaker for in-wall use 
from the ground up and continues to hold 

a large share of the market. 
When contractors (and clients) tired of 

slightly-angled, ugly wooden boxes, some 
companies sought innovative ways to sur-
mount objections. Webb Collins, Director 
of Marketing for a/d/s, says his company 
was the first to introduce hi-fi, in-wall 
speakers — in 1978. a/d/s engineers took 
their Model 300-1 home speaker and 

The a/d/s 750il 

in-wall speakers. 

modified it for in-wall mounting. The com-
pany has gone on to carve out a high end 
niche for itself, mostly in the residential 
market. Their architectural loudspeaker 
series offers the C300i/s and the C400i/s, 

These days, if you 
have a job where the 
ceiling is concrete 
and the walls are 
gypsum, you stick in 
wall speakers. 

designed for in-wall placement, particularly 
where buzz and rattle might be a problem. 
Their drivers are located a little farther 
forward than those in many in-walls, which 

The CI 60 from the 

Custom Installation 

series from Phase 

Technology. 

can mean a reduction in boundary diffrac-
tions resulting from sound interacting with 
the wall. The C400i/s has a 6-inch cone 
and a 1-inch dome tweeter. The C300i/s 

The KSI 8081-CS 
Ceiling Speaker 

The 8081-CS is a cost-effective, high-fidelity ceiling 
speaker system which mounts in a standard 2X2 
grid. An 8" bass-midrange, 3/4" mylar dome twee-
ter, and a 10" passive radiator yields unsurpassed 
performance. Comes complete with white or black 
grill, back box, mounting rings and FR construction. 
Saves labor, time and money for fast and easy in-
stallation. 

For more information, call: 

KARIBU SOUND INDUSTRIES, INC. 
3500 Parkdale Avenue 
Baltimore, MD 21211 
301-383-2167 Fax 383-7573 

MG IN WALL 
ARCHITECTURAL 
LOUDSPEAKERS 

30 YEARS OF SOUND PRODUCTS 
See Us At NSCA Booth 626 

SOUND PRODUCTS DIVISION 
32 RANICK ROAD, HAUPPAUGE, N.Y. 11788 

TEL: 516-582-3400 FAX: 516-582-3229 
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combines a 5 1/4-inch cone driver with a 
1-inch dome tweeter. 

Introduced in the last few months is the 
750iL, the largest and most ambitious of 
the a/d/s loudspeakers. Unlike most in-
wall speakers which are designed so that 
the grille, not the baffle, is flush with the 
wall, the 750iL places the drivers on the 
same plane as the wall. a/d/s designers 
claim that because this configuration elim-
inates cavity resonances and the diffrac-
tion of a recessed baffle, a fuller perfor-
mance potential is likely to be achieved. 
Being more visible than some other wall 
speakers, the 750iL is styled to be seen, 
offering either walnut burl or white lacquer 
finishes. These high performance 
speakers retail for over $1000 a pair. a/d/s 
also manufactures a subwoofer that fires 
into the room through an air conditioning 

The steps for installing B.E.S.T's CT-62. 

vent. Although they don't offer back boxes 
for their other models, they feel that sheet 
rock and 2x4 construction is adequate 
when working with very low bass frequen-
cies, and so enclose their subwoofer in a 
cabinet. They currently produce no con-
trol accessories, but will offer their first 
this summer—multi-room electronics. 

Look to Sonance for something new 
along this line, too, in June. 

In addition to its multi-room system 

known as the Component Commander. 
13-year-old Niles Audio makes a number 
of in-wall speakers contained in its 
BluePrint series. A recent addition to this 

(continued on page 66) 
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CREATIVE ACOUSTICS, INC 

A VISION OF SONIC EXCELLENCE 

Creative Acoustics hás engineered the most revolutionary con-
cept in recessed speaker design. The Deco 7 offers the most 
precise reconstruction of audio signals imaginable. Close your 
eyes and enjoy the sounds which emanate from the 6.5 inch 
coaxial driver whose secret lies in a patent pending crossover. 

Open your eyes and appreciate the inconspicuous hideaway 
that the Deco 7 occupies. The high-hat reflector conceals a 
two-way speaker which fits into a standard 6-inch ceiling. Easy 
to install and adaptable to any room design, the Deco 7 will 
bring a new world of superior sound into your life. 

Creative Acoustics • 197-09 Jamaica Avenue • Hollis • New York • 11423 (718) 464-6444 • FAX (718) 217-0076 
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Light at 
the End of 
the Tunnel 

Notes on Sound from New York's Underground 

BY MALCOLM HOWARD 

T
he damp, reverberant and noisy 
caverns of New York City's sub-
ways are probably the worst en-

vironment in which to install and maintain 
a sound and communications system that 
links 15,000 speakers with 500 miles of 
cable. 
But the 3.4 million commuters and tour-

ists who ride New York's subways every 
day don't care. Most riders probably don't 
even think about underground communica-
tions in the world's largest subway system 
unless it's out of order. 
But there may be light at the end of the 

tunnel. 
The New York City Transit Authority — 

the agency responsible for keeping the 
subway's 6,000 cars and 740 miles of track 
in order and on time — is now spending 
$220 million to replace old copper com-
munication wires with fiberoptic cable and 
then hook-up new digital phone switching 
systems. While past capital programs 
hinged on rebuilding stations and ridding 
cars of graffiti, the NYTA now hopes to 
clean up its subterranean communications. 

"In the mid-'80s, most of the im-
provements focused on the tracks," said 
Robert Previdi, a spokesperson for the 
NYTA, which rebuilt some 489 miles of 
track in the late '80s. "Future im-
provements will focus on passenger ser-
vice and comfort." 

Project Focus (short for Fiber Optic 
Communication Unified System) is a five-

Telephone Maintainer Avery Clapp checks a PA 
cabinet at a key station during a routine check. 

year, 13-contract capital outlay program 
allocating $140 million to replace 490 miles 
of 52-pair copper wire with fiberoptic 
cable, NYTA engineers say. The remain-
ing $80 million will be spent replacing an-
tiquated telephone switches, leased from 
AT&T and New York Telephone, with Au-
thority-owned digital switches designed to 
interface with fiber optics. 
Focus will make routine and emergen-

cy calls between Central Command in 

Brooklyn and the 12 key dispatch locations 
cleaner, faster, and more accurate. But 
riders won't notice anything until the mid 
'90s, when seven rings of fiberoptic cable 
— the backbone to which the NYTFes 
communication lines will be linked — are 
spread through subway tunnels in 
Manhattan, Brooklyn, Queens, and The 
Bronx. , 
That's simply because the first com-

munications links to the seven loops — 
which emanate from a Central Processing 
Center on 53rd Street in Manhattan — are 
mainly behind the scenes functions. By 
linking stations, signal towers and manage-
ment offices to any one of 123 nodes, or 
"drop and insert" points, anything from 
interoffice modem links to emergency calls 
will be faster and more reliable, the 
Authority says. 
The initial telephone hook-ups to the 

fiber optics network will indirectly make 
trains faster and more reliable. But com-
muters won't see the initial upgrades: A 
remote control of third-rail power — called 
a power-skating system — will be one of 
the first to go on line, and the Token Booth 
Emergency Communication Systems is 
another priority, the NYTA says. 
Emergency teams at Command Central 
will be able to respond to speedier and 
more accurate distress calls — and eaves-
drop more effectively on developing crises 
via a two-way channel installed at all 
booths. 
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But the first visible upgrades passengers 
might notice are more automatic fare col-
lectors (AFC), token machines that collect 
fares by scanning plastic cards. Already a 
pilot program, AFC machines have been 
installed at 69 stations. 

"Fiber optics, in itself, is not what's 
allowing us to do these things, but the 
backbone of fiber optics is that it allows 
quiet communications," said Dr. Paul 
McGovern, director of planning and engin-
eering for the communications group elec-
trical department. "With copper cables, 
noise can be a limiting factor because how 
much information can be sent often de-
pends on how sucessfully information is 
received. Fiber cables are impervious to 
outside interference." 

Digging deeper into Gotham city's fu-
ture undergound reveals a few other sights 

that the NYTA says is easier with fiber 
optics: 
• There will be more passenger info on 

First level maintenance supervisor Jose Rodriguez makes a local announcement to one of four plat-
forms at Rockefeller Station. 

television screens and electronic bulletin 
boards or "annunciators". 
• Security guards at central emergen-

cy dispatch centers will watch clearer 

videos of station platforms on an expanded 
closed-circuit TV system. 
• Trains will be steered through a 

"moving block" system that automatical-

D
esig,ning a sound sy•stem puts your rep-
utation and integrity on the line. People 
depend on you to create a complete 

solution to their audio needs; to put together 
just the right components to satisfy the job 
requirements and hold up tner the long haul. 

Specify products from ASHLY. You have our 
commitment of at least Five Years of trouble-
free performance.* At ASHLY, every product 

we manufacture is hand constructed right 
here in the ISA from the finest components 
available, and 200% quality controlled before 
ever leaving our plant. Designed to be the 
best possible investment in professional 
audio equipment. 
Whatew your audio application, design in 

reliability and system integrity. Design in peace 
of mind. Design in ASHLY. 

ELECTRONIC CROSSOVERS 
COMPRESSOR/LIMITERS 
NOISE GATES • PREAMPS 
PARAMETRIC EQUALIZERS 
GRAPHIC EQUALIZERS 

POWER AMPLIFIERS • MIXIRS 

ASHLY  
AUDIO TOOLS FOR THE TRUE PROFESSIONAL 

ASHLY produclî are covered by our exclusive Five Year Worry-Free Warranty. Contact ASHLY DIO chrecil, for full detall, 

ASHLY AUDIO INC • 100 FERNWOOD AVE • ROCHESTER, NY 14621 • TOLL FREE ( 8001 828-6308 • ( 716) 544-5191 • FAX ( 716) 256 4589 
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ly computes speed and time to judge its 
location in relation to cars and stations. 
Now being tested on Staten Island's 
SIRTOA line, the moving system replaces 
the "fixed block" method, which charts 
a train's progress through fixed segments 
of track. 
• Control of radio communications, sig-

nal and substation controls, and various 
data lines will be hooked up. 

• Some day, far down the line, patient 
passengers could even be listening to 
digital-quality audio. 
With over 6,000 rail cars scurrying over 

740 miles of track on four distinct train 
lines (the IND, BMT, IRT, and SIRTOA), 
the world's largest subway system is also 

attempting to improve the sound on sta-
tion platforms by using more cone 
speakers and unidirectional condenser 
mics in stations undergoing renovation. 

Jay Street Station in Brooklyn was the test site 
that pitted cone speakers (inside metal housings) 
and horn speakers. 

Although these aren't the typical jobs 
for sound contractors — most bids require 
a $1 million bond — the projects do reveal 
the process a large metropolitan agency 
goes through when it plans minor speaker 
upgrades, or converts its whole commun-
ications nervous system to a new medium. 
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WHY GO GLASS? 
Noise is perhaps the biggest hooligan 

hindering subway communications. Vital 
messages between dispatchers and trains, 
token booth operators and emergency per-
sonnel fall victim to the same ruffians that 
cause platform messages to distort: "The 
copper doesn't deteriorate, but the insula-
tion around it drops away," said 
McGovern. "That introduces noise 
because there's nothing guarding it against 
being grounded. 
"The engines on the trains are very 

noisy electromagnetically," he said. 
"There are surges that send out tremen-
dous impulses; so they are a source of in-
terference and noise." 
For the most part, the copper cables are 

not overloaded; they're only carrying 
50-to-60 percent of their potential com-
munications capacity, McGovern said. But 
since the 52-pair copper cables that snake 
through the dank caverns of the metro 
ain't what they used to be, interference 
can limit communications. With a life ex-
pectancy of about 40 years, some subway 
cables — such as some in the PATH trains 
to New Jersey — are 90 years old, he 
noted. 

Indeed, there are many reasons NYTA 
is switching from copper wire to glass 
cables: maintenance is cheaper and the 
price tag on equipment ain't what it used 
to be either. "Fiber is relatively inexpen-
sive compared to what it used to be," said 
Theodore Kaminski, P.E., acting chief 
electrical officer, division of Electrical 
Systems. 
But the main reason is that fiber optics 

is the most compatible medium for today's 
digital telephone switches, which will be 
able to handle more calls than current 
system. Aside from the fact that the sys-
tem is designed to use the North Ameri-
can digital hierarchy transmission stan-
dards, of Bellcore, that is readily available 
from suppliers, there are some basic 
scientific reasons that glass is a better con-
duit for the authority's information 
streams. 
Because glass does not resist light en-

ergy the way conductors of electricity re- Circle 255 on Reader Response Card 

sist current, information arrives far less 
distorted on glass. In any medium, there 
is some distortion — as the signal reflects 
off the sides of the cable, for example. But 
virgin digital data, transmitted in pulses, 
or square-shaped waves, is corrupted 
more by copper than by glass, McGovern 
noted. By the time the signal reaches its 

destination on a copper cable, the tail end 
of each wave, or pulse, has tapered off. As 
the wave broadens, it overlaps with the 
wave behind it, making the data difficult to 
read, McGovern said. 
The fiber optics means nothing unless 

the equipment that reads the data is ade-
quate. For that reason, the system's bus-

THE SOUND OF THE NEW DECADE FROM IED 
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technical, engineering, and training resource 

to support your audio design projects in the 
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IED invites you to experience a new era in 

audio distribution. 

For more information, call Tom Roseberry or 

Mark Lewellyn at ( 502) 267-7436. 
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Louisville, Kentucky 40299 

Telephone (5021267-7436 
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FIBER OPTIC/TELEPHONE INTERFACE 

jest telephone switch, a 15-year-old unit 
housed at the Jay Street headquarters in 
Brooklyn, and seven satellite switches, 
30-year-old type 701 units, will be replaced 
with new SL-1/SL-100C switches made by 
Northern Telecom. Using Pulse Code 
Modulation and Time Division Multiplex-
ing, the switches are also ISDN compati-
ble. A Dimension 600 PBX at an East New 
York facility will also be replaced. 
Aside from an expected "immediate in-

crease in quality" — to quote a paper sub-
mitted at a rapid transit conference in June 
— the new switches will reduce the prob-
lems inherent in the current system: It's 
sometimes difficult to get through, and 
"party line" problems, when other voices 
come on the line, are not uncommon. 

While some of the symptoms of age and 
overload are acute, the new equipment is 
being installed to anticipate future tele-
phone use increases, engineers said. In 
the long run, it may save taxpayers money 
because the number of lines the authori-
ty has to lease from New York Telephone 
Company will be reduced. Because of the 
congestion, the authority leased additional 
business lines to get the calls through. 
The NYTA's current telephone network 

can handle 7,330 separate telephone num-
bers, and an additional 1,000 auxiliary lines 
are leased from New York Telephone. The 
new system could ultimately be upgraded 
to 26,750 lines. 
With a system operating at 565 megabits 

per second, the 2-12 fiber cable (consisting 
of 12 pairs) is more than enough to meet 
needs in the foreseeable future, say NYTA 
planners. At first, only two of the 24 total 
fibers will be used. That will allow for 
8,064 channels, roughly 50 percent more 
than the initial anticipated demand, accord-
ing to the Project Focus June report. If im-
mediate demand is too great, the NYTA 
then can activate any of the additional 22 
cables, the report says. 

TWO TIN CANS 
The concept behind fiber optics is sim-

ple, said McGovern. A transmitter modu-
lates pulses of light on one end and a 
receiver decodes that information on the 
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other end. "People tend to have a big 
mystical idea of what fiber optics is, but 
it's really just like two tin cans with a string 
in the middle," McGovern adds. 
The basic component of the tin can, in 

this metaphor, is called a T-1 (or an ad-
vanced version called either a T-3 or 
DS-3), manufactured by Northern Tele-
com Inc., located in Atlanta, Georgia. The 
T-1 or T-3 is a controller that takes 
thousands of digital samples of a signal or 
voice and arranges it for transmission into 
24 time slots (per 1.544 microhertz) that 
is rearranged or decoded upon reception, 
McGovern said. 

In simplest terms, the fiber cable sup-
plied by Canada Wire, of Winnepeg, 
Manitoba, is a glass "string" that carries 
64,000 bits of information per second, said 
McGovern. The strings are arranged in 
loops for redundancy that allows signals to 
be re-routed around the long way by the 
Central Processing Center in case of a 
cable break or malfunction, McGovern 
noted. 
At a typical tin can, or node point, there 

might be as many as 12 DS-3s, each of 
which has 28 "shelves," access points of 
sorts for telephone switches. From these 
nodes, information is routed via copper 
cable to nearby token booths, administra-
tion buildings, signal towers, or key dis-
patch locations. Because copper cable can 
carry signal without a noticeable degrada-
tion up to five miles, only 54 node loca-
tions will be linked to the fiber at first. 

FOOTING THE BILL 
Money for Project Focus comes from a 

hybrid of city municipal bonds, floated to 
fund capital improvement programs, and 

grants from the Urban Mass Transit 
Authority, said Previdi. 
The $140 million price tag for the fiber 

optics installation breaks down into three 
major components: $37.9 million going to 
the power supervisory skating system that 
uses the fiberoptic cable to control system 
voltage levels, $72.4 million to fiberoptic 
cable, equipment rooms and node loca-
tions, and roughly $20 million for installa-
tion costs. 
The fiberoptic cable supplied by Canada 

Wire is being installed by Jones & Daidone, 
a joint venture between J.A. Jones Con-
struction Co., of Charlotte, North 
Carolina, and John Daidone, a Newark, 
New Jersey-based electrical contractor. 
There are no exclusive sound contrac-

tors working on Project Focus. The design 
work (a two and a half year effort that end-
ed in July '88) was done by in-house 
engineers and the installation contracts are 
generally awarded to electrical contractors. 
The Authority does occassionally hire con-
sultants, however, and firms awarded 
NYTA communications jobs do subcon-
tract some electrical and sound installation 
work, NYTA engineers said. 

Project Focus was 15 percent complete 
in June and it's currently on schedule. By 
the end of 1992, one or two of the rings 
will be complete and by early 1993, the 
whole network will be in place, said Dr. 
Nabil Ghally. By the summer of 1993, the 
telephone system will be tied into the 
seven switches including one at a new 
facility that will house several Brooklyn 
facilities under one large building on 
Livingston Street, Brooklyn, in 1991, 
Ghally said. 
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Sound Inside 
the Subways 

Most bulletins a waiting New York sub-
way passenger hears are recorded digitally 
and repeated on machines at Command 
Central, the brain that controls the New 
York Transit Authority's underground ner-
vous system in Brooklyn. 
But whether the message traveled 20 

miles to Jerome Avenue in the Bronx, 
or came from a local dispatcher, PA 
announcements are victim to the same 
factors that make an announcement like 
this.... 
"Due to track work, the Number One 
downtown local will be running on the ex-
press track...." 
sound like this: 
"#%$** #track 

work.(shreeek!)..%$&#$dowtown..(wonk0 
.local&#$% express track." 
The majority of messages probably 

come through clearly enough. But with all 
the possible pitfalls, there isn't a com-
muter in Manhattan who hasn't had some 
experience with poor station acoustics, 
crosstalk caused by water seeping into a 
cable housing, incorrectly set or damaged 
amps in station PA racks. If those variables 
don't squelch the message, the dispatcher 
could muddy the message by mouthing the 
mic like Mick Jagger. 

"It's a hostile environment," said Dr. 
Nabil Ghally of the NYTA. Arcing caused 
when the trains' power shoes suck power 
from the third rail, and energy surging 

"...WITH SOUNDSPHERES...EMPLOYEES ARE PLEASED 
THAT THEY CAN ACTUALLY HEAR THEIR PAGES." 
For a warehouse (high, open ceiling) type set-up, these speakers are ideal 
and with an acoustical ceiling, the sound is even better. 

Michael Marusevich/ Director of Field Operations. Pergament Home Centers, Inc. 

Matt Maloney/Telecommunications Manager writes: 

About two years ago, Pergament was seeking ways to improve the clarity and 
coverage of the sound systems in our stores. At that time, the Spring Valley N.Y. 
Pergament store was under construction. Our NY MUZAK representative, Bob 
Lauro, proposed using Soundspheres there, and guaranteed in writing to replace 
them with twice as many wall baffle speakers if we were not satisfied. 

At that installation and at each new store since, Soundspheres have provided 
Pergament with significantly improved sound quality, improved dispersion of sound 
around high and heavily stocked store fixtures, and quicker system installation than 
with conventional speakers as less Soundspheres are needed. 

We never did consider taking MUZAK up on their replacement guarantee. 

Write or call direct for further information. 

SOUNDSPHERE A PRODUCT OF SONIC SYSTEMS, INC. 
737 Canal Street • Bldg 23B • Stamford, CT 06902 • USA • Tel (203) 356-1136 

(from equipment rooms, large power 
transmission cables, and train motors) add 
to the electromagnetic soup. 

Ultimately fiber optics will help, he said. 
"Once we change the carrier and in-

troduce the PA through [the fiber optics 
system], the sound quality will improve 
drastically," said Ghally, noting that such 
a conversion would likely not come until 
the late '90s. " It will be more consistent; 
not subject to weather or variation — 
whether the signal is coming from a local 
station, or from Command Center." 
But before sound in New York's subway 

goes all digital, the agency is experiment-
ing with other upgrades designed to im-
prove subway sound. While routine tests 
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and maintenance of station PA cabinets by 
NYTA electricians keeps the current sys-
tem running, the NYTA is installing more 
cone speakers (in lieu of its traditional 
horns) and unidirectional condenser mics 
in stations selected to be refurbished un-
der station renovation programs. 
Of the 248 stations that have PA sys-

tems, 48 are getting new cone speakers 
and new microphones under five contracts 
already awarded to electrical contractors, 
said Dr. Paul McGovern, director of plan-
ning and engineering for the communica-
tions group electrical department. A total 
of 73 stations are earmarked for renova-
tion next year, he said. 

ACOUSTICS OF A 
SUBWAY PLATFORM 

Still, no one is deluded into thinking new 
speakers and mics will mean perfect sound 
on subway platforms — arguably the worse 
environment for listening to anything. New 
York's subway stations are a mosaic of tile, 
concrete, and steel. In quiet moments, the 
slightest sound from a street saxophone 
player echoes with a cavernous beauty. In 
the cacophony of rush hour — with crowds 
swelling and waning and cars rushing by 
— you're lucky if you can hear yourself 
talking. 
Because an average car shrieks into a 

station at 100 dB — and hums at around 
80 dB standing still — the PA system is 
attenuated so that it doesn't exceed 85 dB, 
say NYTA engineers. But because OSHA 
standards, and common sense, don't per-
mit a louder PA signal, the NYTA's only 
hope is to match the levels of a stationary 
car. 

"There's no way to compete with a sub-
way car; you can't try to talk over that," 
said McGovern. If the authority did turn 
up the volume, it would probably get com-
plaints from residents who live near out-
door stations, whose PA volume occasion 
complaints. 
With amps and speakers sometimes 

separated by 10 city blocks of cable, 
there's nothing quite like the subway 
sound system. Acoustically, there are few 
comparisons also. 
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"A lot of people compare subways to air-
port sound, but you can't compare the two 
because airports don't have nine or 12-foot 
ceilings," said Eugene J. Valesio, deputy 
director of communications operations, 
who's worked for the NYTA for 13 years. 
"I think only if someone is educated about 
the way sound systems function, then they 
understand the difficulties. But a lot of 
people walk down here and say: " Gee, it 
doesn't sound like my home." 

Valesio and other NYTA engineers ad-
mit the subway will never have living room-
quality sound. But by installing cone 
speakers, the NYTA is now using speakers 
more like those in the passengers' homes. 

Unlike the three major contracts that 
put more than 15,000 speakers in the IND, 
BMT and IRT lines for the first time in the 
early ' 80s, this upgrade is gradual. 

Despite the fact that some horns — 
mostly Atlas compressed horns inside 
baffled Sound°lier cannisters — have with-
stood 10 years of cleaning hoses, vandals 
and damp grime, the authority is install-
ing cones for largely aesthetic reasons. 

"People like cones," was one engin-
eer's opinion, an appraisal that under-
scores the subjective side of sound instal-
lation. Nonetheless, there are some scien-
tific reasons behind the move. 

Some horns have 
withstood 10 years 
of cleaning hoses, 
vandals and 
damp grime. 

"The basic problem with horns is that 
they have a greater directionality and a 
greater throw than a cone," said 
McGovern, who prefers cones. "Because 
the sound travels further, there's greater 
reflection. All our stations are mostly tiles, 
so if the echo is greater than 35 milli-
seconds, then what reaches the ear is 
distortion.' 
Cone speakers also offer a flatter re-

sponse and a wider dispersion, McGovern 
argued, while horns are intense within a 

smaller path and less effective outside that 
path. To some degree, the cone program 
is still being tested. 
To test the merits of cones and horns, 

the NYTA set up a side-by-side com-
parison. The Authority installed six 
separate arrays — different mixtures and 
densities of horns and cones — on ceil-
ings above platforms at the Jay Street sta-

There's been some 
interest in switching 
to a condenser 
mic program. 

tion, directly under headquarters. 
Subjective evaluations by communica-

tions engineers showed as many opinions 
as there were arrays on which layout had 
the best intelligibility, sound quality, loud-
ness, and coverage. In this case, the cones 
vs. horns debate is almost a six-of-one, 
half-dozen-of-the-other proposition. 
• Cones use more energy and have not 

been field tested in New York's 
underground. "The Atlas horns are nice; 
they've worked well for us for 25 years," 
McGovern concedes. 
• Cones project more bass that give 

them a warmer, fuller sound, as opposed 
to the harsh, shrill sounds horns can 
purvey. But some argue that horns per-
form best in frequencies where speech 
intelligibility is perceived — a rather im-
portant point if the idea is simply to get 
a message across. 
The final point is one reason the NYTA 

is "focusing on cones with a bass 
response no lower than 200 cycles," said 
McGovern, who feels a higher density of 
speakers set at lower volume gives the 
best result. 

"Ultimately, it's what sounds good to 
the ear," said Theodore Kaminski, acting • 
deputy director of the communications 
group electrical department. "You can 
look at all the squiggly lines you want, but 
it has to sound good." 

For its Jay Street experiment, and most 
of the stations now being refurbished, the 



NYTA used cone speakers from Lenline 
Electronic Ltd, of Scarborough, Canada. 
The authority is still accepting bids, how-
ever, from other manufacturers who meet 
the basic specs: the cones must be water-
proof, operate at roughly 200 Hz and up, 
and be able to stand the blasting cleaning 
crew hoses. A sturdy, vandal-proof hous-
ing and mount doesn't hurt either. 
But solutions are unique to each station, 

so there's no cure-all formula. 
At stations where there is nine feet from 

the wall to the passenger, the authority 
might install two cone speakers, each at 
45-degree angles from the wall (or 90 
degrees from each other). 
Where the distance between the wall 

and commuter is greater, there may be 
three cone speakers: one facing straight 
out from the wall, and two at 45-degree 
angles, McGovern said. " In a location 

where the horns are 20 feet apart, we 
might even install the cones in between 
[the horns]," said McGovern. 
The NYTA is experimenting with the 

microphones used. 
"There's been some interest in switch-

ing to a condenser mic program," said Ken 
A. Mooney, P.E., director of operations 
engineering. 
Most of the mics used within the system 

are now Astatic #877-L, dynamic mics with 
their gain preset in the electronics shop. 
As stations and token booths are 
renovated, the mics are replaced by 
Electro-Voice BK-1 cardioid condensers 
that will pick up less ambient room noise, 
Mooney said. Several hundred have al-
ready been installed in stations being re-

furbished but mics for future installations 
have yet to be determined. The levels of 
those mics will be adjusted using a pre-amp. 
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But communications administrators are 
quick to warn that equipment can't solve 
all problems. 

"Good, clear sound depends on the 
person using the mic," said Kaminski. 
"Whether or not that person is enunciat-
ing properly, or is too close to the micro-
phone, can make a big difference." 

That's one reason the NYTA hired com-
munication specialist Dr. John Diekman 
and mandates classes to trains dis-
patchers, conductors, token booth 
operators on everything from correct 
microphone use to basic enunciation skills, 
Kaminski noted. 
There is one option for improving sub-

way sound the NYTA has ruled out: 
Although the NYTA has erected sound 
barriers to cut down on some reflection 
and loud car noise, installing diffusers or 
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Installation 
Profiles 
The Army's Arenas 

West Point's Basketball and Hockey Facilities' Redo 

BY DAVID TOURVILLE 

T
he Army Athletic Association had a 
problem to solve: The Holleden 
Center which contains both the 

West Point hockey and basketball arenas 
had sound and reverberation problems that 
compromised the intelligibility of both an-
nouncers and music. 
Both West Point arenas had been set up 

with multiple horns hung at ceiling height, 
making basketball announcements in the 
rear seating area fine but unclear to those 
sitting in the front row bleachers. 
Hockey announcements covered the 

seating areas adequately but the facility 
also needed quality music on the ice for 
entertainment purposes. 
West Point needed to solve both these 

problems with an efficient sound system 
that was, at the same time, economical. 
On the suggestion of Carl Ullrich, the 

former Army Athletic Director, who had 
recently attended a game at the Universi-
ty of Lowell's Tully Forum Hockey Arena, 
Lou Federico, the arena manager, called 
Thom Stolar of DJM Pro Audio Systems 
in Salem, New Hampshire, the installer of 
the Tully Forum job. 

After canvassing the West Point facility, 
Stolar took the arena plans back to DJM 
Sound Engineer David Tourville. Together, 
they assessed West Point's needs — tak-
ing into account their budget consider-
ations — and devised a solution not unlike 
the one applied to Tully Forum. Through 

David Tourville is a sound engineer for DJM 
ProAudio Systems in. Salem, New Hampshire. to install the new system. 
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The Holleden Center's basketball arena. 

a competitive process, DJM was selected 

Rather than remove all the existing 
horns, DJM opted to remove only the four 
which were supposed to cover the front 
seating areas. Existing cabling was then 
extended to the area near the central 
scoreboard. Then four 2212-1 Sound-
sphere speakers were hung above the cor-
ners of the scoreboard so as not to block 
the view of the rear seating areas, which 
were higher than the scoreboard. 

In order to maintain the use of existing 
speaker cables, 70V transformers were 
retrofitted to the speakers and tapped at 
100 watts. Not confident of the old ampli-
fiers, an Altec Lansing 9444A amplifier was 
installed with two 300-watt Automatch 
transformers. Each side of the amplifier 
was wired to operate two speakers. 
The horns covering the rear seating 

areas and end zones were then channeled 
through an Audio Digital ADD-2 electronic 
delay so as to provide zoned low volume, 
high frequency reinforcement of the cen-
tral speakers without increasing the room 
reverberation. 
The Soundspheres and the horns were 

equalized separately so that the horns 
would not reproduce the same low fre-
quencies already being handled by the 
Soundsphere speakers. This was achieved 
by adding an Altec Lansing 1750A 3-octave 
equalizer for the Spheres, in addition to 
the already existing equalizer used for the 
horns. 
The final addition of Electro-Voice 

N/D357AS microphones to replace the old 
"push-to-talk" style mics assured vocal 



clarity prior to amplification. 
Similarly the same solution was applied 

to the hockey arena, but only four horns 
were used to cover the far corners of the 
room where large beams blocked sound 
in these areas. 

In both instances, the complete reno-
vation was performed with a lot less hard-
ware and in about two thirds of the time 
the job would have taken conventionally, 
allowing West Point both hardware and 
labor savings. 
The results: systems with excellent bass 

frequency response for both music repro-
duction and complete coverage of the 

seating areas and the court and ice sur-
faces as well as a crisp, full sound for an-
nouncements. DJM accomplished this at 
a relatively low cost with a quick, simple 
installation. 

Since the installation, DJM has received 
positive comments ranging from "excel-
lent sound" to "a 400% improvement." 
In addition, as a result of DJM's instal-
lation, West Point has an even more mul-
tipurpose facility. 
The installation as a whole accomplished 

the dual goals of solving a sound problem 
for West Point and doing it within their 
budget. The ice hockey arena at West Point. 

An Audio Facelift 
Dartmouth Performing Arts Theater 

W hen it was built more than 30 
years ago, the Hopkins 
Center at Dartmouth College in 

Hanover, New Hampshire was recognized 
as one of the premier performing arts 
facilities in the U.S. While that's still true, 
the facility has been undergoing some 
changes over the past few years. One of 
the more recent changes involved upgrad-
ing the audio system in one of the facility's 
three performance theaters. 
The room, with approximately 300 

seats, features a large stage that hosts a 
variety of entertainment events, including 
theater productions, live music perform-
ances and dance troupes. The room is es-
sentially square, and it includes a balcony 
set at a steeply raked angle. 
The Mixingboard, a sound company in 

Burlington, Vt., was contacted to provide a 
new audio system for the facility. As Steve 
Hirsch of the Mbdngboard points out, 
"This job presented a unique challenge 

Keith Clark is the Public Relations Director of 
Electro-Voice, a Mark IV company, located in 
Buchanan, Michigan. 

BY KEITH CLARK 

The Hopkins Center at Dartmouth College. 

due to some unusual circumstances." 
An old RCA cluster had to first be taken 

down. It had been suspended above the 
stage, providing audio primarily to the bal-

cony. However, the installing crew found 
the structure which had been supporting 
the old cluster needed to be fortified to 
conform to OSHA standards. 
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Even after fortification, the structure 
still was not designed to handle a great 
deal of weight. A lightweight speaker sys-
tem with exceptional output was required, 
and the Mbángboard team decided that 
Electro-Voice DeltaMax electronically con-
trolled speaker systems were the answer. 
Even so, it was determined that only 

two DML-1122A speakers could be 
suspended, due to the weight limitations. 
"One of the compelling reasons to go with 
the DeltaMax is the high output you get 
in a small package," Hirsch notes. "Be-
cause of them, we were able to get great 
sound while still conforming to the room's 
strict design standards." He adds that the 
speakers are vertically splayed for cover-
age to both the balcony and orchestra pit, 
located in front of the main stage. 
Three DML-1122A speakers and one 

DML-2181 (for low frequencies) were 
placed on wings extending from each side 
of the stage. This also presented a unique 
challenge, because the wings are covered 
with heavy curtains. "Having the curtains 

covering the speakers definitely can create 
some interesting EQ problems," says 
Hirsch. 
"We went with a global common bass 

setup," he adds. "A single E-V DMC-2181 

Screen covering flown DeltaMax DML-1122As. 

controller is conunoned with the bass cab-
inets and linked by three E-V APX cross-
overs. We can switch from a full-range bass 
sound through the DML-1122As." 
A rack frame contains a line amplifier 

and line mixer, manufactured by IRP. 
Hirsch also notes that the APX crossovers 
were customized to be mounted on a card 
in the rack. QSC EX4000 amplifiers power 
the speakers, providing 2,000 watts per 
channel. "The low end is absolutely stun-
ning with this combination," Hirsch says. 
"It is solid, tight and loud, and we never 
come near tapping the protection circuitry 
of the DeltaMax systems." 
An Allen & Heath SRC32 mixing con-

sole with a wide variety of channel input 
modules, including many stereo input 
channels, was chosen because of the 
variety of uses for the facility. 
"The extra channels really come in 

handy, especially for performance groups 
like dance troupes," Hirsch explains. 
"They have a wide variety of input, rang-

E-V DeltaMax systems are located at each 

side of the stage. 

ing from digital media to MIDI systems to 

computers." 
The Mixingboard programmed two EQ 

curves, using three Rane MIDI equalizers 
linked to an Apple Macintosh computer. 
"We set up this system to be very simple 
and foolproof," he says. "Many perform-
ing groups supply their own audio crews, 
who may not always have the technical ex-
pertise to handle a complicated system. So 
you must make it as easy as possible." 

Hirsch points out that staffers from 
Dartmouth helped with the installation, 
and he adds that they did a very nice job. 
"The system has worked out very 
well," he says. "The initial feedback 
from the Hopkins Center staff is that they 
love it." 

Fire Department Intercom 

No Room for Mistakes 

I
n 1989, the Seattle Fire Department 
responded to nearly 50,000 fire and 
medical emergencies with an average 

response time of four minutes. 
This kind of responsiveness demands 

effective and reliable communications. So, 
when the department began modernizing 
some of its fire stations, the decision was 
made to upgrade the intercom systems in 
all 33 of Seattle's fire stations. 
The modernization campaign began in 

the fall of 1985. Like most big city fire 
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Fire Department has recently completed a major upgrade. The Seattle 



departments, some of the station houses 
were built long ago and no longer met 
modern needs. The living quarters, for ex-
ample, needed to be remodeled to accom-
modate the presence of women in the 
department. 
The existing intercom systems had been 

installed over a 25-year period. While all 
were state-of-the-art systems at the time 
of installation, they now were outmoded 
and fraught with problems. 

SEATTLE FIRAEPARTMENT 
Equipment List 

Description 

Aiphone NEM-10, NEM-20 or NEM-30 
intercom master station 

Aiphone NA/AN privacy type sub-
station 

Aiphone NA-NE flush mount substation 
Aiphone NB-L ceiling type substation 
Aiphone PG10A paging amplifier 
Aiphone PS24N power supply 
Ebelco remote monitor speakers 
Signal Equipment ruthless preemption 
board 

25-pair telephone pigtail 

The quantity of equipment installed in 
each station varied according to its size 
and layout. 

Signal Equipment, Inc., had been 
awarded the contract of servicing the 
Seattle Fire Department's computerized 
dispatch system and old intercom equip-
ment. They found that several of the 
original intercom equipment manufacturers 
had gone out of business, making parts 
nearly impossible to find, and many of the 
intercoms had sliding controls or rotating 
knobs that couldn't withstand the 
punishing environment of a fire station. 
The major problem with some of the 
intercom systems was that servicing one 
intercom unit would disable a station's en-
tire system. 
Upgrading the intercom systems would 

eliminate these problems. It also would 
allow the department to fulfill its require-

ment that all firemen must be able to hear 
alerts and commands from any place in the 
station, regardless of closed doors or other 
obstacles. By installing the same equip-
ment in each fire station, maintenance also 
would be much easier. 

Since the installation project was a 
system upgrade, it fell under Signal's 
existing contract and no new bid process 

was needed. 
The trust developed from the existing 

relationship with the department also 
helped keep the process moving smoothly. 
U. Michael Walsh, the department's com-
munications officer, worked closely with 
Signal Equipment to assemble a "state-
ment of function requirements" for the 
new systems. Together they decided the 
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new system would work directly with the 
computerized dispatch center, be modular 
for easy maintenance and expansion, and 
reflect modern technology. 
Looking at what was on the market, the 

main challenge was to find an intercom 
system that would allow the dispatch 
center to automatically override any con-
versations taking place on the system at 
the time of an alert, as well as meet other 
needs. 
The Aiphone NEM-10 system was 

selected for the fire stations. It has a pro-
vision for an external paging amplifier or 
background music source which is 
normally jumped through terminals to an 
external source. It is normally not active, 
so a ruthless preemption board was 
designed and installed to activate it. This 
enabled the system to automatically over-

NEW YORK SUBWAYS 

ride any functions being performed at the 
time, including the unit's all-call function, 
when an alert signal was received from the 
alarm center. 
The Aiphone system also has a separate 

24-volt power source. This meant a stan-
dard 25-pair telephone pigtail could be 
attached and plugged into a terminal block 
for all the external connectors that made 
the system modular, enabling quick 
removal and installation of spare intercom 
units for servicing without interrupting the 
functionality of the entire system. 
The power supply for the intercom 

system was not modified, so its UL listing 
wasn't compromised. Because of the low 
voltage used, the intercom units do not re-
quire UL listing. 
Eagle Signal Corporation's Ebelco 

remote monitor speakers were installed to 

The Aiphone NEM-10 system. 

complete the system. 
The size of the crew required to com-

plete an installation and the time it takes 
to complete the job vary depending on the 
size of the fire station. 
And in this case, working with the 

government has been a real pleasure. 
Signal Equipment has found the Seattle 
Fire Department to be very cooperative. 
Upgrades have been completed on 15 of 
the Department's 33 stations, and the 
remaining are scheduled to be completed 
soon. 

(continued from page 51) 

absorbers system-wide would be far too 
costly. Beyond that, the sound-damping 
material would also have to stand up to the 
high-pressure water blasting of clean-up 
crews, their harsh chemical cleaners, and 
the rigors of vandals. 
For the most part, the way messages 

are relayed to passengers will remain the 
same. 
Most basic messages are sent from 

Central Command. Using a custom-built 
rack-mounted relay system, Central Com-
mand console dispatchers such as Charles 
Skidmore can send single or repeated 
messages to groups of subway platforms 
within the three major metro lines just by 
flicking a switch. 

Until late ' 89, the recorded an-
nouncements sent from Command Central 
were stored on analog audio cassettes. 
Now dispatchers such as Skidmore step in-
to a sound isolation booth adjacent to the 
control board and record the message dig-
itally on an 11-channel Digital Recording 
System. Because only one message goes 
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out through each of the three racks at 
once, the dispatchers alternate messages 
by activating different channels. 
The 12 key dispatch stations, respon-

sible for carrying out the signal commands 
from Command Central, only interrupt in 
emergencies, or when service is affected 
in that station's locale. Without a message 
repeater system, key dispatchers and 
token booth operators have priority over 
repeated messages. 
The average PA rack at a key station 

may have three amps, three line level pre-
amps and a logic relay that routes signals 
from token booths, key station operators, 
or key dispatch locations, to platforms. Of 
the 248 stations that do have PA systems, 
192 are "slave stations" that get messages 
via the amps and microphones housed in 
racks at 56 "key" stations. 
Most of those cabinets, and the 

speakers they power, were installed under 
three main contracts in the early '80s. Two 
basic rack systems are used on the various 
lines, Valesio said. 
Represented on subway by letters of the 

alphabet, the trains of the IND line use Pro 

Tech PA-8704 power amps, a Pro Tech 
65304 level controller and a Pro Tech LA 
2001 audio line amp. The carrier system 
is a Cardion Electronics Type 65-B, which 
is used in all the subway lines. 
On the IRT (the numbered trains) and 

BMT (the later letters such as Q, R, and 
N trains) lines, the cabinets house a 
McMartin LT-1024B power amp (either 65 
or 75 watts), a McMartin LR-1009 level 
controller, and an audio line amp, an IT! 
Electronics TLC 444 (8 ohm) or 445 (6 
ohm) amp. 
The IRT line contract was awarded in 

1980 for $5.774 million and completed in 
'86 by National State Electric, said Valesio. 
The BMT line contract was awarded in '81 
to Fishback & Moore Electric for $6.358 
million and was completed in '86. The IND 
line, installed by Tap Electrical for $5.7 
million, was awarded in 1983 and com-
pleted in 1987, Valesio said. 

Routine checks of PA cabinet settings 
are conducted every three months by 
maintenance workers under Henry Esnes, 
director of communications operations. 



LITERATURE 

Shure and Tektronix Products 

Mics and Circuitry 
Shure Brothers Incorporated has pub-

lished a 25-page catalog for its line of 
sound reinforcement, recording and 
broadcast products. The catalog includes 
information and specifications on Shure's 
established products as well as data on 
new models. 
Circle 24 on Reader Response Card 

The Facts of MIDI 
Opcode Systems, Inc. has released The 

Book of MIDI, an interactive HyperCard 
stack that teaches the user about MIDI 
(Musical Instrument Digital Interface), 
music, computers and synthesizers. 
The approach is to allow the user to 

learn by watching, listening and playing. 
It lets the user hear digitized samples of 
synthesizer sounds and can emulate the 
functions of Opcode's EZ Vision se-
quencer using animation. It is designed 
to give an in-depth overview for all levels 
of MIDI users. 

Circle 25 on Reader Response Card 
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Terminal Blocks 
A 44-page catalog is available from USD 

Products. Specifications, illustrations, 
photographs and ordering information for 
Magnum terminal blocks are included in 
the catalog. Options available for the prod-
uct line include special screws, indepen-
dent terminals, quick connects, jumpers, 
fuseholders, mounts, terminal block 
covers and marker strips. 
Circle 26 on Reader Response Card 

Testing, Computers and 
Television 
Tektronix has released its 1991 cus-

tomer catalog containing more than 3,000 
products. The 388-page, hardbound cat-
alog lists Tektronix' line of products in the 
fields of electronic test and measurement 
instruments, professional broadcast equip-
ment and computer peripherals. 

Circle 27 on Reader Response Card 

Fiber Optics 
The Belden Division of Cooper Indus-

tries now offers its new fiberoptic catalog 
to assist engineers, network designers, 
distributors and end users in the selec-
tion and placement of fiberoptic cables 
serving the control and instrumentation, 
data comm and broadcast and CATV 
markets. 
The color 72-page publication describes 

Belden's line of fiberoptic products in-
cluding assemblies for FDDI applications, 
fiber cables and Belden's new line of 
hybrid cables. 
Circle 28 on Reader Response Card 

Rack Accessories 
BGW has released a color catalog for 

its metal products. Included in Rack 
Mount Accessories are vent panels made 
from a single piece of steel for aesthetic 
appearance. 

Circle 29 on Reader Response Card 

Cable Assembly Systems 
Brand-Rex Company has introduced a 

sales brochure highlighting its cable as-
sembly systems products. The brochure 
describes Brand-Rex's customized cable 
assemblies for the computer, business 
machine, industrial equipment, transit, 
military and aerospace industries. 
Circle 30 on Reader Response Card 

Mouser Manual 
Mouser Electronics has announced its 

purchasing manual #566. This reference 
guide provides product data and pricing 
on more than 35,000 electronic compon-
ents and 80 manufacturers. 

Product index tabs have been added for 
product location and there is a new prod-
uct section for recently added items. 

Circle 31 on Reader Response Card 

Cases and Containers 
A catalog of cases and containers is 

available from Jensen Tools, Inc. The color 
catalog contains 32 pages of products in-

cluding cases that can be custom designed 
for transporting cameras, lighting and 
sound equipment, mixers and other elec-
tronic equipment. 

Circle 32 on Reader Response Card 

Case Poster 
Schroff Inc. has made available a color 

poster containing its line of electronic 
cases. The 24-inch x 32-inch wall poster 
includes color photos, reference charts 
and configurations, and ordering informa-

tion on Schroff's desktop and 19-inch 
format rackmountable electronic cases for 
various applications. 

Circle 33 on Reader Response Card 

Plotter Brochure 
Raster Graphics Inc. is offering its four-

color, four-page product brochure on the 
ColorStation — a 400 dpi, laser quality, 
full color, D-size electrostatic plotter 
designed for CAD/CAE/CAM uses. 

Included in the brochure is a matrix 
comparison chart, as well as information 
on software compatibility and cost per 
plot. 

Circle 34 on Reader Response Card 

Bid Specs 
Oval Window Audio has announced the 

availability of bid specifications pertaining 
to induction loop assistive listening sys-
tems (ILS) for the hearing impaired. 
Technical information concerning IEC 

118-4 standards and physical character-
istics of the company's product line are 
included. 

Circle 35 on Reader Response Card 

Two-Way Cases 
A 12-page reference book. "A Guide to 

Selecting Two-Way Radio Cases" is avail-
able from A.W. Enterprises, Inc. The book 
includes photos, illustrations and a seven-
point specification chart for matching 
features to requirements. Design options, 

construction techniques, considerations 
for corrosive environments and main-
tenance are discussed. 

Circle 36 on Reader Response Card 
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Computer 
Audio Bulletin 

Boards 
The Audio Party Lines 

BY MIKE KLASCO 

A
computer bulletin board is an elec-
tronic message and file service 
which can be accessed by your 

computer if you have a modem. A modem 
is a device that is connected between your 
computer and any telephone line. Prodigy, 
CompuServe, and Genie are a few of the 
popular services you might have heard of. 
With these services you can check plane 
flights and even book your ticket, shop by 
computer, send electronic mail, look up 
reference material, and so on. 

Recently a reader wrote us asking about 
the availability of shareware and public do-
main software for speaker box design. I 
briefly responded that the bulletin boards 
for audio are the place for free audio soft-
ware and promised a full tour of all these 
electronic hang-outs. Welcome aboard! 
Audio Projects BBS by Madisound 

Speaker Components. Madisound is a 
speaker driver supply house, mostly for 
audiophile components such as Dynaudio, 
Morel, and other upscale woofers and 
tweeters that make up hi-fi and autosound 
sound systems. Their customers are retail 
shops, speaker system manufacturers and 
hobbyists. Madisound exhibits at the AES 
and gives away sample disks of what is on 
their BBS. The Madisound BBS, Audio 
Projects, was the first system dedicated to 
audio and was started about five years ago. 
It includes electronic mail conferences on 
all audio related topics, mostly related to 
some aspects of loudspeakers. Their 
bulletin board has endless free software 

programs on box design, crossover design, 
circuit board layout tools (easily over 50), 
plus demo programs from Audio Precision, 
MLSSA, LEAP, and others. There is over 
145 Meg. in 2400 files at Audio Projects. 
EV uses the bulletin board as a "no man's 
land" to post directional files on its horns 
for JBL's CADP program. You can connect 
and leave messages and questions for 
other users, some of whom are well-
known audio "heavies." Another interest-
ing feature of this BBS is Audnet. These 
are files of electronic mail from a sub-group 
of Internet, called Usenet. Internet is an 
electronics mail communications network 
that is used by many large companies. 
Usenet is a conglomeration of discussion 
forums, a few of which are audio related, 
such as REC.AUDIO AND REC.AUDIO 
HI- END. While you cannot interact with 
this network using the Audio Projects 
BBS, you can get copies of these discus-
sions in files labeled Audnet. 
I have one serious warning about about 

Madisound and their bulletin board. A 
number of speaker nuts have been known 
to have entered this vast audio software 
playground, never to leave it. 
Audio Projects membership is free. On 

your first visit you are allowed 45 minutes. 
You must eventually register, although 
there is no charge for this. To connect by 
modem, call (608) 836-9473 (8 bit, no 
parity, 1 stop bit), or to talk, call (608) 
831-3433. 
AV-SYNC Atlanta (Audio-Video Sync) is 

an electronic message and file service 
dedicated to pro sound, broadcast and post 
production. Among other special interest 
conferences and message bases is one 
specifically for sound, recording and 
acoustics. Over 3 gigibits of stuff are on 
this BBS! 
The system is divided into several dif-

ferent areas, with a log-in section for gen-
eral message base and public domain file 
area (for both MS-DOS and Apple based 
machines). Also there is a conference area 
for special interest files, software and 
public messages. The software contains a 
large selection of program demos, utility 
programs (such as programs for emulating 
calculators, doing conversions, plotting 
graphs, circuit board layout, etc) and MIDI 
programs and more. There are hundreds 
and hundreds of programs here, really 
overwhelming! 

AV-Sync can be reached at (404) 
320-6202 24 hours a day by modems run-
ning up to 2400 baud. Settings are: No 
parity, 8 Data Bits, and one stop bit 
(N-8-1). If this is a little too far out for you 
to jump into, give them a call at (404) 
438-5858 and ask them how to get started. 
AV-Sync is a non- profit service, and costs 
only $25 per year for NSCA members for 
up to one hour per day, or $35 per year 
for an hour and a half per day. You can 
subscribe immediately by phone, but you 
are allowed 30 minutes to look around for 
free. 
Sound-Net is a dedicated audio/acous-
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tical electronic bulletin board system spon-
sored by the Toronto section of the AES. 
It has been in operation since 1988. Their 
newsletter, Sound Net News, was started 
in November '90. Sound-Net is a private 
BBS in that a full membership is required 
to access key services. Guest privileges 
are available to non-members and you can 
snoop around for up to 20 minutes, but you 
cannot receive any files or send any 
messages. 
Sound-Net reports audio events and 

news, holds conferences and discussions, 
reviews software, offers public domain and 
shareware programs, and has an electronic 
mail service popular with the touring 
sound industry, and a classified section for 
jobs and business to business notices. 

Sound-Net has a CAD symbol and draw-
ing library for those who use computers 
for drafting. It is a specific file area loaded 
with audio, acoustical, electrical and elec-
tronic symbols compatible with most CAD 
packages. 
A users group for the MLSSA test sys-

tem has been formed by the Canadian dis-
tributor. Topics include measurement stan-
dards, third party software and hardware 
reviews, problem solving, etc. and is lo-
cated in a separate discussion and file area. 
Sound Net is located at 212 Fern Ave. 

#1, Toronto, Ont M6R 1K4, Canada. To 
reach them by phone call (416) 530-4423 
or by modem (416) 538-8777. 
Ariel Corporation BBS. Readers who 

have been reading our test equipment re-
views know that one of MLSSA's competi-
tors is the Ariel SYSid system. A BBS is 
operated by Ariel on all their products. 
Membership is free and you are allowed 
one hour of use per day. The bulletin board 
includes product demos that you can 
download, documentation and ap-notes for 

software including updates and correc-
tions, experimental software enhance-
ments for the adventurous, a message 
center, and a section for user developed 
programs for Ariel hardware. 

Ariel Corp. is at 433 River Road, 
Highland Park, NY 08904. To reach them 
by phone call (201) 249-2900. The BBS 
number is (201) 249-2124. 

Getting slightly off of purely audio 
bulletin boards, if you have "gone digital," 
aside from the Ariel DSP BBS, you will 
enjoy the AT&T DSPBBS, (201) 834-6068, 
Motorola's DSP BBS (also known as Dr. 
Bub) (512) 891-DSP2), Texas Instruments 
BBS (713) 274-2323 for the TMS320 DSP 
(which is used in the Ariel SYSid board and 
the Techron TEF 20). The AT&T, 
Motorola and TI BBS are only for hard-
core individuals who have left the analog 
domain. 

Guest privileges are 
available to 
non-members. 

Not all audio BBS have been success 
stories. Techron had a BBS three years 
ago, but TEF users didn't get involved, 
perhaps because the software had to be 
compatible with the TEF machines, which 

were not compatible with MS-DOS nor 
the Mac. With the TEF 20, which is com-
patible with both Mac and IBM com-
patibles, TEF users will be able to take 
advantage of just about all audio software, 
and maybe the time is right to resurrect 
the BBS. 

Another BBS that was before its time 
was the Bose Modeler BBS. Lack of inter-
est and activity led Bose to close its BBS 
in 1988. Only recently has audio related 
software and hardware appeared for the 

Mac, and the user base of Modeler has 
grown, so if there is enough user interest, 
maybe a Modeler BBS will reappear. 

GETTING STARTED 
To get started, you will need a com-

puter, a modem, and software. A few years 
ago modems moved data slowly, at 300 
baud. Until recently 1200 baud was consid-
ered adequate, with 2400 baud considered 
fast. Now 1200 baud is "old fashioned" 
and these modems (which are really quite 
adequate) can be bought for well under 
$100. 2400 baud modems are at the $100 
price point. Often the modem will come 
with software, which is needed to operate 
the modem. Modems connect to any 
phone line, although the computer end 
gets a little more complicated. Some 
modems will plug directly into the IBM 
compatible buss slot. Others (external) re-
quire a serial port and will work with both 
IBM and Mac computers. 
Once you are set up and "on-line" (con-

nected to the phone line) you are ready 
to go. Log-in means that you have con-
nected to the bulletin board and given your 
name and maybe a password. After this 
point you can move about the bulletin 
board. At first you will probably find this 
awkward, but there are help menus and 
eventually you will learn your way around. 
Downloading means to copy a program or 
file from the bulletin board to your com-
puter, while uploading is to send a file, 
message, or program to the bulletin board. 

Bulletin boards, especially audio BBS, 
can be a fun source of programs, a way to 
get demos of software that you are 
considering purchasing and a forum for 
communications with your peers. Mem-
bership fees are nominal or free. Happy 
modeming! 

Professional or Consumer? 
Have it both ways with the ES-244 
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Software 
Review 

Part II, Performance Simulations and 

Selecting Speakers with EASE 

BY MIKE KLASCO 

I
n Part I of our review of EASE, we in-
vestigated how the program dealt with 
job management, room modeling, and 

Autocad file interchange. In Part II we will 
take a look at how the program helps the 
designer select and aim speakers, and, 
most importantly, begin our review of 
EASE 's comprehensive performance 
simulations. In Part III, we will finish our 
exploration of EASE's intelligibility predic-
tions, image modeling/ray tracing abilities, 
and overall conclusions on the program's 
substance. 

PROGRAM FLOW 
After the room model is created, the 

next step is to select the speakers and see 
if they will be appropriate for the job. The 
speaker library files in the ancillary pro-
gram EASEBASE are searched and can-
didate speakers are selected into a "short 
list." 

Speakers, their locations and aiming 
points are tried out. The room can be 
viewed from three perspectives: from a 
selected loudspeaker (looking out from the 
throat of a horn), from a selected seat in 
the audience seating with a center per-
spective of the stage, and from an elevated 
overhead view. Simulations are run, in-
cluding sound intensity maps of the room. 
Additionally, spot checks of specific seating 
locations can be taken using the "ProBe," 
in which intelligibility can be determined. 
As with all of these sound system design 
programs, the simulations and the speaker 
selection, location, and aiming is an in-
teractive process, in order to optimize 
performance. 
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Selecting, Locating, and Aiming 
Speakers ... and related topics 
The loudspeaker data files are stored in 

the subdirectory SPEAKER; surface 
materials are similarly stored in a subdirec-
tory SURFACE. A separate program, 
EASEBASE allows the operator to edit, 
add, delete, or create custom files for both 
loudspeakers and surface materials. EASE 
has a comprehensive speaker library and 
allows the operator to edit, add, or delete 
the speaker library, and these are very de-
sirable features. EASEBASE automatically 
creates an "audit trail" when the data is 
modified and indicates when the speaker 

The viewer is placed 
into any of the 
Listener seats with a 
center perspective 
view of the stage. 

database has been diddled with. EASE is 
promising a full data library including 
speakers from JBL, Altec Lansing, E-V, 
Peavey, as well as the existing Renkus-
Heinz, Frazier and a number of other 
firms. 
When you are in the EASE or 

EASEBASE programs, the directional 
characteristics of each speaker can be 
graphically displayed in 3-D, and general 
information such as sensitivity, impedance, 
efficiency, maximum power, etc. is listed. 
Other graphic displays show 3 dB, 6 dB, 

and 9 dB isobars and horizontal and ver-
tical characteristics. 
Moving though the speaker menus is a 

bit clumsy. Certain operations that are 
typical and repetitive in sound sound 
system design ought to be accomplished 
with a single keystroke, but instead require 
half a dozen, with opportunities for the 
uninitiated to screw up. The error trapping 
is robust and the program strongly resists 
crashing or hanging up. In talking to the 
program developers, I find they fully real-
ize all this and explained that in their zeal 
to keep adding features, they also added 
too many patches. Remember, the pro-
gram is only in its initial release and I think 
most of this will be cleaned up soon. For 
now, one shortcut is to use a third party 
"hot key" utility to create macros. For ex-
ample, to get through certain aspects of 
the program you must jump through a 
number of keystrokes repetitively, so 
these can be "recorded" into a macro and 
stored in a memory resident utility pro-
gram intended for just this purpose. A 
special function key (FI, F2, etc.) is 
assigned to call up this sequence of 
keystrokes. Each time you need to enter 
this particular sequence of keystrokes, you 
only need to hit the special function key. 

In any case, all of this is more awkward 
than confusing. I found living with the pro-
gram more than worthwhile, especially in 
light of the wonderful simulation 
capabilities. The real bottom line is not 
how easy the program's idiosyncrasies are 
to learn, but the quality of the information 
it gives you, in which case EASE is worth 
the EFFORT. 



Three dimensional directivity balloon and -3, - 6, -9 dB isobars. 

EASE: FULTON BILL 03-13-1991 COVERAGE 1 3 
Aud: MAIM1 MAIM1 MAINZ MAIM3 MAIM3 BALC Lisp: MAIM BALC  

Back to the Job ... 
A "short list" is created from the full 

speaker library in EASEBASE. This will 
eliminate the need to sort through different 
subdirectories and instead locate all ap-
plicable speakers in one subdirectory. 
From the "short list" of candidate 
speakers you would pick a likely speaker 
and locate it in a promising location. EASE 
is especially strong as an intuitive aid to 
the sound system designer. In the past, 
I found the PHD program and Umbulus 

Projected isobars are shown in red, blue lines represent balcony shadowing in the main floor. 

very powerful design tools, enabling the 
user to clearly envision the best speaker 
for the job, although these programs had 
other limitations. EASE provides all the 
capability of these programs and more. 
Umbulus allows the designer to look 

through the throat of a horn into the 
seating area it is aimed at. AcoustaCADD 
contributed the technique of isobeam con-
tours projected into the seating areas. 
EASE offers all of these. EASE's visualiza-
tion tools make the effort required for a 

detailed room model worthwhile. 
By the way, there is an aspect of room 

modeling with EASE that I incorrectly 
described in Part I of this review that I 
would like to correct here. When creating 
the room model, defining the surface 
material is assigned in FACES. A "data 
page" is used to enter data for that FACE. 
All aspects of that FACE must be defined 
including surface material, before exit is 
allowed from "data page." If, while enter-
ing data, a mistake is made (calling wrong 
name for speaker or surface material) the 
entire available list is presented. 

Coverage Screen 
EASE allows coverage simulations to be 

done for one of the audience areas, for 
groups of audience areas; or for all the au-
dience areas; similarly for speakers. Some 
of the more important tools will be in-
troduced here. 
An Overlap option superimposes white 

"overlap" curves on the display. The 
curves labeled with "2" indicate areas 
where two sources contribute appropri-
ately equal levels, a "3" indicates that 
three sources contribute approximately 
equal level, etc. This option is a useful tool 
for indicating if interference effects in 
specific areas may be a problem. Move is 
a tool for assuring desired acoustic 
coverage. A screen cursor appears at the 
aiming point of the selected speaker. The 
cursor keys control where you may re-aim 
the speaker. To lock in the new aiming 
point, the operator hits the ENTER key. 
The Redraw command is then used to 
redraw the display isobars for the new aim-
ing points. ProBe is another tool, and used 
in all simulations. The ProBe is a cursor 
that the operator moves to points of in-
terest, to test for intelligibility, frequency 
response, etc. 

Speaker View 
Your perspective is from the acoustical 

center of the speaker that you have sel-
ected and positioned in the room. The 
perspective view covers +45 degrees in 

the horizontal plane, with the initial aiming 
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set to your guesstimate when you last (or 
first) aimed the speaker. Superimposed on 
the room are -3, -6, -9 dB coverage isobars 
at the selected octave frequency. Actually, 
since the contours do not take into account 
the actual distance of the surface that they 
fall on, perhaps the term "isobeams" 
used in AcoustaCADD is more apt, as the 
inverse square law is not accounted for 
here. As with AcoustaCADD, I welcome 
this approach as a rough cut estimating 
tool for both selecting speakers with ap-
propriate directivity and general aiming. 
To obtain the Speaker View, the option 

TEST is selected from the menu. From 
the short list of speakers, a speaker is 
selected to be aimed. The room and the 
"isobars" will appear, along with a few 
control options allowing you to zoom in or 
out (change scale), up to a 170 degree 
"fish eye" perspective. The TURN op-
tion produces a cursor at the aiming point 
of the speaker. This cursor can be mani-
pulated with the cursor keys. When you 
have the cursor at the desired aiming point 
in the seating (or wherever), you only 
need to hit the ENTER key to lock in the 
new aiming coordinates. The horizontal 
and vertical aiming angles are displayed 
and saved. The horn mouth may also be 
rotated (60 x 40 to 40 x 60, or some-
where in between). Overall, this technique 
for first stage refinement of speaker aiming 
angle is an excellent approach. 

Spectator View 
The viewer is placed into any of the 

Listener seats with a center perspective 
view of the stage. Zoom, TEST, and the 
other options of SPEAKER VIEW are 
available. 

Speakers may be optionally mirrored; 
that is, if your cluster is symmetrical, you 
need only enter half the components, and 
its twin will automatically appear. 
At the moment, EASE does not allow 

wholesale manipulation of clusters. This 
means that if you decide to see what hap-
pens if you drop the height of the entire 
cluster a few feet, each component must 
separately be re-edited. Cluster control is 
promised, and would be a real time saver. 
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Speaker view from stage located effects speaker. 

Left half of this figure shows Energy Paint, the right half is Energy Plot showing numeric isobars. 
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SIMULATIONS FOR 
UNIFORMITY OF COVERAGE 

Overview 
EASE provides five displays of sound 

distribution, three in two dimensions, two 
in three dimensions. This is a very com-
prehensive approach, with the different 
displays allowing graphic displays of uni-
formity of coverage, interference effects, 
and obstructions. 

Energy Plot and Energy Paint 
These simulations show coverage, 

Energy Plot by isobars, Energy Paint by 
color contours. Energy Plot and Energy 
Paint are identical techniques, and differ 
only in the style of how they depict the 
data. Energy Plot shows isobars labelled 
in spi in dB while Energy Paint more 
graphically depicts spl levels by color. With 
either, the operator can select the Au-
dience Areas and Loudspeakers that will 
be active. From the menus, the speakers 
and seating areas can be inspected and 
edited. In these simulations the ability to 
observe interference effects is optionally 
available, but viewing obstructions is not. 
Parameters used in these calculations in-
clude the directional characteristics of the 
speakers and attenuation caused by dis-
tance and air absorption. 

The room can be 
viewed from three 
perspectives. 

EASE provides the operator with con-
trol over the test signal "used" in the 
simulations. In the setup menu, not just 
the frequency, but the bandwidth of the 
signal can be defined. Octave, or 1/3 octave 
noise can be used, or for the most sen-
sitivity in viewing interference effects, a 
sine wave can be specified. There are good 
reasons why the options of user defined 
bandwidth are provided, but the manual 
lacked adequate discussion (or biblio-
graphy) of this. By the way, the test signal 
only exists within the calculations used in 

the simulations. A future enhancement 
that I would like to see is the ability to view 
multiple frequency bands of coverage 
simultaneously. 

Energy Plot 3-D 
Energy Plot 3-D offers another spi 

coverage display mode where isobars are 
plotted in 3-D above the audience areas. 
Interference cancellations are most ap-
parent using this display, assuming a sine 
wave test signal. A corresponding dB scale 
is shown in the upper right hand corner 
of the screen. 

I found living with the 
program more than 
worthwhile, espe-
cially in light of the 
wonderful simulation 
capabilities. 

Energy Patch and Grid 3-D 
Energy Patch 3-D is similar to Energy 

Grid 3-D but displays a grid instead of 
isobars and is most useful in displaying 
smoothness of coverage. These modes are 
similar to Energy Plot and Energy Paint, 
but allow the use of "shadow cast," the 
option that depicts the acoustical effects 
of obstructions. The operator can enter 
the patch size in the setup menu, trading 
off computer time for resolution. EASE is 
the first MS-DOS program (IBM compati-
ble) to offer shadowing in its 3-D model, 
with the only other program offering this 

capability being the Bose Modeler, which 
runs on the Mac. This is a valuable 
feature, for example, as an aid to the 
designer in deciding if underbalcony 
speakers are necessary. 

ProBe 

ProBe, or the cursor, is used to spot 
check conditions that take into account 
early reflections and reverberation. With 
these simulations it is possible to calculate 
Energy parameters related to room 
acoustics and reverberation time. ProBe 

is one of the main tools of EASE and can 

be accessed from the simulation displays, 
such as the Energy coverage plots and 
BEAMSHOW simulations. 
The cursor keys move the ProBe 

through the audience area on the screen. 
On the bottom of the screen the ProBe 
coordinates are displayed. When you 
select a location to examine and hit 
ENTER, a menu appears with these 
analysis choices: 
• Spatial direction of speakers — the 

speaker's location relative to Probe loca-
tion, including the direct sound vertical and 
horizontal angle of incidence. 

• Instant complex amplitude (phase) — 
showing relative phase and amplitude of 
speaker signals at Probe location, based 
on time of arrival. 

Conclusion, Part Il 
In this part of our review we have ex-

plored the tools provided by EASE to aid 
the designer in visualizing what speakers 
might be appropriate for the job and their 
proper location and aiming. These include 
looking out the throat of a horn into the 
seating, and perspectives from the seating 
to the stage. Isobars can be projected from 

the speakers into the seating areas to 
further aid in the determination of speaker 
aiming. We have also investigated the cov-
erage simulations, including specific plots 
for depicting speaker interference effects, 
acoustic shadowing due to obstructions, 
and 3-D perspectives, among others. 

In both the domain of visualization of the 
job and in the comprehensiveness and 
sophistication in the simulation of 
coverage, EASE has set new standards. 
Unfortunately, the user interface has not 
received as much attention as the " meat" 
of the program, and is somewhat clumsy. 
Since this is only the initial release of the 
program, and the program developers are 
highly motivated, I would anticipate a time-
ly cleanup of this aspect of the program. 

In the final installment of our review, we 
will take a look at the sound system/room 
interface prediction capabilities of EASE, 
such as intelligibility and the reverberation 
time module. 
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IN-WALL SPEAKERS 

(continued from page 43) 

series is an amplified, self-enclosed, in-
wall subwoofer system known as the 
NSW-100 which is designed to comple-
ment the BluePrint series. The system 
consists of a stackable subwoofer amplifier, 
the SA-100 and the NSW-8, an eight inch 
acoustic suspension subwoofer in its own 
in-wall enclosure. The amplifier can drive 
a second subwoofer if desired. Retail for 
the set is $200 for the subwoofer and $500 

for the amplifier. 
Already making inroads in the " media 

center" market is Phase Technology. Its 

Custom Installation (CI) Series offers 
three 2-way systems , the CI 60, CI 40 and 
CI 20; as well as a CI SUB subwoofer. 

Several Sonance dealers are doing com-
mercial work, well within the trend toward 
commercial use of in-wall speakers. The 
company's "architectural audio" products 
applicable to non-residential installations 
include the Sonance IA, a relatively inex-
pensive model for mono or non-critical 
listening situations. The flagship Sonance 
45 has a one-inch fabric soft-dome tweeter 
that uses a ten-ounce magnet; it carries 
a suggested retail price of $650 a pair. A 
wide range of models are between these. 

Some clients still 
associate built-in 
speakers with perfor-
mance standards of 
the past. 

Several of the Sonance models are design-
ed to fit the Spacesaver Wall Plate, a nifty 

little stamped steel plate with the dimen-
sions and contours of a Sonance speaker 
that attaches to Sonance mounting 
brackets and fits over a wall cut-out made 
to accommodate a speaker which would be 
installed later. Many development homes 
and malls are being wired for later installa-
tion of multiple speaker systems. Space-
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Wallspeaker Technologies 

series II aeft) and series III 
(right) loudspeaker. 

savers save the opportunity for installation 
at the new construction phase, when it is 
less expensive to place wiring, prepare 
walls, and install brackets. And when the 
installation is finally made, you remove the 
Spacesaver plate and pop in the speaker. 
When the plates are returned to the dealer 
by the consumer, the purchase price is 
credited toward the purchase of Sonance 

speakers. 
Not all sound contractors are lucky 

enough to install systems during the con-
struction phase. Retrofitting presents a 
whole different set of challenges. Many 
companies offer mounting frames for 
either new construction or retrofit. 
Fosgate Models AS502 and AS602, a 
5-inch and 6-inch, respectively, offer both 

Many development 
homes and malls are 
being wired for later 
installation of multi-
ple speaker systems. 

types of mounting frames. Two additional 
models, the AS 802 and the AS 803, are 
specifically designed for new construction 
installation. These are seen in residential 

sites, mostly, and are expensive, high per-
formance air suspension three-ways 
designed mainly for home audio-video 

systems. 
The already fine line between commer-

cial and residential products is blurring and 
shifting. Many wall speakers intended for 
home use are being installed in retail 
spaces, some with disastrous conse-

quences, and some quite successfully. 
Most wall speakers are not intended for 
commercial application; even expensive 
models often cannot _rate the high 
acoustic levels necessary for, say, a bar. 
Some, however, are designed to deliver a 
truckload of noise. Barring prior exper-
ience with a given speaker, the contrac-
tor can only check the power handling and 
sensitivity of a given model and decide 
what is needed. 
One line of speakers originally targeted 

for the commercial market is AES. Jeff 

The Sonance IA 

in-wall speaker 

system. 

Myers, President of J & J Myers, the ex-
clusive distributors of AES, sees the com-
mercial market for wall speakers as in a 
state of rapid change: "For a long time, 
in the commercial end of things, business 
was divided into two camps. One camp 
was the very low fidelity camp; and the 
other was the fullblown, pro-sound sort of 
camp—and not a lot in between. I think 
there's a growing appreciation of mid-

"For a long time, in 
the commercial end 
of things, business 
was divided into two 
camps." 

range products. Contractors and users 
realize that for not much more money you 
can get something with very clear voice 
and a pretty wide musical range. Par-
ticularly in boardroom and office applica-
tions, people are willing to spend a small 
amount of additional money for an ap-
preciable increase in fidelity." 

AES Models 1 and 2 are suitable for new 
or retrofit installation. They both have a 
6 1/2-inch woofer and the AES-1 has a 2 



1/4 -inch cone tweeter, while the AES-2 has 
a 1-inch soft dome tweeter. Many com-
panies, AES among them, are offering 
subwoofers to handle some of the pro-
blems inherent in in-wall systems, par-
ticularly in the drywall-laden residential 
field. Because most in-wall speakers have 
fairly small woofers — 6 inches or so — 
bass reproduction and power handling is 
necessarily limited. In addition, gypsum 
— drywall — is a highly flexible and reso-
nant material that can degrade low bass 
reproduction even further with sym-
pathetic vibrations — thus, the need for 
subwoofers in some installations. 

Retrofitting presents 
a whole different set 
of challenges. 

Although subwoofers solve some of the 
problems of bass reproduction, they create 
a few problems of their own. Effective 
isolation of bass frequencies from front and 
rear walls can be tricky. While the sound 
in the room with the speakers may be ter-
rific, the room on the other side of the wall 
may be pulsing with bass booms. And, 
since driver vibrations are transferred dir-
ectly to the wall, items attached to the wall 
surface such as pictures and mirrors can 

rattle. To prevent the frustrating embar-
rassment of rattle or buzz, expert, 
thoughtful installation is especially impor-
tant, with particular care given to the en-
closure. Oregon manufacturer Triad in-
cludes braced, sealed enclosures filled 
with absorbent material in all its in-wall 
speakers to handle this problem. Their 
ported Inwall Five features Danish drivers 
and very gentle crossover slopes. 
The AES-3 subwoofer, designed to com-

bine with either the AES-1 or AES-2, 
features an isolating enclosure that installs 
between the wall studs and isolates bass 
frequencies from front and rear wall sur-
faces. Boston Acoustics' Designer Series 
model 360 has a new in-wall enclosure 
device that fits on 16-inch on-center fram-
ing. A flexible gasket creates an air tight 

seal that minimizes wallboard resonance. 
The AES-4 dual voice-coil subwoofer, 
which came out in December of 1990, ac-
cepts stereo input and has the same fre-
quency response and low bass capability 
as a pair of AES-3s, according to Jeff 
Myers. Ultimately, they will not handle as 
much power, but offer a cost effective solu-
tion without practical sacrifice. 
A recent addition is the AES-5, an in-

wall satellite-type speaker, similar to the 
AES-1, that has on-board thermal shut-
down and reset protection circuitry. These 
are seen as having mostly residential ap-
plication, with some boardroom and retail/ 
background uses. AES offers no back 
boxes at this time, but is interested in 
developing this product. Jeff Myers cites 
the difficulty in obtaining standards that 
would satisfy requirements, a lament I 
heard from many of the people I inter-
viewed. In some cases, two or three agen-
cies per state feel they have something to 
say about what gets installed where. Many 
times, regulations contradict each other. 

Some manufacturers offer UL approved 
speaker assemblies. Often these are pri-
marily designed for use in fire alarm signal-

Most wall speakers 
are not intended for 
commercial applica-
tion; even expensive 
models often cannot 
generate the high 
acoustic levels 
necessary for, say, a 
bar. 

ing and paging. Dukane's 6A637/6A638 and 
6A639/6A640 fit this profile. Legend Audio 
ups the ante (and the performance stan-
dard) with its Model 1000 and Model 2000. 
Both have UL-approved flame retardant 
frames and have optional, customized 
metal enclosures for new construction and 
retrofit brackets for commercial and high-
rise fire code compliance — an acknowl-
edgment of the increasing awareness on 

the part of manufacturers to the needs of 
the sound contractor. 
JBL Professional also has a UL rated 

series of flush mounts, the 8300 Series, 
which specifically addresses the priorities 
of the contracting market. The baffle and 
installation frame of both the 8305 and the 
8306 are fabricated from GE Cycolac CK 
Series ABS, instead of the more common 
styrene. The mounting frames themselves 
are designed to accommodate several wall 
thicknesses, horizontal or vertical mount-
ing orientation, and new or existing con-
struction. JBL also gives a nod to the con-
tracting market with its special "PG" 
Contractor Carton packaging, available in 
two-packs or six-packs. Because contrac-
tors frequently pre-install speaker fittings 
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and wiring some time before the speakers 
themselves are installed, JBL has devel-
oped packaging that separates installation 
mounts and speakers in separate sections 
of the same shipping carton. Mounts and 
instructions from one section are used 
first, leaving the speakers in another sec-
tion which can be easily closed, protecting 
the speakers until they are needed. 
Perhaps the most extreme example of 

in-wall sound source invisibility is the CM 
from B.E.ST. The CP62 is mounted in the 
wall and then painted or papered over, 
completely concealing its presence. A 
sound transducer with a particularly wide 
dispersion pattern, the CT62 's applications 
include foreground music and sound rein-
forcement. Although it was originally de-
signed for commercial constructions, it has 
been widely used in both commercial and 
residential applications for over eight 
years. 
Design work on a model specifically for 

home use is being done currently, accord-
ing to Nina Babiarz, Marketing Coordin-
ator for B.E.S.T. Babiarz says the CT-62 
seems to turn the whole surface of the 
wall into a speaker, eliminating dead spots 
in the room. Popular with interior 

Gypsum - drywall - 
is a highly flexible 
and resonant 
material that can 
degrade low bass 
reproduction. 

decorators, the CT62 is often the only 
choice in interiors with antique decors 
where conventional speakers, no matter 
how flush, are inappropriate. ' Also interior 
designers needn't worry about arranging 
furniture in relation to speaker place-
ment," says Babiarz, "the sound is every-
where." A plaster ring is placed between 
the studs- either in new construction or 
retrofit-then the CT62 transducer is 
placed within a plaster ring. The seam be-
tween the plaster ring and the wall is then 
taped, the surface lightly plastered (to the 
thickness of a business card), sanded to 

a smooth finish and then painted over with 
latex (only) paint or covered with 
wallpaper. 
Just as this article was going to press 
I came upon two in-wall speakers man-
ufactured by a new company in Novato, 
California - Wallspeaker Technologies. As 
the name suggests, they specialize in wall 
speakers. To date, they market two 

In some cases, two 
or three agencies per 
state feel they have 
something to say 
about what gets in-
stalled where. 

models, The Series II and the Series III, 
which contain design features that pretty 
much guarantee their products a comfort-
able niche in the high performance in-wall 
market. Essentially, they have extended 
the contruction standards of free-standing 
cabinet speakers to the in-wall enclosure. 
The enclosure "floats" between the 

studs on rubber isolation mounts which 
prevent bass vibration from going through 
the building structure: The full enclosure 
provides repeatable bass, and stops sound 
from carrying through the wall into adja-
cent rooms. Both the Series II (a two-way) 
and the Series III (a three-way) provide 
for post-installation adjustment to accom-
modate individual room acoustics. The 
tweeters swivel in four directions so you 
can dial in imaging; the tweeter adjustment 
level compensates for different listening 
environments, allowing you to balance the 
bass with the treble. 
Intended as primary listening speakers 

in a custom system, these thoughtfully 
designed speakers are 4-feet and 6 1/2-feet 
high (!), respectively, and can be ceiling 
mounted as well. 
Many of the above mentioned speakers 

are weather resistant. Some can be 
ordered with special waterproofed com-
ponents, suitable for applications in bath-
rooms, spas, etc. Next month we'll take 
a look at outdoor and underwater(!) 
speakers. 
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NEWS FROM AROUND THE INDUSTRY 

Supplying Desert Storm; New Companies Formed 
Sound and Communications 
Companies in Desert Storm 
The war in the Persian Gulf was attended 
by equipment from several companies in 
the sound and communications industry, 
as various products were fitted for military 
endeavors. Among the war news items 
that touched this industry: 

Talk-A-Phone Co. was awarded a "Cer-
tificate of Recognition and Appreciation for 
"Contractor Support — Operation Desert 
Shield/Storm" from the U.S. Department 
of Defense. Talk-A-Phone Intercom 
Systems are provided to the Department 
of Defense for general communications 
needs, for security related applications 
and for "special needs" situations. 

Seventy-five Peavey Architectural 
Acoustics IPA/L50 amplifiers were sent to 
the Gulf from TNT Electronics in 

Major Mary Quinn presents Desert Storm award W Talk-A-Phone chairman Abraham 
Shanes and president ZvW Liberman. 

Pensacola, Florida to power "The Great 

Voice," a local area warning system. 
Harris Corporation loaned advanced 

radio equipment to allow U.S. Armed 
Forces personnel in the middle east to 

send messages free of charge to their 
families stateside. 

Octet Communications provided voice 
mail services to service members station-
ed in the Persian Gulf via Worldcall 2000 
and Continental Telephone of Minnesota, 
using an Octel voice processing system 
allowing Operation Desert Storm person-
nel to communicate through the exchange 

of recorded messages that can be sent and 

retrieved 24 hours a day. 
Shape Inc. and BASF donated 20,000 

audio cassettes containing the song 
"Stand Up" performed by Wizards. Addi-

tional space was supplied on each cassette 
to allow military personnel to send 
messages home. 
Equipment is being donated to the 

Armed Services YMCAs by the consumer 

electronics industry to allow families to 
make videotapes to send to the Persian 
Gulf. The equipment includes at least 250 
camcorders and vcrs and 3,000 blank 
videotapes. 

Lectrosonics wireless microphones are 
in the combat zone, as are the products 
of many other companies: JVC Super VHS 
equipment reportedly was used to record 

aerial bombings, Hitachi LCD screens 
were reported to allow tank personnel to 
view the terrain, Sony 8mm equipment 
was being used. And CEL, the makers of 
standards converters reported their prod-
ucts being used to universalize informa-
tion from a worldwide panorama of video 
makers. 

Loether Consults 
Jeff Loether has formed Electro-Media 
Design, an independent consulting group 
in Rockville, Maryland which specializes 
in A/V systems for hotels, meeting and 
conference centers, restaurants, night 
clubs and corporate facilities. Loether's 
background includes 10 years with the 
Marriott Corporation directing a/v design 
for facilities worldwide. He was also in-
strumental in pioneering the practical use 
of automatic mixing/combining systems for 

hotel ballrooms. 

Jeff Loether 

New Company Formed 
Meridian Technologies, Inc. has been 

formed by Robert Klein, president, and 
Jack Krol, director of engineering. The 
company develops, manufactures and 
markets fiberoptic transmission systems 
for video, camera control, voice and data 
for industrial "security and surveillance." 
Klein and Krol were founders of American 
Fibertek. Meridian Technologies is located 
at 80 Mott Avenue, Suite 6, Inwood, New 
York 11696. 

Roland Corp. New Division 
Roland Corp. has formed a new Pro 
Audio/Video Division with targeted 
markets including theme parks, govern-
ment equipment, sound reinforcement, 
radio, recording, film, post production and 
broadcast. Tom Beckmen, president of 
RolandCorp US said, "The formation of 

the division is part of Roland's strategic 
plan to leverage its advanced technology 
base and experience to develop products 
for the professional industries. According 
to the company the move reflects "recent 
industry trends where industrial and pro-
fessional markets and their respective 
products are overlapping." 

Curtis Chan, formerly with Ampex Cor-
poration, has been named General 
Manager for the division. Chan com-
mented, " The audio industry is follow-

ing trends similar to the video industry." 
To complement the existing professional 

products, three new products are slated 
for delivery this year. The Roland Sound 
Space Processing System (shown at AES 
last September) enables the reproduction 

of a three-dimensional aural environment 
from a stereo playback system. A self-
contained digital multi- track disk-based 
recorder comes in four and eight track 
configurations. The SBX-1000 MIDI Cue-
ing Box provides SMPTE based syn-
chronization of MIDI events for film and 
video editing. 

Roland DM-80 digital multi-track disk-
based recorder. 

Roland Sound Space Processing System 

BBE in Forbes 
The February 18, 1991 issue of Forbes 

magazine featured a full-page article on 
BBE Sound with an interview with the 
company's head, John McLaren. BBE has 
been moving steadily into licensing 
agreements with consumer electronics 
companies, having signed with Interna-
tional Jensen who will be incorporating 
BBE technology into premium priced 
products in its Acoustic Research, Advent, 

Jensen, Now Hear This and Phase Linear 
lines. BBE had previously licensed its 
technology to Aiwa. 

JBL Pro Installations 
Markus Audio and Lighting Systems in 
Culver City, California, has completed 
several projects using JBL and Soundcraft 
products, according to JBL. Club Radio, 
a new nightclub, La Lagune Nightclub, and 

127 Fashion Theatre are all using JBL 
equipment. In addition, the Katherine 
Cornell Theatre in Amherst, New York, 
has upgraded its main house systems with 
JBL components. The design and installa-
tion of the system was completed by Mark 
Sanfilipo of RHM Electronics in conjunc-
tion with Cornell Sound Labs. 
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Apogee Sound in Screening 
Room 
Apogee Sound has announced that its pro-
ducts are incorporated in the sound 
system for the six channel all digital Kodak 
screening room in Hollywood for Cinema 
Digital Sound. Three Apogee AE-4s, ten 
AE-ls and five SB Series subwoofers are 
included. The digital cinema system was 
co-developed by Optical Radiation Cor-
poration and Eastman Kodak. 

Renkus-Heinz Seminar 

The Renkus-Heinz system Design 
Seminar held in January attracted over 125 
participants from 15 countries for an ex-
change of information. During the seminar 
Dr. Wolfgang Ahnert of ADA in Berlin and 
Dr. Feistel of Rostock University demon-
strated acoustic simulation using data from 
the EASE program's post processing files 
and standard off-the-shelf hardware. 
Renkus-Heinz plans to offer that program 
along with the EASE system design soft-
ware program in a complete package. The 
total cost is expected to be under $6,000; 
delivery is expected to begin in mid-
summer 1991. 
On a sadder note, Renkus-Heinz has 

announced that Bob Haigler, chief elec-
tronics engineer, died in February. Harm 

Heinz commented, "Bob's sudden and 
untimely death came as a surprise. We all 
mourn for him. He will be missed ... as 
a friend, as a warm and caring human 
being, and as a real professional." 

Altec Doesn't Fear Economy 
In a statement to the press, Dave Merrey, 
president of Altec Lansing, said, "I'm of 
the opinion that bad talk breeds bad times. 
. If the new year will be one of intense 
competition, we are looking forward to it 
because we are prepared to get the 
business. Our plan for 1991 calls for 

targeting very specific opportunites in 
focused market segments. We've asked 
our customers to adopt this same focused 
approach with good results; some of them 

have actually added sales personnel." 

Electro-Voice in Detroit 
Electro-Voice has made a point of the 
many points the company's equipment is 
seen just in the city of Detroit. Reportedly 
Tiger Stadium, the Silvenlome, and the 
Palace all have EV components. Area high 
schools such as North Farmington and 
Harrison are using EV equipment. And 

Oakland University recently installed more 
than 120 EV speakers in its Shotwell 
Pavilion. 

IED Ships to Soka University 
Innovative Electronic Designs has shipped 
its 5000 Audio Processing System to Ikeda 
Auditorium at Soka University in Tokyo. 

This installation includes the first commer-
cial integration of Micro Audio's "POD 
Programer' equalizer software into the 
IED 590 computer. Acconling to IED, the 
recently approved AES PA 422 standard 
interface enables the 590 computer to 
automatically control Micro Audio's 
equalizers from one central computer. 
Consultant Coffeen, Fricke and Associates 

chose the equipment. Installation is being 
supervised by T. Asahina of Mark IV 
Audio, Japan Ltd. 

Edcor Moves 
Edcor Electronics has moved its complete 
operation from southern California, where 
it has been located since 1974, to Carlsbad, 
New Mexico. The Edcor Sound Products 
division and the Edcor Magnetics division 
will be located in a recently purchased 
facility. A new building is being completed 
for engineering and development and will 
be ready for occupancy in May 1991. The 
new address is P.O. Box 5098, 7130 Na-
tional Parks Highway, Carlsbad, New 
Mexico 88220. 

University in Japan 
University Sound equipment has been in-
stalled in Narita Airport, Tokyo's major 
airport, and Chinguko Train Station in 
Tokyo. University paging systems are used 
throughout the airport, while more than 
100 different Musicaster 100 compact 
loudspeaker systems are installed in the 

train station, one of Japan's busiest 
transportation facilities. 

BASF Restructures Division 
BASF Audio Video Professional Products 
has restructured its staff and product line 
in the United States to incorporate the 
recently acquired Agfa Magnetic Tape 
Division. The new BASF Audio Video 

Professional Products sales force will be 
led by Terry O'Kelly, director of national 
sales. Joe Tibensky has been named kay 
account manager, audio duplication tape 
products, and Jerry Shields is the new key 
account manager, video duplication tape 
products. Jeff Brown has been named 

marketing manager, retail and professional 
audio video products. Joanne Aliber is 
manager, professional audio video 
products. 

Jim Wischmeyer, president (left), and Henry Heine, director of engineering of Bag End 
Loudspeakers. 

Bag End Has Birthday 
Bag End Loudspeaker Systems is 
celebrating its 15th anniversary. The com-
pany was founded in 1976 by James 
Wischmeyer, Henry Heine and William 
Schwingel (who is no longer with the 
firm). In 1980, Bag End introduced "Time 
Alignment" in all its full range systems, 

under license from E. M. Long Asso-
ciates. Through the years the company 
has serviced such performers as Chick 
Corea, Alphonso Johnson, Neil Young, 
Prince and the United States Air Force 
Band. Wischmeyer and Heine also operate 
a sister company, Modular Sound 
Systems, which specializes in the design 
and installation of computerized audio, 
video and lighting systems. The company 
has designed systems for the Arlington In-
ternational Racecourse, Chicago Place, 
Ditka's/City Lights, and the Greater 
Grace Temple of Detroit. 

Million Dollar Account 
Star Case Manufacturing has presented 
the "Million Dollar Account Award" to 
Rent Com, Inc. of Schiller Park, Illinois, 
the audio visual, video and communica-
tions sales and rental company. Glen 
Steinberg, General Manager, commented, 

"We're not buying metal corners or 
fiberglass panels, we're buying mobility, 
security and protection. Over one million 
dollars worth of Star Cases is evidence 
of our continuing commitment." 

DJL Video Security 
DJL Video Security Service Center has 
announced its opening in Greensboro, 
North Carolina to provide video repair ser-
vices. Owner and founder Dale Laslie 
noted, "DJL is designed to meet the 
needs of security users who require the 
fastest possible response to their repair 
needs." 

Fiber Options Expands 
Fiber Options, the manufacturer of fiber 
optic based transmission systems, has ex-
panded its existing facility to over 10,000 
square feet. Bob DeLia, Fiber Options 
ceo said, "This is the second time in a 
year we have expanded to meet the grow-
ing demand for Fiber Options equipment." 

Meyer Speakers in Flight 
Pattern 
A four-cabinet Meyer Sound MSL-10A 
system was used by Toby Payne of Stage 
Sound Inc. of Phoenix for the Fiesta Bowl 
at the Sun Devil Stadium at Arizona State 
University. During two days of rehearsals 
the rigged system, flown from a 220 foot 

crane fitted with a 100 foot boom, was in 
the flight pattern of Phoenix international 
Airport, and had to be put away each 

night. The system was reinstalled each 
morning in approximately 30 minutes, 
using a five-man crew and the crane 
operators. 

Left to right: Dan Evans, Glen Steinberg of Rent Corn; Dennis Toma, Ralph Hoopes 
of Star Case. 
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PRODUCTS 

Clair's Control; Crown's Condenser 
Loudspeaker Control 

Clair Bros. Audio Enterprises, Inc. has 
announced the Coherent Transfer 
System. This electronic control system is 
a proprietary crossover/limiter that was 
designed by Clair for use with the S-4 
Series II line of four-way concert speaker 
systems. 

Using analog circuitry, it's claimed that 
the Coherent Transfer System has a dy-
namic range greater than 121 dB and of-
fers harmonic distortion of less than .003 
percent, 20-20,000 Hz, measured from 
system to transformer-isolated output 
with the limiters in circuit. 

Circle 1 on Reader Response Card 

Gooseneck Mic 
The Crown LM-300 miniature goose-

neck microphone is a supercardioid con-
denser mic designed for use as a pulpit, 
lectern or conference table microphone. 
Powered by 12-4AN of phantom power, 

the 17-inch long LM-300 has a sensitivity 
rating of 3 mV/Pa and an impedance of 150 
ohms (balanced). The LM-300 can also 
be used with an accessory shock mount 
that enables it to be plugged into the XLR 
connector of a standard microphone cable. 

Circle 2 on Reader Response Card 

Video Transmission 
Sas-1c U.S.A., Inc. has announced the 

FSE-501 video transmission system of 
realtime black/white or color video signals 
via twisted pair or coaxial cable. 
The FSE-501 allows the transmission 

of video signals via twisted pair of wire 
over distances of 3000 meters per FSE-

501. Each channel has video in and video 
outputs for transmission and, therefore, 
can be used as amplifying relays to a max-
imum distance of 35 miles with the use 
of 10 FSE-501s. 
Circle 3 on Reader Response Card 

Touch Panel 
AMX Corporation has announced a new 

version of its Touch Panel. The AXP-EL 
electroluminescent Touch Panel contains 
an RS-232 compatible port, active slide 
control icons and international font set. 
The RS-232 port allows for use of a PC-

compatible mouse for creation and editing 
of buttons, controls, icons, logos and 
screen drawings. The port also permits 
direct connection of RS-232 compatible 

devices such as computers, teleconferenc-
ing codecs, modems and other devices. 

Circle 4 on Reader Response Card 

Reinforcement Console 
TAC has announced the SR600 sound 

reinforcement console. The console is 
electronically balanced throughout and 
also incorporates parametric EQ, input 
metering, stereo effects returns, eight 
VCA/Mute groups and a 10 x 8 output 
matrix. 

Chassis are available in 40, 32 and 24 
input configurations and is considered by 
TAC to be its mid-priced console at a price 
point between the SR9000 Superconsole 
and the Scorpion II. 

Circle 5 on Reader Response Card 

Control System 
FSR, Inc. has announced the PCS-256 

digital control system. Designed for con-
trol at "prices designed for everyone's 
budget," the PCS-256 contains custom 

remote panels (up to eight per system), 

expansion capabilities, programmable fea-
tures and installation via the EZ-NET 
standard R111 connection. The system is 
meant for use in boardrooms, auditoriums, 
conference centers and lecture halls. 
Circle 6 on Reader Response Card 

Explosion Proof Speakdrs 
Atlas/Soundolier has introduced the ex-

plosion proof MLE series of loudspeakers 
designed for high efficiency amplified voice 

and electronic signaling systems in natural 
resource exploration and chemical pro-
cessing situations. 

Listed by UL and CSA for installation 

in combustible environments the 30-watt 
power handling compression-driven com-
munications units comply with regulations 
governing electrical equipment at hazard-
ous locations and with provisions of the 
National Electric Code. 

The MLE 30 series models are equip-
ped with a heavy fiberglass sound projec-
tor creating a 120-degree x 60-degree pat-
tern, while the MLE 32 series units are 
equipped with a spun aluminum bell pro-

viding a 95-degree circular distribution 
emphasis. 

Circle 7 on Reader Response Card 

Small Masking System 
Dynasound has introduced the DS104 

small masking system which is designed 
to provide office personnel acoustical 
privacy by eliminating distractions caused 

by office machines and other workers in 
open and closed environments. It is en-
gineered for areas up to 10,000 square feet 
but can be expanded modularly. 
The system comes with desktop mask-

ing generator, speakers, hanging assem-
blies, cables and instruction manual. 

Circle 8 on Reader Response Card 

Cardioid Mic 
Electro-Voice has introduced the 

RE38N/D dynamic cardioid microphone 
designed for sound reinforcement as well 
as recording and broadcast applications. 
The microphone contains eight low fre-

quency EQ combinations and two high fre-
quency combinations for a total of 16 dif-

ferent frequency responses, designed so 
that the user can compensate for prox-
imity effect, low-frequency noise and 
sibilance. The shock-mounting system 
uses a vibration-isolation material for the 
elimination of external shockmounts. 

Circle 9 on Reader Response Card 

Wireless Distribution 
Shure Brothers Incorporated has intro-

duced the WA400 amplified antenna dis-
tribution system. The WA400 is a two-
input, eight output amplified antenna 
distribution systen permitting use of only 
two antennas with as many as four diver-

sity wireless microphone systems or eight 
non-diversity systems. For applications 
where several wireless microphones are 
required, the WA400 is designed to 
"remove the clutter and imerference 
associated with multiple antennas." 

Circle 10 on Reader Response Card 

Another Leap 
Audio Teknology Incorporated has re-

leased LEAP (Loudspeaker Enclosure 
Analysis Program) version 4.0. The new 

version has been expanded and is claimed 
to be a complete 20 Hz-20 kHz multiway 

design program. Among Leap 4.0's func-
tions are non-linear modeling of low end 
driver response as well as passive and ac-
tive crossover design. 
Box design types include sealed, 

vented, passive radiator and sealed and 
vented rear chamber bandpass enclo-
sures. spi and impedance can be manually 
entered into the program or imported 
from computer-based analyzers. 

Circle 11 on Reader Response Card 
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"Rock" Speaker 
Datawave has introduced a wireless 

"Rock" speaker designed for use in 
gardens, patios, around spas or as part 
of an indoor decor featuring plants, water-
falls or any outdoor style. 
The "Rock" speakers use FM radio 

technology to pick up signals through 
walls, allowing the user to place the 
speaker in the house or outside up to 150 

feet from the transmitter. 
Circle 12 on Reader Response Card 

Compact CCD 
CCTV Corporation has introduced the 

"GBC" CCD-100 series of compact solid 
state CCD cameras. Six models are in-

cluded in the 100 series. While utilizing 
a solid state imager the camera does not 
require an auto-iris lens. 

All models operate from low voltage, 
use identical electronics and come stan-
dard with a 4nun lens, a 120 volt ac to low 
voltage dc power module, and a mating 
video connector. 
Circle 13 on Reader Response Card 

Voltage Regulator 
The AR-PRO ac line voltage regulator 

is the latest in Furman's line of power con-
ditioners designed for audio and live 
performance. 

It handles 30 amps through a twist-lock 
connector. Housed in a two-rack space 
package it supplies regulated ac power at 

each of the 12 rear panel and two front 
panel outlets. It can supply a nominal 
120-volts ac output from any input from 
88 to 264 volts for power distribution in 
worldwide uses. 
The AR-PRO uses a multiple-tapped 

toroidal autoformer and is not sensitive to 
line frequency. 

Circle 14 on Reader Response Card 

Ten-Input Monitors 
The AMP-2 and AMP-1A rackmount 

stereo audio monitors from Wohler Tech-
nologies are now available with 10 mono 
or 10 stereo inputs. This option allows 
monitoring of audio from multiple sources 
from a single location. A buffered output 
is also available as a separate option. 

Circle /5 on Reader Response Card 

Compressor/Leveler/Limiter 
Aphex Systems has announced a new 

version of the Compellor compressor/ 
leveler/limiter. The new model 320 con-
tains dual monaural circuitry which can be 
linked two ways for stereo operation. 
Stereo linking can be accomplished with 
a leveling link or a compression and level-
ing link. 
Other features include reference level 

switching from the rear panel, leveling 
speed switchable from the front panel, 
peak limiter defeatable from the front 
panel and bypass relays with remote 
controllability. 

Circle 16 on Reader Response Card 

Video Distribution 
Datatek has introduced the D-804, a 

video distribution amplifier designed for 
use with Datatek's D-800 series 10 x 1 
switching modules, and contains two chan-
nels, each with one input and four outputs. 

The unit provides six matched video 

outputs from a single input. Frequency 
response is flat within 0.1 dB to 11 MHz 
and with a bandwidth of 30 MHz. It will 
handle subcarrier sine wave signals up to 
3V peak to peak for use in subcarrier dis-
tribution. An optional plug-in cable equal-
izer allows each channel of the D-804 to 
be converted to an equalizing distribution 
amplifier. 

Circle 17 on Reader Response Card 

Distribution Amp 
ESE has added the ES-246 Quad lx6 

audio distribution amplifier. The unit 
comes standard with balanced inputs and 
outputs via terminal block connectors; or 
the optional XLR connector rear panel can 
be specified. This transformerless design 

also allows for up to 12 separate and iso-
lated feeds for each input if unbalanced 
outputs are desired. 

Circle 18 on Reader Response Card 

Digital Audio Board 
Antex Electronics has announced the 

series 1 model VP800 digital audio board. 
The VP800 is designed to allow systems 
integrators and OEMs to add direct-from-

disk playback of audio to their system 
designs. 

The VP800 is meant to be used for 
audio replay only, where audio files would 
be created at a mastering workstation and 
replayed at standalone or remote loca-
tions. Applications include interactive lear-

ning systems, computer-based training 
systems, self-service terminals and infor-

mation kiosks, public address systems, 
multimedia systems, etc. 

Circle 19 on Reader Response Card 

DROP 
IT! 
Until Headsets and Belt-Packs become 
lighter than air, they're going to be 
dropped. And if damage occurs, you can 
bet it will be in mid-
performance. Production 
Intercom Headsets 
and Belt-Packs 
are built to 
keep communi-
cating. Even 
after they 
are dropped. 
Ask us to 
prove it. 

111 Intercom inrercom 
Technical Projects, Inc 
P.O. Box 3247 Barrington, IL 60010 
(718) 381-5350 Fax: (708) 381-4360 

1 (800) 562-5872 

Circle 281 on Reader Response Card 
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Remote Control 
R-Tec Systems has announced a remote 

control unit which can operate units that 
can be controlled by a relay via one two-
conductor (twisted-pair) cable up to a mile 

away. Video Tape Machines, Cart Ma-
chines, Screen Curtains and Stage Effects 
can be controlled using the five user 

assignable and function programmable 
buttons to control five functions or series 

of functions at the press of a button. The 
components in the system include the 

MC50 machine controller and the RK50 
remote keypad. 

Circle 20 on Reader Response Card 

DAT Front End 
Scantek, Inc has announced the release 

of a front end for Digital Audio Tape re-
corders. The Front-End type 112, from 
Norsonic, a/s (formerly Norwegian Elec-
tronics) is designed to be mounted on a 

Sony TCD-D10 Pro DAT recorder. 
The type 112 has two microphone in-

puts (B&K socket type) with OV or 200V 
polarization voltage , 28V preamplifier sup-

ply voltage, two line inputs and input 
amplifiers with calibrated settings used in 

lieu of the DAT amplifier. The dynamic 
range matches that of the DAT. 

Circle 21 on Reader Response Card 

Dual Mono Amps 
Stewart Electronics has introduced the 

PA-1200 and PA-1500 amplifiers which fea-
ture the "Switch Mode Power Supply" 
that recharges at 120,000 times per sec-
ond, 1000 times faster than a 60 Hz power 

supply. 

Each chassis contains two independent 
amplifiers for dynamic capabilities and for 

single-channel operation in the event of 
one channel tailing. Other features include 

short circuit protection and auto impe-
dance optimization. 

Circle 22 on Reader Response Card Remote-Power Condenser 
The PRO 35R remote-power condenser 

microphone from Audio-Technica is de-
signed for close mic'ing of high-intensity 
instruments, claiming undistorted output 
in soundfields as high as 141 dB spi. 
The mic includes an AT 8418 UniMount 

instrument mount, which surrounds the 

microphone with foam to eliminate instru-
ment noise and provide a wind screen. 

Circle 23 on Reader Response Card 

Menlo Scientific, Ltd. 
Acoustical Consulting 
and design services for 
sound contractors 

Contact Michael Klasco 

Menlo Scientific, Ltd. 
39 Menlo Place 
Berkeley, California 94707 

(415) 528-1277 FAX (415) 526-8087 

Circle 248 on Reader Response Card 
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MARKETPLACE 

PO Bo. San Franc.. LA ,).1107 • FAX 415.777.9868 

I FAST • EASY • TIDY 

Velcro Cable Wraps 

800.348.7600 

snume 

Circle 236 on Reeder Response Card 

FREE 56-PG CATALOG 

Complete line of audio 
modules and accessories for all engineered 

sound & broadcast applications 

MODULAR AUDIO PRODUCTS 
1-800-333-7697.516-345-3100•FAX 516-345-3106 

Circle 234 on Reader Response Card 

How to Publish Your 
Own Newsletter 

Without Doing Any of 
the Actual Work. 

Newsletter Marketing for Sound 
Contractors. Proven and affordable. 
Exclusive territories are available. 

For more information call 
(612) 231-2122 

FAX (612) 231-1147 

Huisinga Se Olsen 

Publishing, Inc. 
P.O. Box 53 Willmar, MN 56201 

Circle 231 on Reader Response Card 

AC/DC VOLTAGE 
AC/DC CURRENT 
DIODE TEST LOGIC TEST 
LED TEST GOOD/BAD 
5 FREO RANGES 
5 CAPACITANCE RANGES 
LOW BATTERY Warning 
CONTINUITY TEST/BUZZER 
TRANSISTOR CHECKER 
20 MHZ FREO COUNTER 
moo KELVIN Electronics - 
•olsi (516) 349-7620 1(800) 645-9212 
OM• FAX 516 349-7830 VISA MC 

95 
m e. 4 

2 YEAR 
WARRANTY 

PARIS LABOR 

Circle 232 on Reader Response Card 

How To Place a Sound & Communications Ad 
Print or type copy indicating capital letters and bold type. All rates are based 
on column inch. 1X rate for a classifed ad is $52. (Includes borders, typeset-
ting and company logo if desired.) 1X rate for a marketplace ad (product) is 
$80. Frequency discount available. Call for information. 

CLASSIFIEDS 

Business Opportunities Employment Wanted 

Equipment for Sale Facility for Sale 
Help Wanted - Miscellaneous 

MARKETPLACE 

All product and services 

Sound & Communications Ads 

Get Results! 

Company Name  Name   

Address  Phone  

Method of Payment '7_ Check Enclosed D Visa D American Express E MC 

Card #  Exp. Date   Signature   

Mail or Fax Copy to 
Sound & Communications Marketplace 

25 Willowdale Avenue, Port Washington, NY 11050 

Phone: 516-767-2500 FAX: 516-767-9335 

Check That Sound! 
Check that 

Sound System! 

PAG-1 

PORTABLE 
AUDIO 
GENERATOR 

COMPACT 9 V BATTERY OPERATION 
(What good is the one back at the shop) 

Check — Distortion and Equalization 
Check — For Rattles and Buzzes 
Check — Line Impedance, Capacitance 

and Inductance 

— Low Distortion .03% T.H.D. Oscillator 
— 18Hz to 22.5KLHz in 3 Overlapping 

Ranges 
— Dial Marked 1/3 Octave Segments 

**MADE FOR AND BY AUDIO PEOPLE** 

Cost is a Reasonable $139.00 Plus Tax 
Checks and Moneyorders Accepted 

For Ordering and Information Call 
TOLL FREE 1-800-866-6264 

Or Write To: 
Forward Innovations 

PO. Box 9429 
Santa Rosa, CA 95405 

Circle 230 on Reader Response Card 

FLAME RESISTANT 

ACOUSTIC GRILLE FABRICS 

Meeting Fire Code Safety Standards. 

ALL FABRICS INVENTORIED AND 
AVAILABLE FOR IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT 

CALL OR WRITE FOR YOUR 
FREE SAMPLE FOLDER AND PRICE SHEET 

MELLOTONE 
Mills: Post Office Box 145 • 108 East Church Street 

Blacksburg, SC 29702 • (803) 839-6341 
Fax (803) 839-2911 

Circle 233 on Reader Response Card 

Free Catalog & AudlolVldeo A, cp. 0 Lin. pel 1 ca t I on.s p4  , eep.4..... 

U 

Free. Been , ....: 7 114411441. 

/Pee, Phone.. 
RoLdelp Swlichere(St•eN) o.e, Trans, i 
(24,19.17,8,4.2 Inationa) ps.,VIdnuApCp14. 

Video I Iodle DIV. Ample. Video/Audio ROB-Sync Ole Ample. ETWIT--oul— „iii iids,14.. 000, 
2•In/24-oul Audio ' .. • 

0 OPAMP LABS INC ( 213) 934-3568 
1033 N Sycamore Av LOS ANGELES CA, 90038 

romic 

Circle 235 on Reader Response Card 

VOICE LOGGING TAPE RECORDERS 
Single and Multichannel Recorders 
Record Single and Multiline Phones 
New and Used earge Inventory) 

Dictaphone, Stancil,Teac, Racal, and More 
Reel to Reel, VHS and Audio Cassette 

VLR COMMUNICATIONS 
Experts in Voice Logging Recorders 

2290 Charter Point Dr. • Arlington Hts., IL 60004 
708-870-8310- 800-369-TAPE 

Circle 237 on Reader Response Card 



AD INDEX 
Company Page RS # 

Ashly Audio 45 250 

Audio Intervisual Design/ 

Sanken 6 273 

Audio Technica 3 201 

Atlas/Soundolier 36/37 202 

Bag End 21 270 

BBE Sound 33 290 

Cal-Switch 67 291 

Celestion 7 271 

Columbia Scientific 

Industries 51 285 

Community Light & Sound 55 256 

Creative Acoustics 43 247 

Crown International 5 208 
C-T Audio 25 267 

Electro-Voice CII 212 

ESE 61 287 

Forward Innovations 75 230 
Fostex 39 206 

Fourjay Industries 40 251 

Frazier 31 226 
Free Form R&D 26 283 

Full Discount Wholesalers 34 275 

Gefen Systems 6 269 
Huisinga & Olson 75 231 

IED-Innovative Electronic 
Design 47 255 

IRP Professional Sound 18 268 

JBL Professional CIV 210 
Karibu Sound 42 288 

Kelvin Electronics 75 232 

Mellotone 75 233 

Menlo Scientific 74 248 
Microframe 20 292 
MG Electronics 42 284 

Modular Audio Products 75 234 

Multiplex Technology 27 254 
OAP Audio 15 253 

Opamp Labs 75 235 
OWI 41 276 

Peavey/Architectural 

Acoustics 11 205 

ProTech Audio 16 272 
Quam-Nichols 8 203 

Racom 51 282 

RPG Diffusors 14 252 

Samson Technologies CIII 211 
Seam Tech 75 236 

Shure Brothers 17 207 
Sonic Systems/Soundsphere 22,49 249,257 

Syn-Aud-Con 26 286 

Technical Projects 73 281 

TOA Electronics 12 209 

VLR Communications 75 237 
White Instruments 21 274 

FREE INFORMATION 

Use the Reader Service Card 

opposite page 22. Just circle the RS# 

of products that interest you. 
Detach, and Mail! 

BUY/SELL/TRADE 

'We pay CASH for SURPLUS 
INVENTORIES. Obsolete, over-
runs, buy-backs. Consumer items. 
Capital equipment and trade 
supplies. 

J.C. VAN WACK 
1733 Helsinki Way, 

Livermore, CA 94550 
415-449-7139 

Fax 415-449-3909 

EQUIPMENT 
FOR SALE 

Soundsphere Model 110 speakers, 
with xformer & mtg brackets. XS 
inventory, new & demo, Qty 20. 

Call Dee 
(818) 893-7507 

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
Used SCA tuners, many less than five years 
old. All working when accounts were con-
verted to 950 MHz system. If interested call 

Ken Cross 
Osborn Sound and Communications 

Atlanta, GA 
(404) 875-5544 

REPAIR SERVICES 

We Repair: 
Power Amps • Turntables • Mixers • Tape 
Decks • CD Players • Laser Disc Players 
• Musical Instrument & Keyboard Amps 
• Receivers • Consumer Audio • Televisions 
• VCR's • Projection Television 

SPEAKER REPAIR Si RECONING 
Sales & Service & Rentals 
Pioneer Laser Karaoke 

Call for Confidential Price List: 
1551 Montauk Highway 

Oakdale, New York 11769 
(516) 589-4424 FAX: (516) 589-4437  

STARLIGHT 

• PRO 
AUDIO/VIDEO 

FINANCING 

LFCI 
Equipment Leasing 

• $50,000 with credit app. only 
• Provides: 

Off-balance sheet financing 
Tax benefits 

• All types of equipment 
• Nationwide 
• Dealers welcome 

VVe specialize in A/V equipment 
Call : ( 216) 882-6503 

Your Professional Connection 

For Quality Response Use the 

MARKETPLACE 
ACOUSTICAL I SOUND AND 

TELEVISION SYSTEMS ENGINEERS reurArTyi /4w:i=d 

Major audio-visual consulting 

engineering firm is seek,: 
c* 

acousti,' , ete,\‘`::',Ç, 
engineer to dec.: 

•n-v _ ct.\.%.._sw ,°,„e.e.,,1-,0‘,G,,,\\ s,. 

MD individuals with stronn 
liCal experience in sr,. 

equity or tot, 

e systeffi \le sow:  o.\nc• ceees. 

eens‘ se" 
-'nceees-` , Mus‘ . 

Every Month in Sound & Communications 
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MARKETPLACE 
HELP WANTED 

AUDIO VISUAL SYSTEMS ENGINEER 

The Pacific Northwest is a wonderful place 
to live and raise a family. Spectrum Systems 
Design is looking for a design engineer to 
become a member of a team of designers 
and installers in all types of audio, video, con-
trol and teleconference systems. 

A minimum of 3 to 5 years experience re-

quired and must have autocad experience. 

Send Resume and salary history to: 

Spectrum 
Systems Design 
1634 S.W. Alder 

Portland, OR 07205 
Fax (503) 288-3492 

CLASSIFIEDS 

GET 

RESULTS 

For rates and 

information, 

please call 

(516) 767-2500 

BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITY 

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY 
Specialized Southern California Altec 

Sound System Contractor wishes to 

sell business. Established for 35 

years. Many expansion possibilities 

in a fast growing area. Flexible terms. 

Please respond to: 

Sound & Communications 
Dept. 91 

25 Willowdale Avenue 
Port Washington, NY 11050 

SOUND SYSTEM ENGINEER 
The Everett I. Brown Company is a recognized 
leader in the architectural/engineering field. 
Our continued growth has created a need for 
a Sound System Engineer/Designer. The suc-
cessful candidate will possess a minimum of 
3-5 years experience in intercommunication 
and sound reinforcement system designs for 
churches, educational, commercial and in-
dustrial buildings. Additional expertise in 
acoustics would be beneficial. Appropriate ed-
ucation is required with professional regis-
tration preferred. We offer an excellent com-
pensation and benefits package. Interested ap-
plicants please respond with resume, cover let-
ter and salary requirements to: 

[JE K WN Company 
Architects ED Engineers 

Human Resources 
950 N. Meridian Street, 

Suite 200, 
Indianapolis, IN 46204 

I. 

Equal Opportunity Employer 

SOUND SYSTEM DESIGN 
AND SALES for expanding independent 
Dukane distributor for Michigan and Ohio 
areas. Seeking individual experienced in the 
design, layout and bidding of commercial 
sound systems and nurse call systems. 
Salary, commision and benefits. Reply to: 

Sound & Communications Classifieds 
Dept. 121 

25 Willowdale Avenue 
Port Washington, NY 11050 

District Manager 

Rauland-Borg Corporation is accepting 
applications for District Manager. Exten-
sive knowledge of Rauland product and 
its application is required. Candidate must 
be willing to relocate. 
Please send resume in confidence to: 
Harry Hahn, National Sales Manager 

Rauland-Borg Corporation 
3450 W. Oakton Street 
Skokie, IL 60076-2951 

HIGH TECH ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS 
High tech electronic company seeks: electrical-
electronic journeyman familiar in all phases of 
fire alarm, burglar alarm, intercom systems. If 
you would like to explore an outstanding op-
portunity please send resume to: 

ENKO SYSTEMS 
792 Klmbark Ave. 
Devore, CA 92407 
(714) 887-8925 

SOUND SYSTEMS 
PRODUCT MANAGER 
ADI, the world's largest wholesale 

supplier of alarm, CCTV and other low 
voltage products, requires a dynamic 
manager to help bring our unique 
service and convenience concepts to 
I the commercial sound business. 

This position requires a minimum of 8 
, years experience in Sound Contracting 
' and/or manufacturing. Responsibilities 
include marketing planning and 
implementation, determination of 
product mix, coordination of technical 
training and marketing seminars, 
product display for 70 locations, and 
coordination with advertising, 
purchasing, and operations. 

Excellent written and verbal commu-
nication skills are necessary. Position 
is based on Long Island, NY. 

ADI offers a competitive com-
pensation and benefits package based 
upon experience. Send your resume 
with your salary history to: H. Vaughn, 
Employment Manager, ADI - 180 
Michael Drive, Syosset, NY 11791. 

EOE/M-F 

SALES POSITION AVAILABLE 

Immediate sales position available with a 
diversified company. Nurse call, school 
systems, and security are our primary in-
terests. Need aggressive individual to meet 
the challenges of a rapidly growing market. 
Experience in design and sales required. Ex-
perience with Rauland products helpful. Send 
resume with salary history to: 

Spartan Engineering Inc. 
Attn. John Moore 
540 Parrott St. 

San Jose, CA 95112 
FAX 408-292-8887 

SALES ENGINEER position available with Sound 
Contractor, specializing in Nurse Call, School 
System and Intercom. Experienced in design and 
sales of DUKANE preferable. Send resume and 
salary history to: 

PACIFIC SOUND, INC. 
1483 MacArthur Blvd. 
Oakland, CA 94602 
FAX: 415-530-2952 

SALES OPPPORTUNITY 
Chambers Electronic Communications is 
looking for an experienced sales professional 
to sell school communication products in 
Tucson and Southern Arizona. 

Please call Michael Bradley at 
1-800-333-4342 
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PEOPLE 

Todrank Joins Roland; Gluck is AMS Prez 

Sales at Roland 
Bob Todrank has joined Roland's Pro 

Audio/Video Group in Los Angeles as 
National Sales/Marketing Manager. 
Todrank has been based for the last 19 
years in Nashville, Tennessee where he 

has worked in the pro audio industry as 
the owner of Valley Audio, a founder of 
Valley People, Inc. and as a studio de-
signer and facility consultant. 

Curtis Chan, General Manager of the 
group announced the appointment. 
"Bob's long term success and experience 
in the audio industry will be invaluable in 
helping to establish Roland as a committed 

player in the semi-professional and pro-
fessional audio and video industries." 

President of AMS 
John Gluck has been appointed 

dent of AMS In-
dustries Inc., the 
American sub-
sidiary of AMS 
Industries PLC. 
Gluck joined 

AMS in 1986 as a 
sales engineer 
and was ap-
pointed Senior 
Sales Executive 
for the company. 
In his new posi-
tion, Gluck is in-
volved in the restructuring of the US sales 
operation, following confirmation that 
AMS is sharing resources with Rupert 
Neve Inc. 

Presi-

Gluck 

Engineer and Chairman 
Altec Lansing Design Engineer Man-

ager, John Shepherd, has accepted the 
position of Chairman of the NSCA Prod-
uct Safety Group for the coming year. In 
this position, Shepherd is responsible for 

the direction of safety standards relating 
to the audio equipment for UL, CSA and 
upcoming changes taken by the IEC in 
Europe for 1992. 

Ace Appointments 
Ace Audio Visual has promoted Marc 

E. Hochlerin to Vice President of Sales 

and appointed Bruce D. Barnett to Sales 
Division/General Manager. Both have 
been in the industrial and consumer elec-
tronics industry for over 18 years. 

Weiner at JVC 
JVC Professional Products Company has 

appointed Matthew Weiner to the new 

position of pro-
fessional audio 
sales representa-
tive. In this posi-
tion, Weiner is 
responsible for 
product manage-
ment of the audio 
sales network as 
well as serving 
as audio techni-
cal consultant. 
Other responsi-

bilities include involvement in marketing 
and promotion. 

Prior to joining JVC, Weiner was em-
ployed for seven years by Martin Audio, 
New York City, as an applications en-
gineer. He is also a graduate of Syracuse 
University and has album and film credits. 

Weiner 

Toshiba Director 
Steve Nickerson has been named Di-

rector of CTV Marketing for Toshiba 
America Consumer Products, Inc. 
Nickerson's responsibilities include coor-
dinating all merchandise, marketing and 
sales activities for color TV products. 
Nickerson had previously been Assis-

tant Manager, CTV Marketing for TACP 
from 1984-87. Prior to rejoining Toshiba 
he was National Accounts Manager, CTV 

for Samsung Electronics. 

From Rep to Sales 
Scott Robbins has left his position as 

a Crown techni-
cal representa-
tive to assume 
the position of 
Western Region-
al Sales Mana-
ger. Responsible 
fár the direction 
of Crown's sales 
efforts for elec-
tronic products in 
all uestern states, 
Robbins has a 
background in sales, service and technical 
development and application. 

Robbins 

Mueller 

Bergeron Joins Marshall 
Long 

Dr. Katherina Bergeron has joined 
Marshall Long/Acoustics of Sherman 
Oaks, California as an acoustical engineer 
and sound system designer. Dr. Bergeron 
graduated Magna Cum Laude from the 
Czech Technical University. She has an 
MS in Electrical Engineering and a Ph.D 
in acoustics. She is working primarily in 
the audio/visual systems area. 

Mueller at Panasonic 
Panasonic Communications & Systems 

Company has appointed Robert B. 

Mueller to Gen-
eral Manager of 
its Professional/ 
Industrial Video 
Division. Mueller 
is responsible for 
all sales and mar-
keting activities 
of the company's 
professional/in-
dustrial video 
products. 

Prior to joining 
Panasonic, Mueller was president of 
Greenwich Management Associates, Ltd. 

(GMA), a management consulting firm 
specializing in video and computer applica-
tions. 

Sales at Crestron 
Randy Klein has been appointed Man-

ager of Sales and Marketing for Crestron 
Electronics, Inc. Klein is responsible for 
all sales of Crestron Audio Visual control 
systems. His other responsibilities include 
advertising, sales promotion and public 
relations. 

Before joining Crestron, Klein headed 
the sales and marketing department of 
Audio Visual Laboratories (AVL) and 
Genigraphics Corporation, respectively. 

Alpha Appoints Williams 
Alpha Wire Corporation has appointed 

Bob Williams Managing Director of Alpha 
Wire International. Williams is responsi-
ble for Alpha's marketing operation and 

for distributing and selling Alpha's prod-
ucts in Europe. 

Williams joined the company in 1985 and 
was previously a Vice President and Gen-
eral Manager for Fisher-Brownell. 

Gilbert 

Brown Joins Freed 
Michael Brown has been appointed to 

the position of 
account execu-
tive in the 
"Freed Sales 
Force." Brown is 
responsible for 
covering the 
eastern United 
States, Europe 
and Africa in his 
position. 
Brown's ex-

perience is as a 
performer in the music business and has 
multi-lingual skills for use in overseas ac-

count management activities. He is based 
in Fort Worth, Texas. 

Brown 

Brand-Rex Hires Gilbert 
Brand-Rex Company has appointed 

Jerome A. Gilbert as personnel manager 
of its Jackson, 

Tennessee spe-
cialty electronic 
cable manufac-
turing facility. 
The facility is 
scheduled for 

completion in 
August 1991. 

In addition, 
Gilbert will direct 
a cooperative 
training program 

for the work force sponsored jointly by the 
State Area Vocational Technical School for 

the Jackson area, and the Tennessee In-
dustrial Training Service, a statewide job 
training agency. 
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UHF's time has come. 
With the introduction of the 
Samson UHF* Series, we 
thought it might be helpful to 
provide you with new informa-
tion about this technology 

1. UHF gets better recep-
tion. Yes it does, in the sense 
that UHF operates at the 
higher frequency range of 
902-952 MHz. There is a lot 
less traffic up in that band-
width. And, more importantly, 
less RF interference and noise. 

2. New UHF technology 
has recently been 
made available. For the 
UHF Series, Samson put four 
of our finest wireless engineers° 
on the case. Using up-to-date 
developments like Di-Electric 
filters, Gas-Fet and new cellular 
technologies, they were able to 
bring UHF up to a higher level 
of performance. 

3. UHF sounds better. 
A dangerous generalization 
perhaps, but it does have wider 
RF dynamic range. And because 
we're the first to use dbxt 
Noise Reduction in UHF, the 
resulting audio quality is even 
more impressive. 

4. More frequencies are 
available. Samson offers 
seven UHF frequencies that 
can be used simultaneously. If 
you're already running a lot of 
\TFIF on stage, you can place 
our UHF frequencies on top of 
these without any interference. 

EIGHT 
THINGS 

OU 
SHOULD 
KNOW 
ABOUT 
UHF 

WIRELESS. 

5. Samson UHF offers 
more microphone options. 
The all brass U H-4 hand-held 
transmitter is available with an 
incredibly wide variety of the 
industry's most popular mic ele-
ments. The streamlined UT-4 
belt pack transmitter comes 
equipped with a broad rane of 
high quality lavalier micro-
phone capsules. 

6. Samson UHF antennas 
set new standards. 
Custom made so they are 
acutely sensitive to our band-
width, Samson's high efficiency 
cellular antennas can be either 
front or rear-mounted. Because 
they are positioned at a 45° 
angle to the front panel, several 
UHF systems can be cascade-
mounted in a single rack with 
all antennas in the clear. 

7. UHF is more expensive. 
Until now. Because of robotics 
assembly techniques and 
surface-mount technology, 
Samson was able to make UHF 
a realistically priced option for a 
whole new class of users. 

8. Write for a free Samson 
UHF White Paper. Find out 
more about UHF and one com-
pany's approach to this exciting 
technology A higher method 
that promises clearer reception 
for everyone in the wireless 
future. 

SAMSON® 
WE ARE THE WIRELESS FUTURE® 

Samson Technologies Corp. PO. Box 9068, Hicksville, 
NY 11802-9068 (516)932-3810 FAX (516) 932-3815 
01990 SAMSON TECHNOLOGIES CORP. 

In case you were reading to fast, we wanted to remind you that this ad is about UHF not VHF wireless. 0As long as you are reading our ad this closely, we thought wed tell you who they are: 
Yulcinaga Koike, Doug Bryant, Takao Horiuchi, Susumu Tamura. Idbx is a registered trademark of Carillon Industries. 
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Even Our Smaller 
Systems Can Fill A 
Big Hall. 

SR4700 Series 
You've seen and heard our big systems, 
installed in major venues around the 
world and on tour with some of the 

biggest names in the 
music business. The 
SR4700 Series Loud-
speaker Systems are 
equally at home on the 
road or in the hall. 

Their legacy comes from 
Cabaret® Series, a prime 
player in small to medium 
club sound reinforcement 
since the seventies. Their 
influence is Concert 

Series:" the new standard in 
packaged JBL systems. With 

Cabaret as the starting point and 
Concert Series as our current direction, we 
tened to your comments and suggestions, 

turning them into the sound system of the nineties 
and beyond. 

The SR4700 Series is pure pro audio. Pure JBL com-
ponents, the same caliber as those in our larger systems, 
including the Vented Gap Cooling" low frequency 
drivers and the 2445J compression driver. Pure JBL en-
closures, five times stronger than traditional designs, 
and protected by plastic-coated steel grills and super-
durable fabric-laminated plywood cabinets. Pure JBL 
sensibility, interlocking enclosures with heavy-duty steel 
handles and recessed input connectors, so they travel 

tighter, set-up easier and last longer. 

SR4700 Series, pure JBL. Be the first in line to hear them 
today at your local JBL dealer. 

B'L 
JBL Professional 
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329 USA 
el A Haman International Cornpany 
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